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Preface

The Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC) 2012 was held at RMIT University in Melbourne,
Australia, as a part of the Australasian Computer Science Week, January 30 - February 3, 2012. AISC grew
out of the Australasian Information Security Workshop and officially changed the name to Australasian
Information Security Conference in 2008. The main aim of the AISC is to provide a venue for researchers
to present their work on all aspects of information security and promote collaboration between academic
and industrial researchers working in this area.
We received 23 submissions from Australia, Canada, France, India, Japan, Malaysia, Qatar and Saudi
Arabia. After a rigorous refereeing process, we accepted 10 papers for presentation at AISC 2012. The
acceptance rate was around 43.5%. We extend our thanks to all the AISC 2012 authors for their quality
submissions and all the members of the Program Committee and external referees for their expert reviews.
Following AISC tradition from previous years, we have selected a paper for the Best Student Paper
Prize. Papers can be considered for this award only if the major contribution is due to a student author,
who must be the first author of the paper. Five papers entered the competition. This year Chris Mills
from Queensland University of Technology won the Best Student Paper Prize for the paper Tool-Supported
Dataflow Analysis of a Security-Critical Embedded Device by Chris Mills, Colin J. Fidge and Diane Corney.
Our warm congratulations to Chris and his co-authors on this excellent achievement!
Special thanks go to Michelle Kang for her work on maintaining the AISC 2011 website. We used
Easychair software to manage the AISC submissions and reviews. We found this software very helpful and
easy to use and we thank the maintainers of the service for this opportunity. Last but not least we extend
our gratitude to the ACSW 2012 organizing committee especially James Harland for their hard work and
their continuous and invaluable support throughout the preparation of the conference.

Josef Pieprzyk
Macquarie University
Clark Thomborson
The University of Auckland
AISC 2012 Programme Chairs
January 2012
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Welcome from the Organising Committee

On behalf of the Australasian Computer Science Week 2012 (ACSW2012) Organising Committee, we
welcome you to this year’s event hosted by RMIT University. RMIT is a global university of technology
and design and Australia’s largest tertiary institution. The University enjoys an international reputation
for excellence in practical education and outcome-oriented research. RMIT is a leader in technology, design,
global business, communication, global communities, health solutions and urban sustainable futures. RMIT
was ranked in the top 100 universities in the world for engineering and technology in the 2011 QS World
University Rankings. RMIT has three campuses in Melbourne, Australia, and two in Vietnam, and offers
programs through partners in Singapore, Hong Kong, mainland China, Malaysia, India and Europe. The
University’s student population of 74,000 includes 30,000 international students, of whom more than 17,000
are taught offshore (almost 6,000 at RMIT Vietnam).
We welcome delegates from a number of different countries, including Australia, New Zealand, Austria,
Canada, China, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Luxembourg, Malaysia, South
Korea, Sweden, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America.
We hope you will enjoy ACSW2012, and also to experience the city of Melbourne.,
Melbourne is amongst the world’s most liveable cities for its safe and multicultural environment as
well as well-developed infrastructure. Melbournes skyline is a mix of cutting-edge designs and heritage
architecture. The city is famous for its restaurants, fashion boutiques, café-filled laneways, bars, art galleries,
and parks.
RMIT’s city campus, the venue of ACSW2012, is right in the heart of the Melbourne CBD, and can be
easily accessed by train or tram.
ACSW2012 consists of the following conferences:
– Australasian Computer Science Conference (ACSC) (Chaired by Mark Reynolds and Bruce Thomas)
– Australasian Database Conference (ADC) (Chaired by Rui Zhang and Yanchun Zhang)
– Australasian Computer Education Conference (ACE) (Chaired by Michael de Raadt and Angela Carbone)
– Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC) (Chaired by Josef Pieprzyk and Clark Thomborson)
– Australasian User Interface Conference (AUIC) (Chaired by Haifeng Shen and Ross Smith)
– Computing: Australasian Theory Symposium (CATS) (Chaired by Julián Mestre)
– Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (AusPDC) (Chaired by Jinjun Chen
and Rajiv Ranjan)
– Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management (HIKM) (Chaired by Kerryn Butler-Henderson and Kathleen Gray)
– Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM) (Chaired by Aditya Ghose and Flavio
Ferrarotti)
– Australasian Computing Doctoral Consortium (ACDC) (Chaired by Falk Scholer and Helen Ashman)
ACSW is an event that requires a great deal of co-operation from a number of people, and this year has
been no exception. We thank all who have worked for the success of ACSE 2012, including the Organising
Committee, the Conference Chairs and Programme Committees, the RMIT School of Computer Science
and IT, the RMIT Events Office, our sponsors, our keynote and invited speakers, and the attendees.
Special thanks go to Alex Potanin, the CORE Conference Coordinator, for his extensive expertise,
knowledge and encouragement, and to organisers of previous ACSW meetings, who have provided us with
a great deal of information and advice. We hope that ACSW2012 will be as successful as its predecessors.

Assoc. Prof. James Harland
School of Computer Science and Information Technology, RMIT University
ACSW2012 Chair
January, 2012

CORE - Computing Research & Education

CORE welcomes all delegates to ACSW2012 in Melbourne. CORE, the peak body representing academic
computer science in Australia and New Zealand, is responsible for the annual ACSW series of meetings,
which are a unique opportunity for our community to network and to discuss research and topics of mutual
interest. The original component conferences - ACSC, ADC, and CATS, which formed the basis of ACSW
in the mid 1990s - now share this week with seven other events - ACE, AISC, AUIC, AusPDC, HIKM,
ACDC, and APCCM, which build on the diversity of the Australasian computing community.
In 2012, we have again chosen to feature a small number of keynote speakers from across the discipline:
Michael Kölling (ACE), Timo Ropinski (ACSC), and Manish Parashar (AusPDC). I thank them for their
contributions to ACSW2012. I also thank invited speakers in some of the individual conferences, and the
two CORE award winners Warwish Irwin (CORE Teaching Award) and Daniel Frampton (CORE PhD
Award). The efforts of the conference chairs and their program committees have led to strong programs in
all the conferences, thanks very much for all your efforts. Thanks are particularly due to James Harland
and his colleagues for organising what promises to be a strong event.
The past year has been very turbulent for our disciplines. We tried to convince the ARC that refereed
conference publications should be included in ERA2012 in evaluations – it was partially successful. We
ran a small pilot which demonstrated that conference citations behave similarly to but not exactly the
same as journal citations - so the latter can not be scaled to estimate the former. So they moved all
of Field of Research Code 08 “Information and Computing Sciences” to peer review for ERA2012. The
effect of this will be that most Universities will be evaluated at least at the two digit 08 level, as refereed
conference papers count towards the 50 threshold for evaluation. CORE’s position is to return 08 to a
citation measured discipline as soon as possible.
ACSW will feature a joint CORE and ACDICT discussion on Research Challenges in ICT, which I hope
will identify a national research agenda as well as priority application areas to which our disciplines can
contribute, and perhaps opportunity to find international multi-disciplinary successes which could work in
our region.
Beyond research issues, in 2012 CORE will also need to focus on education issues, including in Schools.
The likelihood that the future will have less computers is small, yet where are the numbers of students we
need?
CORE’s existence is due to the support of the member departments in Australia and New Zealand,
and I thank them for their ongoing contributions, in commitment and in financial support. Finally, I am
grateful to all those who gave their time to CORE in 2011; in particular, I thank Alex Potanin, Alan Fekete,
Aditya Ghose, Justin Zobel, and those of you who contribute to the discussions on the CORE mailing lists.
There are three main lists: csprofs, cshods and members. You are all eligible for the members list if your
department is a member. Please do sign up via http://lists.core.edu.au/mailman/listinfo - we try to keep
the volume low but relevance high in the mailing lists.

Tom Gedeon
President, CORE
January, 2012

ACSW Conferences and the
Australian Computer Science Communications

The Australasian Computer Science Week of conferences has been running in some form continuously
since 1978. This makes it one of the longest running conferences in computer science. The proceedings of
the week have been published as the Australian Computer Science Communications since 1979 (with the
1978 proceedings often referred to as Volume 0 ). Thus the sequence number of the Australasian Computer
Science Conference is always one greater than the volume of the Communications. Below is a list of the
conferences, their locations and hosts.
2013. Volume 35. Host and Venue - University of South Australia, Adelaide, SA.
2012. Volume 34. Host and Venue - RMIT University, Melbourne, VIC.
2011. Volume 33. Host and Venue - Curtin University of Technology, Perth, WA.
2010. Volume 32. Host and Venue - Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, QLD.
2009. Volume 31. Host and Venue - Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand.
2008. Volume 30. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
2007. Volume 29. Host and Venue - University of Ballarat, VIC. First running of HDKM.
2006. Volume 28. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
2005. Volume 27. Host - University of Newcastle, NSW. APBC held separately from 2005.
2004. Volume 26. Host and Venue - University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. First running of APCCM.
2003. Volume 25. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue
- Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide, SA. First running of APBC. Incorporation of ACE. ACSAC held
separately from 2003.
2002. Volume 24. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC.
2001. Volume 23. Hosts - Bond University and Griffith University (Gold Coast). Venue - Gold Coast, QLD.
2000. Volume 22. Hosts - Australian National University and University of Canberra. Venue - ANU, Canberra,
ACT. First running of AUIC.
1999. Volume 21. Host and Venue - University of Auckland, New Zealand.
1998. Volume 20. Hosts - University of Western Australia, Murdoch University, Edith Cowan University and
Curtin University. Venue - Perth, WA.
1997. Volume 19. Hosts - Macquarie University and University of Technology, Sydney. Venue - Sydney, NSW.
ADC held with DASFAA (rather than ACSW) in 1997.
1996. Volume 18. Host - University of Melbourne and RMIT University. Venue - Melbourne, Australia. CATS
joins ACSW.
1995. Volume 17. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue Glenelg, SA.
1994. Volume 16. Host and Venue - University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. CATS run for the first
time separately in Sydney.
1993. Volume 15. Hosts - Griffith University and Queensland University of Technology. Venue - Nathan, QLD.
1992. Volume 14. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS. (ADC held separately at La Trobe University).
1991. Volume 13. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.
1990. Volume 12. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC. Joined by Database and Information
Systems Conference which in 1992 became ADC (which stayed with ACSW) and ACIS (which now operates
independently).
1989. Volume 11. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
1988. Volume 10. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1987. Volume 9. Host and Venue - Deakin University, VIC.
1986. Volume 8. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1985. Volume 7. Hosts - University of Melbourne and Monash University. Venue - Melbourne, VIC.
1984. Volume 6. Host and Venue - University of Adelaide, SA.
1983. Volume 5. Host and Venue - University of Sydney, NSW.
1982. Volume 4. Host and Venue - University of Western Australia, WA.
1981. Volume 3. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1980. Volume 2. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1979. Volume 1. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
1978. Volume 0. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.

Conference Acronyms
ACDC
ACE
ACSC
ACSW
ADC
AISC
AUIC
APCCM
AusPDC
CATS
HIKM

Australasian Computing Doctoral Consortium
Australasian Computer Education Conference
Australasian Computer Science Conference
Australasian Computer Science Week
Australasian Database Conference
Australasian Information Security Conference
Australasian User Interface Conference
Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling
Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (replaces AusGrid)
Computing: Australasian Theory Symposium
Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management

Note that various name changes have occurred, which have been indicated in the Conference Acronyms sections
in respective CRPIT volumes.
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We wish to thank the following sponsors for their contribution towards this conference.

Macquarie University,
www.mq.edu.au

CORE - Computing Research and Education,
www.core.edu.au
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www.rmit.edu.au/

Australian Computer Society,
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new Identity-based signcryption (IBSC) scheme in the standard model. Our
scheme shows an improvement of approximately 40%
reduction in the ciphertext size when compared to the
previously proposed IBSC schemes in the standard
model. Further, we argue that the previous IBSC
schemes do not provide sucient simulation ability
in the security game. We show that with some minor overhead, we are able to correct this. The security reduction of our scheme is based on the hardness of the hashed modied decision bilinear DieHellman problem and the modied computational
Die-Hellman problem.

1 Introduction
Signcryption which was initially proposed by Zheng
(1997), is a public key cryptographic primitive which
combines encryption and signing as a single logical
operation. The main motivation is to lower the computational and storage cost compared to performing
a sequence of encryption and signing.
Later, Boneh & Franklin (2001) gave the rst ecient construction of Identity-based encryption (IBE)
in the random oracle model. Its ability to derive a
public key from an identity string simplied the inherent public key authentication issue in public key
encryption. Thus, this naturally led the movement
towards the adaptation of signcryption in IBE setting.
Since the initial work on Identity-based signcryption (IBSC) by Malone-Lee (2002), there have been
numerous IBSC schemes proposed in the random oracle model (Barreto et al. 2005, Boyen 2003, Chen &
Malone-Lee 2005, Chow et el. 2003, Libert & Quisquator 2003, Libert & Quisquater 2004, McCullagh &
Barreto 2004, Nalla & Reddy 2003, Yuen & Wei 2005,
Zhang, Gao, Chen & Geng 2009, Zhang, Yang, Zhu
& Zhang 2010). Although the random oracle model
The work of P. Lee and U. Parampalli was supported in part
by the Australia China Special Fund for S&T Cooperation,
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research (DIISR) Australia, under Grant CH090262.
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia, JanuaryFebruary 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and
Clark Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-forprot purposes permitted provided this text is included.

is an accepted proving methodology and enables ecient constructions, it has also been criticized due to
its practical issue that the security of a scheme can
be broken when an idealized hash function is replaced
with a real world hash function (Goldwasser & Kalai
2003).
However, constructing a secure IBSC scheme in
the standard model is non-trivial and many previous attempts have resulted in failures. For instance,
Ren & Gu (2007) proposed the rst IBSC scheme
in the standard model which was later shown to be
broken by Wang et al. (2010). Yu et al. (2009) proposed another IBSC scheme in the standard model.
Again, Zhang (2010) and Jin et al. (2010) independently showed that Yu et al.'s scheme is broken and
attempted at correcting the security aw. However,
it turns out both of these attempts have failed (see
Section 2.7 for details). Thus, it still remains as an interesting problem to construct a secure IBSC scheme
in the standard model.

1.1 Contribution
In this paper, we propose a new IBSC scheme in the
standard model. Our contributions can be divided
into eciency improvement and stronger security result.

Eciency improvement:

Our scheme performs
similarly in terms of computational cost compared to that of Jin et al. (2010) and Zhang
(2010). In terms of ciphertext size, we reduce
it by approximately 40% compared to the previous schemes. This is due to the complexity assumption that we rely on called the hashed modied decision bilinear Die-Hellman assumption
which enables us to remove the inclusion of an
extension eld element from the ciphertext.

Stronger security result:

Our security proof
shows a stronger result than those of the
previously presented IBSC schemes (Jin et al.
2010, Yu et al. 2009, Zhang 2010) in the
standard model. In the previous schemes the
simulator aborts during the security game when
the adversary issues failing queries, which are
signcrypt/unsigncrypt queries for which the
simulator is unable to generate the private
keys. This is due to the simulation abort during
extract queries in Waters IBE (Waters 2006)
which is also used in their schemes. Although
the abort does not aect the CPA security of
Waters IBE, this allows an adversary to trivially
distinguish a simulated envrionment from a real

3
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environment if used directly to provide CCA
security as in the previous IBSC schemes. For
instance, the reduction requires the challenge
identities xed at the challenge phase be the ones
for which the simulator is unable to generate
the private keys. Then, in phase 2 the adversary
can simply issue signcrypt/unsigncrypt queries
involving the challenged identites which will
always cause the simulator to abort. We stress
that failing queries should be answered and we
achieve this at the cost of an additional group
operation in each of signcrypt and unsigncrypt,
and a group element in the private key.

1.2 Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the necessary background material. Then, in Section 3 we present our scheme followed by its security proof in Section 4. Next, we
give an eciency comparison in Section 5 and nally
conclude in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Identity Based Signcryption (IBSC)
Scheme
An IBSC scheme consists of the following four algorithms (Malone-Lee 2002).

Setup(1 ): Given 1 for a security parameter K ∈
Z+ , outputs the system public key Mpk and the
secret key Msk .
K

K

Exract(u): Given an identity u, outputs the private
key du .
Signcrypt(duA , uB , M ): Given a message M , a receiver identity uB and the private key of a sender
duA , outputs the signcryption CT.
Unsigncrypt(uA , duB , CT): Given a ciphertext CT,
the sender identity uA and the private key of the
receiver duB , outputs the original message M or
⊥.

2.2 Security Model
We restate the two security requirements for an IBSC
scheme namely, message condentiality and unforgeability which appear in (Malone-Lee 2002).

Condentiality:

In order to achieve condentiality, an IBSC scheme must provide indistin-

guishability of identity-based signcryptions under
adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-IBSCCCA2), which is a natural adaptation of indistinguishability of encryptions under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack for public key encryption

schemes. Now, we describe the game which is
played between a challenger C and an adversary
A.

Setup:

C runs Setup(1K ) for a security parameter K ∈ Z+ and passes the system public
key Mpk to the adversary A and keeps the
master secret Msk to himself.
Phase 1: A may issue a polynomial number of
the following queries:
Extraction queries on ui : Given
an
identity
ui ,
C
computes
dui = Extract(ui ) and gives the
generated private key dui to A.

4

Signcrypt queries on (ui , uj , M ):

Given a sender identity ui , a receiver
identity uj and a message M , C generates the ciphertext CT and passes it to
A.
Unsigncrypt queries on (ui , uj , CT):
Given a sender identity ui , a receiver
identity uj and a ciphertext CT, C
unsigncrypts it and passes the result
to A.
Challenge: A chooses two messages
M0 , M1
and two identities uA , u∗B on which he
wishes to be challenged on. Note that the
choice of uA is exible where as u∗B must be
an identity for which A has not asked the
private key for.
Phase 2: Same as Phase 1, except that
A is not allowed issue the following
queries
Extract(u∗B )
and
∗
Unsigncrypt(uA , uB , CT).
Guess: Finally, A outputs
its guess bit b0 and
wins the game if b0 = b.

Denition 1. We say that an identity-based signcryp-

tion scheme is IND-IBSC-CCA2 secure if no polynomially bounded adversary has non-negligible advantage in the game described above.

Unforgeability:

Similar to condentiality, existential unforgeability of identity based signcryptions
under chosen message attack (EUF-IBSC-CMA)
is a natural adaptation of existential unforgeability under adaptive chosen message attack for signature schemes.
Again the game is played between a challenger C
and an adversary A.

Setup:

C runs Setup(1K ) for a security parameter K ∈ Z+ and passes the system public
key Mpk to the adversary A and keeps the
master secret Msk to himself.
Attack: A may issue a polynomially bounded
number of the following queries:
Extraction queries on ui : Given
an
identity ui runs dui = Extract(ui )
and gives the generated private key dui
to A.
Signcrypt queries on (ui , uj , M ):
Given a sender identity ui , a receiver
identity uj and a message M , generates
the ciphertext CT and passes it to A.
Unsigncrypt queries on (ui , uj , CT):
Given a sender identity ui , a receiver
identity uj and a ciphertext CT,
unsigncrypts it and passes the result
to A.
Forge:∗ Finally A outputs (CT∗ , u∗A , uB ), where
uA is not an identity for which A issued
extract query during Attack. A wins if
Unsigncrypt(u∗A , duB , CT∗ ) does not return ⊥. Note that there is no restriction
on uB unlike u∗A .
The advantage of A is Adv(A) = Pr[A wins].

Denition 2. We say that an identity-based signcryp-

tion scheme is EUF-IBSC-CMA secure if no polynomially bounded adversary has non-negligible advantage in the above game.
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2.3 Bilinear Maps
Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of
prime order q . Let Z∗q denote the set of all non-zero
integers modulo prime q . A mapping e : G×G → GT ,
satisfying the following properties is a bilinear map.

Bilinearity:

∀g1 , g2 ∈ G, a, b ∈ Z∗q : e(g1a , g2b ) =
e(g1 , g2 ) .
ab

Non-degeneracy: e(g1 , g2 ) 6= 1.
Computability: e is eciently computable.
2.4 Complexity Assumptions
Assumption 1 (Hashed Modied Decision Bi-

linear Die-Hellman (HmDBDH) (Gagné et al.
2010)). Let H : GT → {0, 1}nm +|g| × Z∗q be
a hash 2function.
Given the two distributions
hg, g a , g a , g b , g c , H(e(g, g)abc )i ∈ G5 × {0, 1}nm +|g| ×
2
Z∗q and hg, g a , g a , g b , g c , Ri ∈ G5 × {0, 1}nm +|g| × Z∗q ,
where nm denotes plaintext length, nu denotes identity string length, g is a generator of G, a, b, c ∈R
(Z∗q )3 , R ∈R {0, 1}nm +|g| × Z∗q and e(g, g) ∈ GT . The
HmDBDH problem is to distinguish the two distributions. We dene the advantage  of an adversary B
in solving the HmDBDH problem as,
2

Pr[B(G, GT , e, g, g a , g a , g b , g c , H(e(g, g)abc )) = 1]
2

−Pr[B(G, GT , e, g, g a , g a , g b , g c , R) = 1],
where the probability is over randomly chosen
a, b, c, R. We say the HmDBDH assumption holds
if  is negligible for all adversaries B .
Assumption 2 (Modied Computational Die-Hell2
man(mCDH)). Given hg, g a , g a , g b i ∈ G4 , where g
is a generator of G and a, b ∈R (Z∗q )2 , the mCDH
problem is to compute g ab .
We dene the advantage  of an adversary B in
solving the mCDH problem as,
2

Pr[B(G, GT , e, g, g a , g a , g b ) = g ab )],
where the probability is over randomly chosen a, b.
We say that the mCDH assumption holds if  is negligible for all adversaries B .

2.5 The Hashed Modied Decision Bilinear
Die-Hellman (HmDBDH) Assumption
The HmDBDH assumption rst appeared in (Gagné
et al. 2010) is inspired from the hashed DieHellman (HDH) problem by Abdalla et al. (Abdalla et al. 2001). The HDH problem states that
it is hard to distinguish between the two distributions hg, g a , g b , H(g ab )i and hg, g a , g b , Ri, where a, b
are random numbers between 1 and the size of the
group, and R is a random element in the range of the
hash function H .
The HmDBDH assumption is then obtained by
directly applying the HDH problem to the modied decision bilinear Die-Hellman (mDBDH) problem by Kiltz & Vahlis (2008). As noted in the
work of Abdalla et al. (2001), the HDH assumption is weaker than the DDH assumption and analogously, the HmDBDH assumption is weaker than the
mDBDH assumption.

Moreover, we assume the existence of the hash
function H : GT → {0, 1}n × Z∗q , where n denotes a bit-length. This can be realized by taking
a cryptographic hash function H 0 : GT → {0, 1}n in
conjunction with a pseudorandom number generator
(PRNG). Then, the output of H 0 can be used as the
seed to the PRNG. Note that our scheme requires
n = nm + |g| which is may be larger than what is
provided by a standard cryptographic hash function
(eg. SHA-2 supports upto 512 bits). Skein (Ferguson
et al. 2010), which is one of the nalists in the NIST
hash function competition for the SHA-3 standard,
supports arbitrary output size and can be useful for
our purpose.

2.6 Target Collision Resistant Hash Function
(TCR)
Let M and {0, 1}n be nite sets where n is an integer and let K be a key space. Then, target collision
resistant hash functions are a family of keyed hash
functions {TCRK : M → {0, 1}n : K ∈ K}. We say
such hash functions are target collision resistant if
any polynomial-time adversary A has only a negligible advantage in the following case: Given a message
M ∈ M, nd another message M 0 ∈ M such that
(M 0 6= M ) ∧ (HK (M 0 ) = HK (M )).
We dene the advantage TCR of A against TCR as

TCR = Pr[A nds a collision in TCR].
Constructing target collision resistant hash functions
is considered to be relatively easier than constructing
collision resistant hash functions where an attacker
is required to nd any pair of messages M, M 0 such
that HK (M ) = HK (M 0 ). Although we do not discuss
here in detail, it has been shown that target collision
resistant hash functions can be built from standard
hash functions (Bellare & Rogaway 1997).

2.7 Attacks against IBSC schemes by Zhang
and Jin et al.
In the following, we describe how the security of the
IBSC schemes by Zhang (Zhang 2010) and Jin et al.
(Jin et al. 2010) can be broken. For details of their
scheme, please refer to their original papers.

2.7.1 Zhang's scheme
In Zhang's scheme, A is able to correctly distinguish which message has been encrypted as follows. In the security game, A submits two messages M0 , M1 . Then, B randomly chooses a bit b
and encrypts Mb to generate the challenge ciphertext
CT∗ = hCT∗1 , CT∗2 , CT∗3 , CT∗4 , CT∗5 , CT∗6 i. A upon receiving CT∗ , simply guesses b = 0 and computes R00 =
CT1 /M0 . Next, A further computes t00 = TCR(M0 k
00
∗
R00 ) and m00 = H2 (g t hCT6 ). Then, A checks if
e(CT∗4 , g) = e(g1 , g2 )e(Hu (u), CT∗5 )e(Hm (m00 ), CT∗2 ).
If the verication succeeds, then the encrypted message was M0 , otherwise M1 .
The fundamental reason why Zhang's scheme is
insecure is that the value of R, which is supposedly
only computable by using the private key of the intended receiver, is trivially computable by A. Once
A obtains R, then A has all the necessary components to create a valid signature. Then, A can use its
verication result to distinguish the correct message.
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2.7.2 Jin et al.'s scheme
In Jin et al.'s scheme, A can break the IND-IBSCCCA security of the scheme as follows. Let CT∗ =
hCT∗1 , CT∗2 , CT∗3 , CT∗4 , CT∗5 i be the challenge ciphertext created given by B . Then, A successfully creates
a forgery by choosing a random r0 ∈ Zq then com0
0
puting CT0 = hCT01 , CT02 , CT03 , CT04 Hu (u)r , CT05 g r i.
0
∗
Since CT 6= CT , A may issue an Unsigncrypt
query on CT0 which will cause A to abnormally abort.

3 Our Scheme
We now describe our IBSC scheme in the standard
model. The security of our scheme is based on the
hardness of HmDBDH problem and mCDH problem.
Note that nm and nu denote the maximum length of
a plaintext and an identity respectively.

Setup(1K ) : Given 1K for a security parameter K ∈
Z+ , generates the system public key Mpk and the
master key Msk as follows:
1. Generate two groups G, GT of prime order
q and a bilinear map e : G × G → GT .
2. Choose a secret s ∈R Zq .
3. Choose three generators g, g2 , h ∈R G
4. Compute g1 = g s , Y = e(g1 , g2 ).
5. Choose u0 , u1 , ..., unu ∈R G.
6. Choose m0 , m1 , ..., mnm ∈R G.
7. Choose a cryptographic hash function
which satises the HmDBDH assumption
H : GT → {0, 1}nm +|g| × Z∗q .
8. Choose a target collision resistant hash
function TCR : G → Z∗q
Finally, the master public key Mpk and the master secret key for the system are as follows

Mpk =hq, G, GT , e, g, g1 , g2 , h, u0 , u1 , ..., unu ,
Msk

m0 , m1 , ..., mnm , Y, H, TCRi
=hsi

For notational convenience, we further dene the
following functions.

• Let U ⊆ {1, ..., nu } denote the set of all i
for which u[i] = 1, where u[i] is the i-th
bit of the identity string u. Then, Hu :
nu
{0, 1}
on u is computed as Hu (u) =
Q → tG
0t1
1
u
i∈U ui . For simplicity, we will denote
the output of Hu (u) as gu .
• Let M ⊆ {1, ..., nm } denote the set of
all j for which M [j] = 1, where M [j] is
the j -th bit of the Message M . Then,
Hm : {0, 1}nmQ→ G on M is computed as
Hm (M ) = m0 j∈M mj . For simplicity, we
will denote the output of Hm (M ) as gM .

Extract(u):

Given an identity u, generates the corresponding private key du as follows:
1. Choose

ru ∈R Z∗q .

2. du = {d(u,0) = g2s · (gu )ru , d(u,1) =
g ru , d(u,2) = hru }.
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Signcrypt(M, du

, uB ): Given a message M , a
A
sender's private key duA and a receiver identity
uB , outputs the signcryption CT as follows:
1. Choose r, r0 ∈R Z∗q .
2. (h1 , h2 ) = H(Y r ).
0

3. t0 = TCR(g r ).
0

4. Z = g h2 · Hm (M ⊕ t0 )r · d(uA ,0) .
5. t = TCR(g r ).
0

6. CT = hg r , g r , (guB · ht )r , (M k Z) ⊕
h1 , d(uA ,1) i

Unsigncrypt(CT, uA , du ):

Given a ciphertext
B
CT = hCT1 , CT2 , CT3 , CT4 , CT5 i, a sender
identity uA and a receiver's private key duB ,
unsigncrypts as follows:
1. t = TCR(CT1 ).
e(CT1 ,d(uB ,0) ·(d(uB ,2) )t )
2. Y =
e(CT3 ,d(uB ,1) )
ru
e(g r ,g2s ·guBB ·hruB t )
= e (g ·ht )r ,gruB
( uB
)
= e(g r , g2s ).
3. (h1 , h2 ) = H(Y ).
4. (M k Z) = CT4 ⊕ h1 .
5. Z 0 = Z · g −h2 .
6. t0 = TCR(CT2 ).
7. Test if e(Z 0 , g) = Y · e(CT2 , Hm (M ⊕ t0 )) ·
e(CT5 , guA ) and if it holds, output the message M , otherwise ⊥.

4 Security Proof
In this section we prove the security of our scheme
using a series of games. More precisely, we have two
sequences of games Game 0 to Game 8 and Game0 0 to
Game0 8, where we prove condentiality and unforgeability respectively. Each game (eg. Game 0, Game
1, etc) played is complete in the sense that an adversary will interact with a simulator from Setup phase
to Guess phase as dened in the security model. For
conciseness however, we will only describe the new
changes made in each game. We dene Ei , Ei0 to be
the events that B outputs its guess β 0 = 1, in the
respective i-th games.

Theorem 4.1. If there exists a polynomial-time

IND-IBSC-CCA2 adversary A against our scheme,
then there exists an algorithm B which can break the
HmDBDH assumption. Specically, for an adversary
A with an advantage  and running time t which may
issue at most QE Extract queries, B has an advantage of at least HmDBDH in solving a HmDBDH
problem in time at most t0 .
HmDBDH ≥

 − TCR
,
8QE (nu + 1)

t0 ≤ t + O(−2 ln(−1 )λ−1 ln(λ)−1 ))

Proof. The theorem is proved via a series of games

from Game 0 to Game 8. To start with, Game 0
where the scheme is simulated exactly as described
in Section 3 is presented. Then we transit through
the subsequent games based on various events (eg.
simulation abort, hash collision, etc). We conclude
the proof with the overall probability calculation of
the advantage and the running time of our simulation.
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Recall that the HmDBDH problem is to
distinguish between two probability distributions
2
hg, g a , g a , g b , g c , H(e(g, g)abc )i ∈ G5 × {0, 1}nm +|g| ×
2
Z∗q and hg, g a , g a , g b , g c , Ri ∈ G5 × {0, 1}nm +|g| × Z∗q .
We assume that the secrets a, b, c are known to B initially. Then, in sequel games, B will gradually forget
the secrets and instead they are available in the forms
2
of g a , g a , g b , g c only.

Game 0
Let A be an adversary and B be a simulator. We dene Game 0 to be an interactive game between A and
B . In short, B will behave as a KGC in our scheme
described in Section 3. Thus B has no limitation in
serving the queries made by A in Game 0 since it
knows the secret exponents a, b, c explicitly. Let E0
be the event that b = b0 . Then, by denition A's
advantage in Game 0 is |Pr[E0 ] − 12 |.

The changes made in Mpk as above does not affect the view of A and hence the simulation remains
indistinguishable from Game 1. Therefore,
Pr[E1 ] = Pr[E2 ]

Game 3 [Transition based on simulation abort]
Let QE be the maximum number of Extract queries
A may issue. Further, let F1 denote the event that
A issues an Extract query on an identity u such that
Ku (u) = 0 and let F2 denote the event that A chooses
the challenge identity u∗B such that Fu (u∗B ) 6= 0.
Then, we dene the event forced abort Ff or : F1 ∨ F2
and
"Q
#
E
^
Pr[¬Ff or ] =Pr
Ku (ui ) = 1
i=1

"
· Pr

Game 1 [Transition based on hash collisions]
In Game 1, the simulation is performed identically
to Game 0 except for the case when a hash collision
occurs. We say that a hash collision has occurred
when (CT1 6= g c ) ∧ (TCR(CT1 ) = t∗ )). We dene
HASHABORT to be the event that the simulator
aborts due to a hash collision. The simulation environment remains indistinguishable from the view of
A until HASHABORT occurs. Thus due to the difference lemma (Shoup 2004) we have,

|Pr[E0 ] − Pr[E1 ]| ≤ Pr[HASHABORT ]

(1)

Also, we have an adversary against TCR which succeeds with probability of at least Pr[HASHABORT ].
Then,
Pr[HASHABORT ] ≤ TCR

(2)

Game 2 [Transition based on change in the system public key 1]
In Game 2, B modies the system public key Mpk as
follows.

Setup:

B sets an integer, m = 4QE , where
QE is the number of extract queries,
and chooses an integer, ku , uniformly at
random between 0 and nu .
B denes
∗
x0 , ~x, y 0 , ~y ∈R ZP
m , three functions Fu (u) =
0
(q
(u) = y 0 +
P− mku ) + x + i∈U xi (mod q),0 JuP
i∈U yi (mod q), Ku (u) = 0, if x +
i∈U xi ≡
0 (mod m), otherwise 1.
B sets h = g1 ·g α , where α ∈R Z∗q . B then assigns
0

0

∗

u0 = g2q−ku m+x · g y · g1−t , where t∗ = TCR(g c )
xi
yi
and u=
i g2 · g . Finally, B replaces the parts
of the system public key Mpk with newly computed hu0 , u1 , ..., unu , m0 , m1 , ..., mnm i and keeps
the functions Fu , Ju , Ku , Fm , Jm , Km internal to
itself.
B further chooses km randomly between 0
0
0
and nm and denes m0 = g2q−km m+v · g w ,
vi
wi
0
0
∗
mi = g2 · g , where v , ~v , w , w
~ ∈R Zm .
Further B denes P
three functions Fm (M ) =
0
(q − mk
Pm ) + v + i∈M vi (mod q), Jm (M )0 =
0
w
i∈M wi (mod q), Km (M ) = 0, if v +
P +
i∈M vi ≡ 0 (mod m) otherwise 1.

(3)

Fu (u∗B )

=0

Q
E
^

#
Ku (ui ) = 1

i=1

We also dene η = Pr[¬Ff or ] and put λ as a lower
bound on η .

Lemma 4.2. The probability of simulator not aborting by the guess phase is at least λ =

1
8(nu +1)QE

.

The proof of this lemma is postponed until Section
4.1.
As discussed by Waters (2006), articial abort, denoted as Fart , is required to ensure that the simulation abort occurs with almost same probability
(1 − λ) over all possible sets of Extract queries made
by A. Let ~u = u1 , ..., uQE be the set of identities
queried for Extract during Phase 1 and Phase 2. We
dene the function τ (X 0 , ~u, u∗ ), where X 0 is a set
of simulation values x0 , x1 , ..., xnu , as τ (X 0 , ~u, u∗ ) =
0, if ¬F, otherwise 1. We consider the probability
over the simulation values for a given set of queries,
~u, u∗ , as η = PrX 0 [τ (X 0 , ~u, u∗ ) = 0]. B estimates
η 0 by sampling O(−2 ln(−1 )λ−1 ln(λ)−1 )) times the
probability η by choosing a random X 0 . Then, if
0
η 0 ≥ λ, B will abort with probability η η−λ
and take
0
a random guess. Otherwise, B will continue to Guess
phase as usual. Note that xing X 0 , ~u, u∗ gives the
adversary the xed view of the simulation.

Lemma

4.3.

If

the

simulator

takes

O(−2 ln(−1 )λ−1 ln(λ−1 )) samples when computing the estimate η 0 , then

Pr[E2 ] −
λ

1
2

− Pr[E3 ] −

1

≤
2
2

The proof of the above lemma is postponed until
Section 4.2. Note that readers who are familiar with
the work by Kiltz & Galindo (2009) may skip this
proof as this is identical to the proof of Lemma A.3
in their work.

Game 4 [Transition based on private key
derivation]
B answers private key queries made by A as follows.

7
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Extract Queries:
∗

Given an identity u, B chooses
ru ∈R Zq and computes du as follows :

5. Computes the signature Z as follows:
−Jm (M 0 )
r0

0
0
F (M 0 )
Z =g h2 · g1Fm (M ) · g2 m
· g Jm (M )

 00
∗ r
· g Ju (uA ) · g1−t

 −a 0
0
Fm (M )
F (M 0 )
=g h2 · g2a · g2 m
· g Jm (M )

r 0 
 00
∗ r
0
F (M 0 )
· g2 m
· g Jm (M )
· g Ju (uA ) · g1−t

r 0 − a 0
0
Fm (M )
F (M 0 )
=g h2 · g2a · g2 m
· g Jm (M )

 00
∗ r
· g Ju (uA ) · g1−t

 00
∗ r
=g h2 · g2a · Hm (M 0 )r̃ · g Ju (uA ) · g1−t
,
a
where r̃ = r0 −
.
Fm (M 0 )


−Ju (u)
−1
du = d(u,0) = g1Fu (u) · guru , d(u,1) = g1F (u) · g ru ,

−1
α Fu (u)
α ru
d(u,2) = (A2 · g1 )
· (g1 · g )
.
Letting r̃u = ru −

a
Fu (u)

gives us

t∗

−Ju (u)

d(u,0) =g1Fu (u) · A2Fu (u) · guru


−Ju (u)
at∗
∗ ru
F (u)
=g1Fu (u) · g1Fu (u) · g2 u · g Ju (u) · g1−t

 a
∗ − Fu (u)
F (u)
=g2a · g2 u · g Ju (u) · g1−t


∗ ru
F (u)
· g2 u · g Ju (u) · g1−t
ru − F

=g2a · gu

a
u (u)

g r̃ is computed as follows:

=g2a · gur̃u ,
−1
Fu (u)

d(u,1) =g1

a

· g ru = g ru − Fu (u) = g r̃u ,

d(u,2) =(A2 · g1α )
=(g1 · g α )

−1
Fu (u)

−a
Fu (u)

−1

· (g1 · g α )ru
a

Game 4 remains indistinguishable from Game 3
and hence,
Pr[E3 ] = Pr[E4 ]

(4)

[Transition
based
computation]

on

Signcrypt/Unsigncrypt

= g r̃ .

since it corresponds to a part of a user's private
key in the actual scheme.

Unsigncrypt queries on (uB , CT = hCT1 , ..., CT6 i):
There are three cases:

(CT1 =
6 CT∗1 = C t3 ) ∧ (TCR(CT1 ) = TCR(C)):
B aborts due a hash collision. Note that we
have bounded the probability of this abort
in Game 1.
K(uB ) 6= 0: Runs Extract(uB ) and unsigncrypts CT0 as usual.
Otherwise: B unsigncrypts as follows:
1. Computes Y as follows:

In this game, B answers Signcrypt/Unsigncrypt
queries made by A as follows. Note that B is able to
answer the queries without the explicit knowledge of
a, b ∈ Z∗q .

Signcrypt queries on (uA , uB , M ):

CT3

!(t−t∗ )−1

, g2
J (u )
CT1 u B · CTαt
1
r
(t−t∗ )−1
 ∗
g1−t · g Ju (uB ) · htr
=e 
, g2 
g rJu (uB ) · g rαt

Y =e

There are two

Ku (uA ) 6= 0: B runs Extract(uA ) to generate
the private key for uA and signcrypts M as
usual.
Otherwise: B signcrypts M as follows :
1. Choose r, r0 r00 ∈R Z∗q .
2. (h1 , h2 ) = H(Y r ).
0
3. t0 = TCR(g r ).
4. Repick r0 and restart from Step 3 until
Km (M 0 ) 6= 0, where M 0 = M ⊕ t0 .

8

a
m (M 0 )

00

B can perform this computation if and only if
Fu (u) 6= 0. Since we choose q, m, ku such that
q  mku , the only condition that Fu (u) = 0 can
occur is when mku = x0 +~x. Notice that Ku (u) 6=
0 is the sucient condition for Fu (u) 6= 0, since
Ku (u) 6= 0 implies mku 6= x0 + ~x. Thus the
simulator will only continue when Ku (u) 6= 0.

cases:

r0 − F

Remark 4.4. g r must be xed for each identity

=hr̃u .

5

0

6. t = TCR(g r ).
7. CT = hg r , g r̃M 0 , (guB · ht )r , M ⊕
00
h1 , Z, g r i

· (g1 · g α )ru

=(g1 · g α )ru − Fu (u)

Game

−a

0

0

g1Fm (M ) · g r = g Fm (M 0 ) · g r = g

!(t−t∗ )−1
· g Ju (uB )r · g1tr · g αtr
=e
, g2
g rJu (uB ) · g rαt
 ∗
(t−t∗ )−1
=e g1−t r · g1tr
= e (g1r , g2 )
∗

g1−t

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

r

(h1 , h2 ) = H(Y ).
Z = CT5 · g −h2 .
M = CT4 ⊕ h1 .
t0 = TCR(CT2 ).
Test if e(g, Z) = Y ·e(CT2 , Hm (M ⊕t0 ))·
e(guA , CT6 ) and if it holds, outputs the
message M , otherwise ⊥.
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Remark 4.5. The importance of the simulator being

able to answer signcrypt/unsigncrypt queries when
Fu (u) = 0 has been overlooked in many previous attempts (Jin et al. 2010, Yu et al. 2009, Zhang 2010).
For a security reduction to go through, given the challenge identity u∗B it is required that Fu (u∗B ) = 0.
However, the simulators in the mentioned papers are
not able to answer any sigincrypt/unsigncrypt queries
involving u∗B and simply abort when such cases occur. This behaviour of the simulator clearly enables
an attacker to distinguish the simulated environment
from the real environment.
Game 5 remains indistinguishable from Game 4
and hence,
Pr[E4 ] = Pr[E5 ]

We now assume that a, b ∈
are no longer available
to the simulator B as plain integers. Instead, they are
2
available in the form of A1 = g a , A2 = g a , B = g b .

Z∗q

Setup:

B sets g1 = A1 , g2 = B and Y = e(g1 , g2 ).
Then, B replaces the parts of the system public
key Mpk with newly computed hg1 , g2 , Y i.

The changes made in Mpk as above does not aect
the view of A. Therefore,
(6)

Game 7 [Transition based on challenge ciphertext computation]
We now assume that c ∈ Z∗q is no longer available
to the simulator B as a plain integer. Instead, it
is available in the form of C = g c , in addition to
(z1 , z2 ) = H(e(g, g)abc ). Then, we show how B constructs the challenge ciphertext as follows.

Challenge:∗

A commits the challenge identities
(uA , uB ) and a message M . If (Fu (u∗B ) 6= 0)
then B aborts and outputs a random guess as the
solution. Else, B returns the challenge ciphertext
CT∗ as:
r0 ∈R Z∗q ,
0

t0 = TCR(g r ),
z2

0 r0

· Hm (Mb ⊕ t ) · d(uA ,0) ,
D


∗
0
∗
∗ c
CT∗ = C, g r , g Ju (uB ) · g1−t · ht
, Mb ⊕ z1 ,
E
Z, d(uA ,1) .
Z=g

B simply replaces CT∗4 and CT∗5 with random bit
strings. Thus we have,
Pr[E8 ] =

Note
that we can compute CT3
=

∗
∗ c
−t
Ju (u∗
)
t
B · g
g
·h
since
CT3
=
1
c


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
c
= g Ju (uB ) · g αt .
g Ju (uB ) · g1−t · g1t · g αt
d(uA ,0) and d(uA ,1) are obtained by running
Extract(uA ) assuming that Fu (uA ) 6= 0. Otherwise, we can use the same technique as how
we answer Signcrypt queries in Game 5.

1
2

(8)

The only dierence between Game 7 and Game 8 is
the computation of CT∗4 , CT∗5 . It is easy to see that
this is equivalent to distinguishing between a well
formed HmDBDH instance and a random instance.
Hence,

|Pr[E7 ] − Pr[E8 ]| ≤ HmDBDH

(5)

Game 6 [Transition based on change in the system public key 2]

Pr[E5 ] = Pr[E6 ]

Game 8 [Transition based on challenge ciphertext replacement]

(9)

Analysis
We have computed partial probabilities of indistinguishability between games. We now combine the
these probabilities to compute the overall advantage
 of an adversary A running in time t, which is at
most,

1
(by denition)
2
1
≤ Pr[E1 ] + TCR − (from equations 1, 2)
2
1
= Pr[E2 ] + TCR − (from equation 3)
2

 = Pr[E0 ] −

≤

Pr[E3 ] −
λ

1
2

=

Pr[E4 ] −
λ

1
2

=

Pr[E5 ] −
λ

1
2

=

Pr[E6 ] −
λ

1
2

=

Pr[E7 ] −
λ

1
2

≤

Pr[E8 ] + HmDBDH −
λ

(10)
(11)
(12)

+ TCR (from Lemma 4.3)

(13)

+ TCR (from equation 4)

(14)

+ TCR (from equation 5)

(15)

+ TCR (from equation 6)

(16)

+ TCR (from equation 7)

(17)

1
2

+ TCR (from equation 9)

HmDBDH
=
+ TCR (from equation 8)
λ
HmDBDH
=
+ TCR (from Lemma 4.2)
1

(18)
(19)
(20)

8QE (nu +1)

= |8QE (nu + 1) (HmDBDH ) + TCR |

(21)

Since HmDBDH and TCR are negligible, A has only
negligible advantage in breaking our scheme.
The running time t0 of B is linear in the running time of A. Moreover, B requires additional
running time for sampling.
Hence, t0 = t +
O(−2 ln(−1 )λ−1 ln(λ)−1 )). This completes the proof
for the IND-IBSC-CCA2 security of our scheme.

Game 7 remains indistinguishable from Game 6
and hence,
Pr[E6 ] = Pr[E7 ]

(7)
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4.1 Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof. We now show the lower bound on the probability of the simulation not aborting.
Pr[¬F ] =Pr[

Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1]

i=1

· Pr[Fu (u∗B ) = 0|

Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1]

(22)

i=1

=(1 − Pr[

Q
E
_

Equations 24 and 30 come from the fact that for any
pair of u and u0 , the probabilities that Ku (u) = 0
and Ku (u0 ) are independent. Equations 25 and 28
1
come from the probability of Ku (u) = 0 being m
for any u. Equation 26 hold since Fu (u) = 0 implies
Ku (u) = 0 as well as the existence of a unique ku such
that 0 ≤ ku ≤ nu . Finally, equation 33 is obtained by
setting m = 4QE which optimizes the equation.

4.2 Proof of Lemma 4.3
Proof. We rst compute the probability distribution
of Pr[E3 ] −

Ku (ui ) = 0])

1
2

as follows.

i=1

·

Pr[Fu (u∗B )

= 0|

Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1]

(23)

Pr[E3 ] −

+ Pr[β 0 = 1|¬F ]Pr[¬F ] −

i=1
QE
X

=(1 −

Pr[Ku (ui ) = 0])
Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1]

(24)

i=1
Q
E
^
QE
) · Pr[Fu (u∗B ) = 0|
Ku (ui ) = 1]
m
i=1
(25)
QE
1
=(1 −
)·
m
nu + 1
Q
E
^
∗
· Pr[Ku (uB ) = 0|
Ku (u∗ ) = 1]
(26)

=(1 −

i=1

QE
1
)·
·
m
nu + 1

=(1 −

Pr[Ku (u∗ ) = 0]
Q
E
^
Pr[ Ku (ui ) = 1]
i=1

· Pr[

Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1|Ku (u∗ ) = 0]

(27)

i=1

QE
1
1
)·
·
m
(nu + 1) m

≥(1 −
· Pr[

Q
E
^

Ku (ui ) = 1|Ku (u∗ ) = 0]

(28)

i=1

=(1 −

QE
1
)·
m
(nu + 1)m

· (1 − Pr[

Q
E
_

Claim 4.6. For any xed view of A, |Pr[¬F ] − λ| ≤
λ
4

(29)

QE
1
≥(1 −
)·
m
(nu + 1)m
· (1 −

QE
X

Pr[Ku (ui ) = 0|Ku (u∗ ) = 0])

i=1

QE 2
1
) ·
m
(nu + 1)m
2QE
1
≥(1 −
)·
m
(nu + 1)m
2QE
1
=(1 −
)·
4QE (nu + 1)4QE
1
=
(nu + 1)8QE
=(1 −

10

(35)

Let F be the event such that F : Fart ∨ Ff or . Then
we make the following claim.

Ku (ui ) = 0|Ku (u∗ ) = 0])

i=1

1
2

1
= Pr[F ] + Pr[β 0 = 1|¬F ]Pr[¬F ]
2
1
(random guess taken if F occurs)
−
2
(36)
1
= Pr[F ] + Pr[b0 = b|¬F ]Pr[¬F ]
2
1
(β 0 = 1 if b0 = b)
(37)
−
2
1
1
= (1 − Pr[¬F ]) + Pr[b0 = b|¬F ]Pr[¬F ] −
2
2
(38)
1
= − Pr[¬F ]) + Pr[b0 = b|¬F ]Pr[¬F ]
2
(39)
1
= − Pr[¬F ])
2
+ Pr[¬F |b0 = b]Pr[b0 = b] (Bayes' theorem)
(40)
1
= (Pr[¬F |b0 = b]Pr[b0 = b]
2
− Pr[¬F |b0 6= b]Pr[b0 6= b])
(41)
1
= (Pr[¬F |b0 = b]Pr[E2 ]
2
− Pr[¬F |b0 6= b](1 − Pr[E2 ])) (Pr[E2 ] = Pr[b0 = b])
(42)

i=1

· Pr[Fu (u∗B ) = 0|

1
=Pr[β 0 = 1|F ]Pr[F ]
2

.

Let us assume the claim holds for now. Since the
claim holds for any xed view of A, the claim should
also hold in the following cases conditioned on b0 = b
and b0 6= b.

|Pr[¬F |b0 = b] − λ| ≤
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

λ
λ
, |Pr[¬F |b0 6= b] − λ| ≤
4
4
(43)

Then, combining equations 42 and 43 gives,


1
1
λ λ
Pr[E3 ] − − λ Pr[E2 ] −
≤Pr[E2 ] +
2
2
4
4
λ
≤ ,
2
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Proof. We now prove the EUF-IBSC-CMA security of

which trivially leads to


Pr[E3 ] − 12

1
≤
− Pr[E2 ] −
λ
2
2

our scheme. The proof runs from Game0 0 to Game0
7.
Recall that the mCDH problem is to compute g ab
2
given hg, g a , g a , g b i ∈ G4 , where g is a generator of
G and a, b ∈R (Z∗q )2 . We assume that the secrets a, b
are known to B initially. Then, in sequel games, B
will gradually forget the secrets and instead they are
2
available in the forms of g a , g a , g b only.

Proof of Claim 4.6
Proof. Since two events are independent of each
other,

Pr[¬F ] = Pr[¬Ff or ]Pr[¬Fart ] = η Pr[¬Fart ]

Game0 0

Let us x 0 < 0 = 8 ≤ 18 . Then, by using Cherno's
bound for the estimate η 0 of η we obtain

B is simulating the real environment as in Game 0.
Then by denition, the advantage of A is

Pr[η 0 − η] > η0 ] < λ0 .

|Pr[E00 ]|

This gives us

Game0 1 [Transition based on hash collisions]

Pr[¬Fart ] =Pr[¬Fart ||η 0 − η| > η0 ]Pr[|η 0 − η| > η0 ]

This game is identical to Game 1. Thus we have,

+ Pr[¬Fart ||η − η| ≤ η ]Pr[|η − η| ≤ η ]
0

0

0

0

≤λ0 + Pr[¬Fart ||η 0 − η| ≤ η0 ]
λ
=λ0 + 0 .
η

Pr[HASHABORT ] ≤ TCR

The last equality is true since for xed η with |η −
η| ≥ η0 we have η 0 > η(0 + 1) ≤ λ(0 + 1) ≤ λ and
therefore Pr[¬Fart ] = ηλ0 . Further we have,
0

Pr[¬F ] =Pr[¬Ff or ]Pr[¬Fart ]
ηλ
≤ηλ0 + 0
η
λ
≤λ0 +
1 − 0
≤λ(1 + 20 ).

λ
η(1+0 )

Pr[¬F ] =η Pr[¬Fart ]

≥η Pr[¬Fart ||η − η| ≤ η ]Pr[|η − η| ≤ η ]
λ
(1 − λ0 )
≥η
η(1 + 0 )
0

0

This game is almost identical to Game 3 except for
one change. We now introduce an additional failure
event F3 : Fm (M 00 ) 6= 0. Then, the new probability
of simulation abort F 0 is

F 0 = F ∨ F3
Pr[¬F 0 ] = Pr[¬F ]Pr[Fm (M 00 ) 6= 0]
Then, we have the following lemma whose proof will
be postponed until Section 4.3

Lemma 4.8. The probability of simulator not aborting is at least λ0 =

≥λ(1 − 20 ).

Pr[E20 ] −
λ0

Since λ(1 − 20 ) ≤ Pr[¬F ] ≤ λ(1 + 20 ), this implies
|Pr[¬F ] − λ| ≤ λ20 < λ
4 as required.

Theorem 4.7. If there exists a polynomial-time
EUF-IBSC-CMA adversary A against our scheme,
then there exists an algorithm B which can break the
mCDH assumption. Specically, for an adversary A
with an advantage  and running time t which may
issue at most QE extract queries, B has an advantage
of at least mCDH in solving a mCDH problem in time
at most t0 .
 − TCR
2
32QE (nu + 1)(nm
−2
−1 −1

t0 ≤ t + O(

1
32Q2E (nm +1)(nu +1)

.

Apart from the additional failure case, the rest of
Game0 3 is identical to Game 3. Therefore,

≥λ(1 − 0 )2

mCDH ≥

(47)

Game0 3 [Transition based on simulation abort]

0 ) > λ). Therefore,
0

(46)

This game is identical to Game 2. Thus we have,

(since η > λ and hence η(1 +

0

(45)

Game0 2 [Transition based on change in the
system public key 1]
Pr[E100 ] = Pr[E200 ]

0
0
0
For all
n xed
o η with |η −η| ≤ η we have Pr[¬Fart ] =

>

|Pr[E00 ] − Pr[E10 ]| ≤ Pr[HASHABORT ]
And recall that,

0

min 1, ηλ0

(44)

+ 1)

,

ln( )λ ln(λ)−1 ))

1
2

− Pr[E30 ] −

1

≤
2
2

(48)

Game0 4 [Transition based on key derivation]
This game is identical to Game 4. Thus we have,
Pr[E30 ] = Pr[E40 ]

Game0

5

[Transition
based
computation]

Signcrypt/Unsigncrypt

(49)

on

This game is identical to Game 5. Hence,
Pr[E40 ] = Pr[E50 ]

(50)
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Game0 6 [Transition based on change in the
system public key 2]
We now assume that a, b ∈ Z∗q are no longer available
to the simulator B as plain integers. Instead, they are
2
available in the form of A1 = g a , A2 = g a , B = g b .

Setup:

B sets g1 = A1 , g2 = B and Y = e(g1 , g2 ).
Then, B replaces the parts of the system public
key Mpk with newly computed hg1 , g2 , Y i.

As in Game0 2, the changes made in Mpk as above
does not aect the view of A. Therefore,
Pr[E50 ] = Pr[E60 ]

(51)

Game0 7 [Transition based on challenge abort]
In Game0 7, as long as the simulation does not abort,
B is able to solve a mCDH problem as follows.

Forge: ∗Eventually, A returns a signcrypted message

CT = hCT1 , CT2 , CT3 , CT4 ,
CT5 , CT6 i. B unsigncrypts CT∗ to get M ∗ . If
CT∗ is invalid, Extract(u∗A ) query has previously been made, Fu (u∗A ) 6= 0 or Fm (M 0 ) 6= 0
where M 0 = M ⊕ TCR(CT2 ), B aborts. If
Fu (u∗A ) = 0 and Fm (M 0 ) = 0, B obtains g ab
as follows:
ru

0

CT5 =g h2 · Hm (M ⊕ TCR(CT2 ))r · g2a · guAA
=g

h2

·g

Jm (M ⊕TCR(CT2 ))r

0

·g

ab

·

ru
guAA .

So,

CT5
=
Jm (CT4 ⊕TCR(CT2 ))
J (u )
· CT2
· CT6 u A
0
ru
g h2 · g Jm (M ⊕TCR(CT2 ))r · g ab · guAA
= g ab .
r
u
g h2 · (g r0 )Jm (M ⊕TCR(CT2 )) · guAA

=

≤ |Pr[E10 ] + TCR | (from equations 45, 46)
= |Pr[E20 ] + TCR | (from equation 47)
Pr[E30 ]
≤
+ TCR (from equation 48)
λ0
Pr[E40 ]
=
+ TCR (from equation 49)
λ0
Pr[E50 ]
=
+ TCR (from equation 50)
λ0
Pr[E60 ]
=
+ TCR (from equation 51)
λ0
Pr[E70 ]
=
+ TCR (from equation 52)
λ0
mCDH
=
+ TCR (from equation 53)
λ0
mCDH
=
+ TCR (from Lemma 4.8)
1
32Q2E (nm +1)(nu +1)

= 32Q2E (nm + 1)(nu + 1)mCDH + TCR
Since mCDH , TCR are negligible, A has only negligible advantage in breaking our scheme.
The running time t0 of B is linear in the running
time of A. Moreover, B requires additional running
time for sampling. Hence,

4.3 Proof of Lemma 4.8

Game 7 remains indistinguishable from Game 6.
Hence,
Pr[E70 ]

 = |Pr[E00 ]| (by denition)

This completes the proof for EUF-IBSC-CMA security of our scheme.

0

Pr[E60 ]

The overall advantage  of an adversary A running in
time t is at most,

t0 = t + O(−2 ln(−1 )λ−1 ln(λ)−1 ))

g h2

0

Analysis

Proof. We rst compute the probability of the event
F3 not occurring.

(52)

Pr[¬F3 ] =Pr[Fm (M 00 ) = 0]
1
=
Pr[Km (M 00 ) = 0]
nm + 1
1
1
=
nm + 1 m

B is able to obtain the mCDH output g ab as long as
¬F 0 holds. This gives us
Pr[E70 ] = mCDH

(53)
Then,

Pr[¬F 0 ] =Pr[¬F ∧ ¬F3 ]
λ
≥
m(nm + 1)

=

1
8(nu +1)QE

4QE (nm + 1)
1
=
32Q2E (nm + 1)(nu + 1)

5 Eciency
We compare the eciency of our scheme against the
other schemes (Jin et al. 2010, Zhang 2010) in terms
of the computational cost involved and the ciphertext size. Although these two schemes are broken,
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nevertheless the comparison would show the relative
performance of our scheme. Table 1 shows that the
schemes under the comparison perform similarly in
terms of computation overhead.
Table 1: Eciency Comparison

Extract
Signcrypt
Unsigncrypt
Ciphertext size
Security

G
ex.
2
6

Ours
GT
ex.
0
1

2

0

G5 × |M |

P
0
0
5

Jin et al.
G GT P
ex. ex.
2
0
0
3
1
0
2

0

5

G4 × GT

CCA2
Broken
CMA
G ex.: number of exponentiations in G
GT ex.: number of exponentiations in GT
P: number of pairings
CCA2: IND-IBSC-CCA2
CMA: EUF-IBSC-CMA

G
ex.
2
5
0

Zhang
GT P
ex.
0
0
1
0
2

G4 × Z∗q
×GT
Broken

Now we compare the ciphertext size by considering the implementation over dierent types of pairings (see the work by (Galbraith et el. 2008) for
more details on the dierent pairing types). In case
the schemes are implemented over a supersingular
curve of embedding degree 2, then |G| = 512 bits,
|GT | = 1024 bits and typically nm = nu = 160 bits.
Thus, our ciphertext size will be 512 × 5 + 160 = 2720
bits compared to 512 × 4 + 1024 = 3072 bits by Jin et
al.'s and 512 × 4 + 160 + 1024 = 3232 bits by Zhang's.
It is trivially possible to convert our symmetric pairing based scheme to Type 2 pairing version
(asymmetric pairing e : G1 × G2 → GT with ecient isomorphism). In a crude way, we may dene
every group element in our scheme as G2 element.
Then, due to the presence of isomorphic map which
eciently maps elements in G2 to the corresponding
elements in G1 , we obtain Type 2 pairing version of
our scheme.
In case where a Type 2 pairing of embedding degree 6 is used, for g1 ∈ G1 , g2 ∈ G2 and h ∈ GT ,
|g1 | = 160 bits, |g2 | = 480 bits and |h| = 960 bits
(Chatterjee & Menezes 2009). Thus, our ciphertext size will be 480 × 5 + 160 = 2560 bits instead
of 480 × 4 + 960 = 2880 bits for Jin et al.'s and
480 × 4 + 960 = 3040 bits for Zhang's.
We can further improve the eciency with a
slightly more eort. If a shorter private key size is
desired, then we may dene private keys to be of elements from G1 . This will force the ciphertext elements to be from G2 since each private key component is used in pairing with each ciphertext element for unsigncrypting. If a shorter ciphertext
size is of primary concern, then we may dene the
ciphertext elements to be from G1 and the private
keys from G2 . If this is the case, then our ciphertext size will be 160 × 5 + 160 = 960 bits compared
to 160 × 4 + 960 = 1600 bits by Jin et al.'s and
160 × 4 + 160 + 960 = 1760 bits by Zhang's. Thus
we see a signicant reduction of approximately 40%
in the ciphertext size.

5

sumptions. We note that previously proposed IBSC
schemes in the standard model are not secure and
many schemes ignore the importance of being able
to answer signcrypt/unsigncrypt simulation queries
for which the private key generation algorithm fails.
Moreover, we have shown that our scheme provide a
short ciphertext size by avoiding the inclusion of a
target group element in the ciphertext.
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Abstract
In this paper, we reduce computation time of elliptic curve signature verification scheme by proposing
the minimal joint Hamming weight conversion for
any binary expansions of d integers. The computation time of multi-scalar multiplication, the bottleneck operation of the scheme, strongly depends on the
joint Hamming weight. As we represent the scalars
using redundant representations, we may represent
a number by many expansions. The minimal joint
Hamming weight conversion is the algorithm to select the expansion which has the least joint Hamming
weight. Many existing works introduce the conversions for some specific representations, and it is not
trivial to generalize their algorithms to other representations. On the other hand, our conversion, based
on the dynamic programming scheme, is applicable to
find the optimal expansions on any binary representations. We also propose the algorithm to generate
the Markov chain used for exploring the minimal average Hamming density automatically from our conversion algorithm. In general, the sets of states in
our Markov chains are infinite. Then, we introduce
a technique to reduce the number of Markov chain
states to a finite set. With the technique, we find the
average joint Hamming weight of many representations that have never been found. One of the most
significant results is that, for the expansion of integer pairs when the digit set is {0, ±1, ±3} often used
in multi-scalar multiplication, we show that the minimal average joint Hamming density is 0.3575, which
improves the upper bound value.
Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Minimal
Weight Conversion, Average Joint Hamming Weight,
Digit Set Expansion
1

Masato Edahiro2

Introduction

The multi-scalar multiplication is the bottleneck operation of elliptic curve signature verification scheme.
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia, JanuaryFebruary 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and
Clark Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-forprofit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

The operation is to compute
K=

d
X

r i Pi = r 1 P1 + · · · + r d Pd ,

i=1

when ri is a natural number, and Pi is a point
on the elliptic curve. In this paper, we propose a
method to reduce the computation time using a computer arithmetic technique considering the representation of each scalar ri . In some redundant representations, we can represent each ri in more than
one way. Each way, called expansion, has a different value of Hamming weight, which directly affects
the computation time of multi-scalar multiplications.
Since the lower weight expansion makes the operation faster, many methods have been explored the
lower weight expansion on many specific representations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). These include the work by
Solinas (1), which proposed the minimal joint weight
expansion on an integer pair when digit set (defined
in Section 2) is {0, ±1}. Also, the work by Heuberger
and Muir (2, 3) presented the expansions for digit set
{−l, −(l−1), . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , u−1, u} for any natural
number l, and positive integer u.
However, minimal weight conversions of many
digit sets have not yet been found in the literature.
This is caused by the fact that most of previous work
presented the conversions based on the mathematical
construction of the representation, which is hard to
apply to many types of digit sets.
In this work, we propose a conversion method and
an algorithm to find the average weight without concerning mathematical construction. This enables us
to find the minimal weight conversions of digit sets
used for multi-scalar multiplication. One of the significant result is the minimal weight conversion when the
digit set is {0, ±1, ±3} (8). Compared to the digit set
that the minimal weight conversion have been found
such as {0, ±1 ± 2} (2, 3), {0, ±1, ±3} uses the same
amount of memory to store the pre-computed points
as {0, ±1, ±2}, but it is proved that {0, ±1, ±3} has
lower minimal average weight when d = 2.
To evaluate the effectiveness of each representation
on elliptic curve cryptography, we utilize the average
joint Hamming density, and we also propose a method
to find the value for a class of digit set in this paper. Similar to the minimal weight conversions, most
of the existing works proposed analysis based on the
mathematical construction, which makes it hard to
apply to many digit sets. On the other hand, we are
able to calculate the value for our minimal weight con-
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version algorithms, by proposing an algorithm to automatically generate the Markov chain from the conversion algorithms. In general, the sets of states in
our Markov chains are infinite. Then, we introduce
a technique to reduce the number of Markov chain
states to a finite set.
One of our results is the expansion when the
digit set is {0, ±1, ±3} and d = 2. For this digit
set, many previous works have proposed conversion
methods and analysis for multi-scalar multiplication
(5, 9, 10, 11). They can find the upper bound for the
minimal average joint Hamming density. Our algorithm can find the minimal average joint Hamming
density for this digit set, which is 0.3575. This improves the lowest upper bound 0.3616 in (5, 6).
It is shown in Appendix C that our minimal weight
conversion algorithm is applicable to all finite digit
sets. However, the algorithm to find average joint
Hamming density is not. In many digit sets, the
number of states in the Markov chain in the Markov
chain is not finite, e.g. the representation in which
DS = {0, 1, 3} and d = 1. In (12), we provide the
proof of the finiteness of the Markov chain in a class of
representation which cover all representations practically used in multi-scalar multiplication. Also, we are
working on finding other reduction methods, which
enable us to discover the value for wider class of representations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We discuss the background knowledge of this
research in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a
minimal weight conversion algorithm, with the explanation and the example. In Section 4, we present the
algorithm to construct the Markov chain used for analyzing the digit set expansion from the conversion
in Section 3. Then, we use that Markov chain to find
the minimal average joint Hamming density. Last, we
conclude the paper in Section 5.
2

Definition

Let DS be the digit set, n, d be positive integers,
E{DS , d} be a conversion function from Zd to (DSn )d
such that if

Next, we define JWE{DS ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd ), the joint
Hamming weight function of integer r1 , . . . rd represented by the conversion E{DS , d}, by
JWE{DS ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd ) =

=

jwt ,

t=0

where
jwt =



0,
1

if E{DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd )|t = h0i,
otherwise ,

For instance,
JWEb {1} (12) = 2,
JWEb {2} (12, 21) = 4.
The computation time of the scalar point multiplication depends on the joint Hamming weight. This is
because we deploy the double-and-add method, that
is
d
X

ri Pi = 2(. . . (2(2Kn−1 + Kn−2 )) . . . ) + K0 ,

i=0

where
Kt =

d
X

ei,t Pi .

i=0

Since Kt = O, if
E{DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd )|t = h0i,
we need not to perform point addition in that
case.
Thus, the number of point additions is
JWE{DS ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd ) − 1. For instance, if
K = 12P1 + 21P2 ,
we can compute K as
K = 2(2(2(2P2 + P1 ) + D)) + P2 ,

E{DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd ) = h(ei,n−1 ei,n−2 . . . e1,0 )idi=1
d
h(ei,t )n−1
t=0 ii=1 ,

n−1
X

P
t
when n−1
t=0 ei,t 2 = ri , where ri ∈ Z and ei,t ∈ DS for
d
all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We call h(ei,t )n−1
t=0 ii=1 as the expansion
of r1 , . . . , rd by the conversion E{DS , d}. We also
define a tuple of t-th bit of ri as,

where D = P1 + P2 , that has already been precomputed before the computation begins. We need 4
point doubles and 3 point additions to find the result.
When {0, 1} ⊂ DS , we are able to represent some
number ri ∈ Z in more than one way. For instance,
if DS = {0, ±1},

E{DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd )|t = he1,t , . . . , ed,t i.

12 = (01100) = (101̄00) = (11̄100) = . . . ,

As a special case, let Eb {d} be the binary conversion changing the integer to its binary representation
where DS = {0, 1}.

when 1̄ = −1.
Let Em {DS , d} be a minimal weight conversion
where

Eb {1}(12) = h(1100)i,

Em {DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd ) = h(ei,n−1 . . . ei,0 )idi=1

Eb {2}(12, 21) = h(01100), (10101)i.

is the expansion such that for any h(e0i,n−1 . . . e0i,0 )iti=1
Pn−1
Pn−1
where t=0 ei,t 2t = t=0 e0i,t 2t , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d,

Also, define Rt as
Rt = Eb {d}(r1 , . . . , rd )|t = he1,t , . . . , ed,t i

n−1
X

. In our minimal weight conversion, Rt is considered
as the input of bit t.

t=0

and
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jwt0

=



0
1

the following formula should be satisfied:

if he01,t , . . . , e0d,t i = h0i,
otherwise .

Rt + Gt = Rt∗ + 2Gt+1 .

For instance,
Em {{0, ±1}, 2}(12, 21) = h(101̄00), (10101)i,
JWEm {{0,±1},2} (12, 21) = 3.
Then, the number of point additions needed is 2.
Also, we call Em {DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd ) as the minimal
weight expansion of r1 , . . . , rd using the digit set DS .
If DS2 ⊆ DS1 , it is obvious that
JWEm {DS2 ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd ) ≥ JWEm {DS1 ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd ).
Thus, we can increase the efficiency of the scalarpoint multiplication by increaseing the size of DS .
However, the bigger DS needs more precomputation
tasks. If d = 2, we need one precomputed point when
DS = {0, 1}, but we need 10 precomputed points
when DS = {0, ±1, ±3}.
Then, one of the contributions of this paper is to
evaluate an efficiency of each digit set DS on multiscalar multiplication. We use the average joint Hamming density defined as
AJW (E{DS , d}) =
lim

n→∞

n
2X
−1

r1 =0

···

n
2X
−1

rd =0

JWE{DS ,d} (r1 , . . . , rd )
.
n2dn

It is easy to see that AJW (Eb {d}) = 1− 21d . In this
paper, we find the value AJW (Em {DS , d}) of some
DS and d. Some of these values have been found in
the literature such as
AJW (Em {{0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2p −1)}, 1}) =

1
(4).
p+1

Also,
AJW (Em {{−l, −(l − 1), . . . , −1, 0, 1, u − 1, u}, d})
for any positive number d,u, and natural number l,
have been found by Heuberger and Muir (2, 3).
3

Minimal Weight Conversion

In this section, we propose a minimal weight conversion algorithm based on the dynamic programming
scheme. The input is hr1 , . . . , rd i, and the output is
Em {DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd ), which is the minimal weight
expansion of the input using the digit set DS . The
algorithm begins from the most significant bit (bit
n − 1), Rn−1 , and processes left-to-right to the least
significant bit (bit 0), R0 .
For each t (n > t ≥ 0), we calculate minimal
weight expansions
 n − t bits of the in of the first
put r1 , . . . , rd ( r21t , . . . , r2dt ) for all possible carry
Gt defined below. We state some notations in our
algorithm as follows:
• The carry array Gt = hg1,t , . . . , gd,t i is a possible
integer array as carry from bit t − 1. For the
input
Rt = he1,t , . . . , ed,t i
and output
Rt∗ = he∗1,t , . . . , e∗d,t i ∈ DSd ,

Since Rt∗ ∈ DSd , possible values of gi,t is calculated from DS . We define the carry set CS
by the set of possible carry values for DS . In
Appendix B, we give the detail of the carry
set CS , and prove that the set is always finite
if DS is finite. For example, when the digit
set DS = {0, ±1, ±3}, the carry set is CS =
{0, ±1, ±2, ±3}. It is noted that Gt = h0i for
t = 0 and t = n as boundary conditions.
• The minimal weight array wt is the array of the
positive integer wt,Gt for any Gt ∈ CSd . The integer wt,Gt is the minimal joint weight
  of the first

n − t bits of the input r1 , . . . , rd ( r21t , . . . , r2dt )
for carry Gt = hgi,t idi=1 , e.g.
jr k
jr k
d
1
wt,Gt = JWEm {DS ,d} ( t +g1,t , . . . , t +gd,t).
2
2
• The subsolution array Qt is the array of the
string Qt,hi,Gt i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d and Gt ∈
CSd . Each Qt,hi,Gt i represents the minimal weight
expansion of the first n − t bits of the input
r1 , . . . , rd when we carry Gt = hgi,t idi=1 , e.g.
Qt,Gt = hQt,hi,Gt i idi=1 =
jr k
jr k
1
d
Em {DS , d}( t + g1,t , . . . , t + gd,t ).
2
2
We note that the length of the string Qt,hi,Gt i
is n − t, and wt,Gt is the joint Hamming weight
of the string Qt,h1,Gt i , . . . , Qt,hd,Gt i . There may
 
exist some gi,t ∈ CS such that r21t + gi,t can not
be represented using the string length n − t of
DS . In that case, we represent Qt,hi,Gt i with the
null string, and assign wt,Gt to ∞.
In the process at the bit t, we find the minimal
weight array wt and the subsolution array Qt from
the input Rt , the minimal weight array wt+1 , and the
subsolution array Qt+1 . For the process, we define
the function M W such that
(wt,Gt , Qt,Gt ) = M W (wt+1 , Qt+1 , Rt , Gt ).
Since wt = hwt,Gt iGt ∈CSd and Qt = hQt,Gt iGt ∈CSd , we
also define
(wt , Qt ) = M W (wt+1 , Qt+1 , Rt ).
It is important to note that wt is only depend on
wt+1 and Rt , and we can use only two arrays to represent all wt and wt+1 to reduce memory consumption.
Similarly, we store all Qt using two arrays.
Here, we will show the basic idea of our proposed
algorithm with an example.
Example 1 Compute the minimal weight expansion of 3 and 7 when the digit set is {0, ±1, ±3},
Em {{0, ±1, ±3}, 2}(3, 7). Note that the binary representation Eb {2}(3, 7) = h(011), (111)i.
• Step 1 Consider the most significant bit, the input
R2 = Eb {2}(3, 7)|t=2 = h0, 1i.
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For the digit set DS = {0, ±1, ±3}, the carry
set is calculated as CS = {0, ±1, ±2, ±3}. Thus,
there are 25 pairs for possible carries G2 . For
example, when G2 = h0, −1i, R2 + G2 = h0, 1i +
h0, −1i = h0, 0i, so that the Hamming weight
w2,h0,−1i = 0. As a boundary condition, we do
not generate carry from the most significant bit
because we want to keep the length of the bit
string unchanged.
If G2 = h1, 0i, the input with the carry,

is the minimal Hamming weight. When G0 =
h0, 0i, R0 + G0 = h1, 1i. Similar to bit 1, we find
w0,h0,0i = min∗ [w1,G1 + JW (R0∗ )],
G1 ,R0

such that 2×G1 +R0∗ = h1, 1i, and G1 ∈ CSd , R0∗ ∈
DSd . We show the value of each possible G1 , R0∗
with w1,G1 , JW (R0∗ ), and w1,G1 +JW (R0∗ ) in Table 2. Shown in the table, the minimal Hamming
weight is
min [w1,G1 + JW (R0∗ )] = 2.

R2 + G2 = h0, 1i + h1, 0i = h1, 1i,
and w2,h1,0i = 1. The Hamming weight w2,G2 is
1 for any G, such that
R2 + G 2 ∈

DSd

− {h0i}.

If G2 = h0, 1i,
R2 + G2 = h0, 1i + h0, 1i = h0, 2i,
and w2,h0,1i = ∞, because 2 is not in DS . The
Hamming weight w2,G is ∞ for any G2 , such that
R2 + G 2 ∈
/ DSd .
• Step 2 Next, we consider bit 1. In this bit,
R1 = Eb {2}(3, 7)|t=1 = h1, 1i.
Consider the case when the carry from the least
significant bit G1 = h1, 0i. Then, R1 + G1 =
h2, 1i. There are 4 ways to write h2, 1i in the
form 2Gt+1 + Rt∗ where Gt+1 ∈ CSd is the carry
to the most significant bit and Rt∗ ∈ DSd is the
candidate for the output. That is
h2, 1i =
=
=
=

2 × h1, 0i + h0, 1i
2 × h1, −1i + h0, 3i
2 × h1, 1i + h0, −1i
2 × h1, 2i + h0, −3i.

The Hamming weight should be
wt,Gt = min ∗ [wt+1,Gt+1 + JW (Rt∗ )].
Gt+1 ,Rt

From the calculation for bit 2 shown in Page 3,
w2,h1,0i = w2,h1,−1i = w2,h1,2i = 1,
w2,h1,1i = ∞.

G1 ,R∗
0

Algorithm 1 Minimum joint weight conversion to
any digit sets DS in the binary expansion
Require: r1 , . . . , rd
The desired digit set DS
Ensure: Em {DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd )
1: Let CS be a carry set such that for all c ∈ CS and
c+d+1
d ∈ DS , c+d
∈ CS .
2 ,
2
d
2: Let wt be an array of wt,Gt for any Gt ∈ CS .
wn,Gn ← 0 if Gn−1 = h0i.
wn,Gn ← ∞ otherwise.
3: Let Qt ← hQt,hi,Gt i i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d and Gt ∈
CSd .
All Qn,hi,Gt i are initiated to a null string.
4: for t ← n − 1 to 0 do
5:
Rt ← Eb {d}(r1 , . . . , rd )|t .
6:
(wt , Qt ) ← M W (wt+1 , Qt+1 , Rt )
(We define the function M W in Algorithm 2)
7: end for
8: Let Z ← h0i.
Em {DS , d}(r1 , . . . , rd ) ← hQ0,hi,Zi idi=1

Algorithm 2 Function M W compute the subsolution for bit t given the subsolution of bit t + 1 and the
input in bit t
Require: The minimal weight array of more significant bits wt+1 , the subsolution of more significant
bits Qt+1 , and the input Rt
Ensure: The minimal weight array wt and the subsolution Qt
d
d
1: for all Gt = hgi,t ii=1 ∈ CS do
d
2:
AE = haei ii=1 ← Rt + Gt
∗ d
3:
for all Rt∗ = hri,t
ii=1 ∈ DSd do
∗
4:
if 2|(aei − ri,t ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d then
5:
6:

And,
JW (h1, 0i) =
=
=
=

JW (h0, 3i)
JW (h0, −1i)
JW (h0, −3i)
1.

Then,

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

w1,h1,0i = min∗ [w2,G2 + JW (R1∗ )] = 1 + 1 = 2.
G2 ,Rt

13:
14:
15:

We show the array w1,G1 on this bit in Table 1.
• Step 3 On the least significant bit, the input
R0 = h1, 1i. Also, as a boundary condition, we
set G0 = h0i, and therefore, the value w0,h0,0i

18

16:

aei −r ∗

Gt+1 ← h 2 i,t idi=1
weR∗t ← wt+1,Gt+1 if Gt+1 = h0i.
weR∗t ← wt+1,Gt+1 + 1 otherwise.
else
weR∗t ← ∞
end if
end for
Let weEA is the one of the minimal values
among we.
wt,Gt ← weEA
Let EA = heai idi=1 .
i d
CE = hcei idi=1 ← h aei −ea
ii=1
2
Qt,hi,Gt i ← hQt+1,hi,CEi , eai i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d
end for

We show the detailed algorithm in Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2, which is shown on Page 5. There
are some points to be noted as follows:
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Table 1: The minimal Hamming weight of bit 1, w = w1,G1 , when the input bit R1 =
w1,G1 of the most significant bit is computed as in the first bullet of Example 1
G1
w
G1
w
G1
w
G1
w
G1
w
G1
h−3, −3i 1 h−2, −3i 1 h−1, −3i 0 h0, −3i 1 h1, −3i 1 h2, −3i
h−3, −2i 2 h−2, −2i 1 h−1, −2i 1 h0, −2i 1 h1, −2i 2 h2, −2i
h−3, −1i 1 h−2, −1i 2 h−1, −1i 1 h0, −1i 2 h1, −1i 1 h2, −1i
h−3, 0i
2
h−2, 0i
1
h−1, 0i
1
h0, 0i
1
h1, 0i
2
h2, 0i
h−3, 1i ∞ h−2, 1i ∞ h−1, 1i ∞ h0, 1i ∞ h1, 1i ∞ h2, 1i
h−3, 2i
2
h−2, 2i
2
h−1, 2i
2
h0, 2i
2
h1, 2i
2
h2, 2i
h−3, 3i
1
h−2, 3i
2
h−1, 3i
1
h0, 3i
2
h1, 3i
1
h2, 3i

h1, 1i, and the array
w
1
1
2
1
∞
2
2

G1
h3, −3i
h3, −2i
h3, −1i
h3, 0i
h3, 1i
h3, 2i
h3, 3i

w
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

Table 2: List of possible G1 , R0∗ such that 2 × G1 + R0∗ = h1, 1i and G1 ∈ {0, ±1, ±2, ±3}2, R0∗ ∈ {0, ±1, ±3}2,
with w1,G1 (refer to Table 1), JW (R0∗ ), w1,G1 + JW (R0∗ ) of each G1 ,R0∗
G1
R0∗
w1,G1 JW (R0∗ )
w1,G1
G1
R0∗
w1,G1 JW (R0∗ )
w1,G1
+JW (R0∗ )
+JW (R0∗ )
h−1, −1i h3, 3i
1
1
2
h1, −1i h−1, 3i
1
1
2
h−1, 0i
h3, 1i
1
1
2
h1, 0i
h−1, 1i
2
1
3
h−1, 1i h3, −1i
∞
1
∞
h1, 1i h−1, −1i
∞
1
∞
h−1, 2i h3, −3i
2
1
3
h1, 2i h−1, −3i
2
1
3
h0, −1i
h1, 3i
2
1
3
h2, −1i h−3, 3i
2
1
3
h0, 0i
h1, 1i
1
1
2
h2, 0i
h−3, 1i
1
1
2
h0, 1i
h1, −1i
∞
1
∞
h2, 1i h−3, −1i
∞
1
∞
h0, 2i
h1, −3i
2
1
3
h2, 2i h−3, −3i
2
1
3
• Algorithms 1,2 have been proved to be the optimal algorithm, i.e. minimal joint Hamming
weight conversion algorithm. The proof is shown
in Appendix C.
• The size of the array wt and Qt is equal to ||CS ||d
and dn||CS ||d respectively. That number makes
the memory required by our algorithms larger
than the previous works. As this algorithm is
generalized for any digit sets, further optimization is difficult. It might be possible to make the
array size lower when the method is implemented
on their specific digit set.
• Shown in Algorithm 1 Lines 4-7, we run the algorithm from left to right (the most significant bit
to the least significant bit). Left-to-right algorithms is said to be faster than right-to-left algorithms, as the more significant bits usually arrive
to the system before. However, Algorithm 1,2 is
not online, as it cannot produce the subsolution
before all input bits arrive.
4

Average Joint Hamming Density Analysis
with Markov Chain

In this section, we propose the algorithm to analyze
the average joint Hamming density for each digit set.
For this purpose, we propose a Markov chain where
its states are minimal weight arrays w, and transition is function M W . As we will focus on only the
joint Hamming weight without regarding which bit
we are computing, we represent wt+1 , wt with wx , wy
respectively. Also, we refer Gt as G.
As we have seen in the previous section, we do
not have to consider Q in function M W when we are
interested only the Hamming weight. Then, we can
redefine the function M W as
wy = M W (wx , R).
4.1

Markov Chain Construction Algorithm

Algorithm 3 Construct the Markov chain used for
finding the minimal average Hamming density
Require: the digit set DS
The number of scalars d
Ensure: Markov chain A = (QA , Σ, σA , IA , PA )
d
1: Σ ← {0, 1} , QA ←
, σA ←
2: CS : carry set for DS
3: wI ← hwI,G iG∈C d , where
S
wI,h0i ← 0 and wI,G ← ∞ otherwise
4: Qu ← {wI }
5: while Qu 6=
do
6:
let π ∈ Qu
7:
wx ← π, Qu ← Qu − π
8:
for all R ∈ Σ do
9:
wy ← M W (wx , R)
10:
σA ← σA ∪ {(wx , R, wy )}
1
11:
PA (wx , R, wy ) ← |Σ|
12:
if wy ∈
/ QA and wy 6= wx then
13:
Qu ← Qu ∪ {wy }
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
QA ← QA ∪ {wx }
17: end while
18: IA (w) ← 1 if w = wI , IA (w) ← 0 otherwise.
From Algorithms 1,2, we propose Algorithm 3 to
construct the Markov chain. We illustrate the main
idea of Algorithm 3 in Figure 1 for DS = {0, ±1}
and d = 1. Thus, the figure shows the Markov
chain for finding AJW (Em {{0, ±1}, 1}). Initially, the
Markov chain is considered as a tree rooted by the
node h∞, 0, ∞i, which is the initial state of Algorithm 1. Note that CS = {0, ±1} for DS = {0, ±1},
and each state of the Markov chain represents w
which contains three values hwh−1i , wh0i , wh1i i associated with each value in CS . Because of the boundary solution explained in Section 3, the initial state
should be h∞, 0, ∞i. Each node wx has two children,
wy = M W (wx , h0i) and wy0 = M W (wx , h1i). The
Markov chain should be a tree with infinite length.
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• To find the average joint Hamming density, we
need to find the possibility that the Markov chain
is on each equivalence class after we input a bit
string length n → ∞. That is the stationary
distribution of the Markov chain. We consider
the function M W , defined in Algorithm 2, as
the transition from the equivalence class of wx
to the equivalence class of wy , where the input
of the transition is R. It is obvious that if wx is
equivalent wx0 and wy = M W (wx , R),
wy0 = M W (wx0 , R),
Figure 1: A state of constructing the Markov chain
for finding AJW (Em {{0, ±1}, 1}) by Algorithm 3.
States h0, 1, ∞i and h1, 2, ∞i are shown to be equivalent, and can be grouped.
Now, consider nodes with same label as one node.
Also, all children of h1, 2, ∞i are almost similar to the
children of h0, 1, ∞i. The only difference is the addition of one to every entries of each node. Then, we
can consider h0, 1, ∞i to be equivalent to h1, 2, ∞i,
and note this information as the weight of the transition from h0, 1, ∞i to h1, 2, ∞i. We consider h0, 1, ∞i
and h1, 2, ∞i to be in the same equivalent class . This
example will be shown in detail in Example 3 of Appendix A.
Let
A = (QA , Σ, σA , IA , PA ),
where
• QA is a set of states,
• Σ is the alphabet, i.e., the set of all possible digits,
• σA ⊆ QA × Σ × QA is a set of transitions,
• IA : QA → R+ is an initial-state probabilities for
each state in QA ,
• PA : σA → R+ is the transition probabilities for
each transition in σA .
The algorithm is described as follows:
• We define the set QA as the set of equivalence classes of the possible value of wt in Algorithms 1,2. Let wx = hwx,G iG∈CSd and wx0 =
hwx0 ,G iG∈CSd be the possible value of wt . We consider wx and wx0 equivalent if and only if
∃p∀G(wx,G + p = wx0 ,G )
when p ∈ Z and G ∈ CSd .
With this method, the number of states in
Markov chain becomes finite in our interested
digit sets. However, the number can be very large
when the digit set becomes larger. For example,
the number of states is 1, 216, 376 for d = 3 and
DS = {0, ±1, ±3}.
In many digit sets, the number of states in the
Markov chain in the Markov chain is not finite,
e.g. the representation in which DS = {0, 1, 3}
and d = 1. In (12), we provide the proof of the
finiteness of the Markov chain in a class of representation which cover all representations practically used in multi-scalar multiplication. Also,
we are working on finding other reduction methods, which enable us to discover the value for
wider class of representations.
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wy and wy0 are equivalent. Then, the transition
is well-defined. By this definition,
Σ = {0, 1}d,
as in Line 1 of Algorithm 3. Also, the set of
transition σA is defined as
σA = {(wx , R, wy )|wy = M W (wx , R)}.
• We initiate wt in Algorithm 1 Line 2. We refer
the value initiated to wt as wI , as shown in Line 3
of Algorithm 3. We set the value wI as the initial
state of the Markov chain. By the definition of
IA , IA (wI ) = 1, and IA (w) = 0 if w 6= wI , as
shown in Algorithm 3 Line 18.
• We generate the set of state QA using the algorithm based on the breadth-first search scheme
starting from wI . This is shown in Algorithm 3
Lines 5-17.
• Since the occurence possibility of all alphabets is
1
for
equal, the transform possibility PA (γ) = |Σ|
all γ ∈ σA . This is shown in Algorithm 3 Line
11.
Let C be a number of states. We number each
state d ∈ QA as dp where 1 ≤ p ≤ C. Let π T = (πpT )
be a probabilistic distribution at time T , i.e. πpT is
the possibility that we are on state dp after received
input length T . Let P = (Ppq ) ∈ R|QA |×|QA | be the
transition matrix such that
X
Ppq =
PA (dp , R, dq ).
R∈Σ

Without loss of generality, assume d1 representing the
state that corresponds to the equivalence class of wI .
Then, π 0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)t . From the equation π T +1 =
π T P , we find the stationary distribution such that
π T +1 = π T by the eigen decomposition.
The next step is to find the average Hamming density from the stationary distribution π. Define W K
as a function from σA to the set of integer by
W K(τ ) = wy,h0i − wx,h0i ,
when τ = (wx , G, wy ) ∈ σA . The function can be
described as the change of the Hamming weight in
the case that the carry tuple is h0i. We compute the
average Hamming density by the average value of the
change in the Hamming weight when n is increased
by 1 in the stationary distribution formalized as
AJW (Em {DS , d}) =

X πf (τ ) W K(τ )
,
|Σ|
τ ∈σ
A

when f (τ ) = wx if τ = (wx , G, wy ).
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Table 4: The average joint Hamming density, AJW (Em {DS , d}), when DS = {0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2h + 1)} found
by our analysis method, with the number of states in the Markov chain on each case
h
d=1
d=2
d=3
d=4
0

1
3 ≈ 0.3333
(Existing work (14))
(9 states)

1
2 = 0.5
(Existing work (1))
(64 states)
281
786

1
4

1

= 0.25
(Existing work (4))
(38 states)

2

2
9 ≈ 0.2222
(Existing work (11))
(70 states)

23
39 ≈ 0.5897
(Existing work (15))
(941 states)
20372513
49809043

≈ 0.3575
(Improved result)
(3189 states)

≈ 0.4090
(New result)
(1216376 states)

1496396
4826995

≈ 0.3100
(New result)
(19310 states)

1
5

3

= 0.2
(Existing work (4))
(119 states)

0.2660
(New result)
(121601 states)

4

4
21 ≈ 0.1904
(Existing work (11))
(160 states)

0.2574
(New result)
(130262 states)

when h ≤ 5. And, when d = 3, we can find
the average joint Hamming density of DS =
{0, ±1, ±3}. The most significant results is the
case when d = 2, and DS = {0, ±1, ±3}. This
problem was raised as a future work by Solinas
in 2001 (1), and there are many works proposed
the upper bound of the minimal average joint
Hamming density in this case. We can find the
minimal average Hamming density, and give the
solution of this open problem. We show our result compared with the previous works in Table
3.

Table 3: Comparing our result with the other previous works when expand a pair of integers using
{0, ±1, ±3}
Research
Average Joint
Hamming Weight
3
Avanzi, 2002 (9)
8 = 0.3750
121
326 ≈ 0.3712
4
11 ≈ 0.3636
239
661 ≈ 0.3616

Kuang et al., 2004 (10)
Moller, 2004 (11)
Dahmen et al., 2007 (5)
Our Result
4.2

281
786

≈ 0.3575[Optimal]
5

Analysis Results

By using the analysis method proposed in Subsection
4.1, we can find many crucial results on the average
joint Hamming density. Some results are shown in
Table 4. Our results match many existing result (1,
4, 7, 14). And, we discover some results that have
not been found in the literature. We can describe the
results as follows:
• When d = 1, we can find the average joint
Hamming density of all digit sets DS =
{0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2h + 1)} when h ≤ 31. If
h = 2p − 1 for some p ∈ Z, our results match the
existing results by Muir and Stinson (4). And,
we observe from the results that there is a relation between h and the average joint Hamming
density. Let p be an integer such that
2p−1 − 1 < h < 2p − 1,
2p
.
(p +
+ (h + 1)
= {0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2h + 1)}.

AJW (DSh , 1) =
where DSh

115
179 ≈ 0.6424
(Existing work (15))
(16782 states)

1)2p

• When d = 2, we can find the average joint Hamming density of DS = {0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2h + 1)}

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose the generalized minimal
weight conversion algorithm for d integers. The algorithm can be applied to any finite digit set DS . Then,
we propose the algorithm to construct a Markov chain
which can be used for finding the average joint Hamming density automatically. As a result, we can
discover some minimal average joint Hamming density automatically without the prior knowledge of the
structure of the digit set. This helps us explore the average Hamming density of the unstructured set. For
example, we find that the minimal average density is
281
786 ≈ 0.3575 when d = 2 and DS = {0, ±1, ±3}. This
improves the upper bound presented by Dahmen et
239
al., that is 661
≈ 0.3616.
Many ideas proposed in this paper are also introduced in the minimal weight conversion algorithm for
double-base chain (16), and the analysis of the efficiency of the chain is one of the most interesting
problem we are challenging.
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Q1,h1,h2,0ii = (0301),
Q1,h2,h0,0ii = (0010),
Q1,h2,h1,0ii = (0010),
Q1,h2,h2,0ii = (0010).
• Although, the loop in Algorithm 2 examines all
G0 ∈ Cs2 , we focus our interested the step where
G0 = h0i. Note that in this case
AE ← h1, 1i + h0, 0i = h1, 1i.
• Now, we focus our interested to the loop in Algo∗
rithm 2 Line 3-10. If R0∗ = h0, 0i, ae1 − r0,1
=1
∗
and 2 - (ae1 − r0,1 ). Then, weh0,0i ← ∞.
• If R0∗ = h1, 1i,
G1 ← h

∗
∗
ae2 − r0,2
ae1 − r0,1
,
i = h0, 0i.
2
2

As stated on the first paragraph, w1,h0,0i = 3.
Then, weh1,1i ← 3 + 0 = 3 by Line 6.
• If R0∗ = h−1, −3i,
G1 ← h

∗
∗
ae1 − r0,2
ae1 − r0,2
,
i = h1, 2i.
2
2

Then, we refer to w1,h1,2i which is 1.
weh−1,−3i ← 1 + 1 = 2.

Then,
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• In Line 11, we select the least number among we,
and the minimum value is weh−1,−3i = 2. Then,
w0,h0,0i = 2.
Q0,h1,h0,0ii ← hQ1,h1,h1,2ii , −1i = (03001̄).
Q0,h2,h0,0ii ← hQ1,h2,h1,2ii , −3i = (01003̄),
which is the output of the algorithm.
Example 3 Construct
the
Markov
A
=
(QA , Σ, σA , IA , PA )
for
AJW (Em {{0, ±1}, 1}).

chain
finding

• As DS = {0, ±1}, Cs = {0, ±1}. Then,
w = hwh−1i , wh0i , wh1i i.
The initial value of w, wI is
wI = h∞, 0, ∞i.
• Consider the loop in Lines 5-17. On the first
iteration, wx = wI in Line 7. If R is assigned to
h0i in Line 8, the result of the function M W in
Line 9, wy is
wA = h1, 0, 1i.
Then, we add α = hwI , h0i, wA i to the set σA as
shown in Line 10. The probability of the transi1
1
= |{0,1}|
= 12 . Also, we add wA to
tion α is |Σk
the set Qu.
• Similarly, if R = h1i, wy is
wB = h0, 1, ∞i.
Then, wB ∈ QA , and hwI , h1i, wB i ∈ σA .
• Next, we explore the state wA , as we explore the
set QA by the breadth-first search algorithm. If
R = h0i, wy is h1, 0, 1i. And if R = h1i, wy is
h1, 1, 0i. Then,
hh1, 0, 1i, h0i, h1, 0, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh1, 0, 1i, h1i, h0, 1, 1ii ∈ σA .
The first transition is the self-loop. Hence, we
need not to explore it again.
• We explore the state wB , the result is
hh0, 1, ∞i, h0i, h1, 1, 2ii ∈ σA ,
hh0, 1, ∞i, h1i, h1, 2, ∞ii ∈ σA .
We note that h1, 1, 2i is equivalent to h0, 0, 1i,
and we denote it as h0, 0, 1i. Also, h1, 2, ∞i is
equivalent to h0, 1, ∞i. Then, the second transition is the self-loop.
• Then, we explore the state h0, 1, 1i. We get the
condition
hh0, 1, 1i, h0i, h1, 1, 2ii ∈ σA ,
hh0, 1, 1i, h1i, h1, 2, 1ii ∈ σA .
We denote h1, 1, 2i and h1, 2, 1i by h0, 0, 1i,
h0, 1, 0i respectively.

Figure 2: The Markov chain constructed by Algorithm 3 used for finding AJW (Em {{0, ±1}, 1})
• We explore h0, 0, 1i and get the condition
hh0, 0, 1i, h0i, h1, 0, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh0, 0, 1i, h1i, h0, 1, 1ii ∈ σA .
• Exploring h0, 1, 0i makes we get
hh0, 1, 0i, h0i, h1, 1, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh0, 1, 0i, h1i, h1, 1, 0ii ∈ σA .
We denote h1, 1, 1i as h0, 0, 0i.
• From the state h0, 0, 0i, we get
hh0, 0, 0i, h0i, h1, 0, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh0, 0, 0i, h1i, h0, 1, 0ii ∈ σA .
• From the state h1, 1, 0i, we get
hh1, 1, 0i, h0i, h2, 1, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh1, 1, 0i, h1i, h1, 1, 0ii ∈ σA .
We denote h2, 1, 1i as h1, 0, 0i.
• Last, from the state h1, 0, 0i, we get
hh1, 0, 0i, h0i, h1, 0, 1ii ∈ σA ,
hh1, 0, 0i, h1i, h0, 1, 0ii ∈ σA .
• We show the Markov chain in Figure 1.
Example 4 Construct
the
Markov
A
=
(QA , Σ, σA , IA , PA )
for
AJW (Em {{0, ±1}, 2}).

chain
finding

• As DS = {0, ±1}, Cs = {0, ±1}. Then,
w = hwh−1,−1i , wh−1,0i , wh−1,1i ,
wh0,−1i ,
wh0,0i ,
wh0,1i ,
wh1,−1i ,
wh1,0i , wh1,1i i.
The initial value of w, wI is
wI

= h∞, ∞, ∞,
∞, 0, ∞,
∞, ∞, ∞i.
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Proof Since
CS = {

c−d+e
∈ Z|d ∈ DS ∧ c ∈ CS ∧ e ∈ {0, 1}},
2
min CS ≥

Then,
Also,

min CS − max DS
.
2

min CS ≥ − max DS .
max CS ≤ − min DS + 1.

We conclude that if DS is finite, CS is also finite.
And, Algorithm 3 always terminates.
Figure 3: The Markov chain constructed by Algorithm 3 after the second iteration of the loop in Lines
8-17
• Consider the loop in Lines 5-17. On the first
iteration, wx = wI in Line 7. If R is assigned to
h0, 0i in Line 8, the result of the function M W
in Line 9, wy is
wy = wA = h1, 1, 1,
1, 0, 1,
1, 1, 1i.
Then, we add α = hwI , h0, 0i, wA i to the set σA
as shown in Line 10. The probability of the tran1
1
1
= |{0,1}
sition α is |Σk
2 | = 4 . Also, we add wA
to the set Qu.
• The algorithm explores all R ∈ {0, 1}2. The result is shown in Figure 2.
• On the second iteration, wx = wA . If R is assigned to h0, 0i, the result of the function M W is
wA itself. Therefore, the Markov chain consists
of the self-loop at the state corresponding to wA .
Appendix B: the Carry Set
In this section, we present the algorithm to find the
carry set CS in Algorithms 1,2. We show the method
in Algorithm 4. It is based on breadth-first search
scheme. And, we find the upper bound of the cardinality of the carry set in Lemma 5.1.
Algorithm 4 Find the carry set of the given digit set
Require: the digit set DS
Ensure: the carry set CS
1: Ct ← {0}, CS ←
2: while Ct 6=
do
3:
let x ∈ Ct
4:
Ct ← Ct ∪ ({ x+d
2 ∈ Z|d ∈ DS } − CS − {x})
x+d+1
5:
Ct ← Ct ∪ ({ 2 ∈ Z|d ∈ DS } − CS − {x})
6:
CS ← CS ∪ {x}
7:
Ct ← Ct − {x}
8: end while
Lemma 5.1 Given the finite digit set DS , Algorithm
3 always terminates. And,
||CS || ≤ max DS − min DS + 2,
when CS is the output carry set.
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||CS || ≤ max DS − min DS + 2.
Appendix C: The Optimality of Algorithm 1,2
In this section, we present the mathematical proof
that Algorithm 1,2 proposed in Section 3 is the minimal weight conversion.
Lemma 5.2 For any positive integer 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1.
Qt+1,hi,Gt+1 i , which are assigned in Line 7 of Algorithm 1, represent the minimal weight expansion
of the prefix string length n − t of the bit string
Eb {d}(r1 , . . . , rd ), when the carry from less significant
bits to the prefix is Gt+1 . And, wt+1,Gt+1 is the joint
hamming weight of Qt+1,h1,Gt+1 i , . . . , Qt+1,hd,Gt+1i .
Proof We use the mathematic induction for proving
this lemma.
We begin the proof by the case when t = n − 1. In
this case, all Qn−1,hi,Gn−1 i have length (n−(n−1)) =
1. The subsolution Qn−1,hi,Gn−1 i should satisfy
Qn−1,hi,Gn−1 i = haei i,
if AE ∈ Dsd , because it does not produce any carries
to more significant bits. Then, wn−1,Gn−1 = 0 when
AE = h0i and wn−1,Gn−1 = 1 otherwise.
We initialize lw in Algorithm 1 Line 2 such that
wn,Gn = 0 if G = h0i, and wn,Gn = ∞ otherwise.
Then, weR∗n−1 , which is assigned in Algorithm 2 Line
6, is ∞ if Gn 6= h0i. If there are some finite elements
among we, weR∗n−1 will not be the minimal element
on Algorithm 2 Line 11 and will not be assigned to
Qn−1,hi,Gi in Algorithm 2 Line 15. Hence, all selected
EA = heai idi=1 satisfy
cei =

aei − eai
= 0,
2

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. That means aei = eai , and we can
conclude that Qn−1,hi,Gi = haei i. Also, we prove that
wn−1,Gn−1 = 0 when Gn−1 = h0i and wn−1,Gn−1 = 1
otherwise by Algorithm 2. We prove the statement
when T = n − 1.
It is left to show that if the lemma holds when
t = K, it also holds when t = K − 1, for any K ≥ 1.
Assume that when t = K, wK+1,GK+1 , QK+1,GK+1
are the optimal weight and the optimal expansion of
the prefix string length n − K for any G ∈ Csd . We
claim that wK,GK , QK,GK are also the prefix string
length n − K + 1.
First, we prove that wK,GK is the joint Hamming
weight of
QK,h1,GK i , . . . , QK,hd,GK i
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for any GK ∈ Cs . It is obvious that weEA selected
in Algorithm 2 Line 11 equals wK+1,CE , when EA =
h0i and wK+1,CE + 1 otherwise, by Algorithm 2 Line
6 (CE is defined in Algorithm 2 Line 14). By the
assignment in Algorithm 2 Line 15,
QK,hi,GK i = hQK+1,hi,CEi , eai i.
Since,
the
joint
hamming
weight
of
QK+1,h1,CEi , . . . , QK+1,hd,CEi is equal to wK+1,CE
by induction, the property also holds for each QK,GK .
Next, we prove the optimality of QK,hi,GK i .
Assume contradiction that there are some string
PK,hi,GK i such that
PK,hi,GK i 6= QK,hi,GK i
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and some GK ∈ Csd . And, the
joint hamming weight of PK,h1,GK i , . . . , PK,hd,GK i is
less than QK,h1,GK i , . . . , QK,hd,GK i . Let the last digit
of PK,hi,GK i be lpi . If lpi = eai for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d, the
carry is
aei − eai d
ii=1 = CE.
h
2
By induction,
the joint Hamming weight
QK+1,h1,CEi , . . . , QK+1,hd,CEi is the minimal joint
Hamming weight. Then, the joint hamming weight
of P is greater or equal to Q. If lpi 6= eai for some
1 ≤ i ≤ d, the carry is
H = hhi idi=1 = h

aei − lpi d
ii=1 .
2

By induction, QK+1,hi,Hi is the minimal weight expansion. Then,
JW (PK,h1,Hi , . . . , PK,hd,Hi ) ≥
W (QK+1,h1,Hi , . . . , QK+1,hd,Hi ) + JW (hlp1 i, . . . , hlpd i),
when JW is the joint hamming weight function.
By the definition of W E, it is clear that
JW (QK+1,h1,Hi , . . . , QK+1,hd,Hi ) +
JW (hlp1 i, . . . , hlpd i) = weI ,
when I = hlp1 , . . . , lpd i.
In Algorithm 2 Line 11, we select the minimal
value of weEA . That is
weEA ≤ weI .
As
weEA = JW (QK,h1,GK i , . . . , QK,hd,GK i ),
we can conclude that
JW (PK,h1,GK i , . . . , PK,hd,GK i ) ≥
JW (QK,h1,Gi , . . . , QK,hd,Gi).
This contradicts our assumption.
Theorem 5.3 Let Z = h0i. hQ0,hi,Zi idi=1 in Algorithm 1 Line 9 is the minimal joint weight expansion
of r1 , . . . , rd on digit set Ds.
Proof hQ0,hi,Gi idi=1 are the optimal binary expansion
of the least significant bit by Lemma 5.2. Since there
is no carry to the least significant bit, hQ0,hi,{0}i idi=1
is the optimal solution.
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Abstract
Sfinks is a shift register based stream cipher designed
for hardware implementation. The initialisation state
update function is different from the state update
function used for keystream generation. We demonstrate state convergence during the initialisation process, even though the individual components used in
the initialisation are one-to-one. However, the combination of these components is not one-to-one.
keywords: stream cipher, initialisation process,
state convergence, Sfinks
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Introduction

The Sfinks stream cipher was submitted to eSTREAM, the ECRYPT call for stream cipher proposals in April 2005, by Braeken, Lano, Mentens, Preneel
and Verbauwhede (Braeken et al. 2005). It is a bitbased stream cipher that takes an 80-bit secret key
and 80-bit IV as inputs and has a 256-bit internal
state. Sfinks is categorized as PROFILE 2A, suitable
for hardware applications and with an associated authentication method.
The Sfinks stream cipher was attacked by Courtois
(2005) using basic and fast algebraic attacks. These
algebraic attacks exploit the state update function
used during keystream generation, but do not make
use of the initialisation process. Courtois found that
Sfinks can be broken with complexity of 271 computations using 243 keystream bits, which is faster than
the claimed security level of 280 .
As noted above, the Sfinks stream cipher is broken
as a keystream generator. The purpose of this paper
is to investigate the strategy used for initialisation.
We note that the state update functions are different
during initialisation and keystream generation. Using a modified version of the keystream generation
state update function during initialisation may produce some security benefits. However, for Sfinks, we
find that although the state update function during
keystream generation is one-to-one, this is not the
case during initialisation. We investigate the resulting
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia, JanuaryFebruary 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and
Clark Thomborson, Eds. Reproduction for academic, not-forprofit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

state convergence in this paper. This paper considers
specifically the properties of the initialisation process
rather than the keystream generation of Sfinks stream
cipher.
State convergence occurs when two or more states
at time t are mapped to the same state after t + α
iterations, for some α > 0 and the states do not diverge after this point. That is state convergence occurs when the state update function is not one-to-one.
State convergence may occur during the initialisation
process or keystream generation. This may reduce
the effective key-IV size and leave the stream cipher
vulnerable to attacks such as distinguishing attacks
(Rose & Hawkes 2002) or time-memory-data tradeoff
attacks (Biryukov & Shamir 2000).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief description of the Sfinks keystream
generator, including details of the initialisation process. In Section 3, an analysis of the Sfinks initialisation process is presented. Section 4 discusses the
results and concludes the work.
2

Description of Sfinks

The Sfinks stream cipher (Braeken et al. 2005) has
two main components: a shift register, S, and a nonlinear one-to-one inversion function IN V as shown in
Figure 1. Let sit denote the contents of register stage i
at time t, where i = 0, 1, . . . 255 and t ≥ −128. Sfinks
uses an 80-bit secret key K = k79 , . . . , k0 and 80-bit
initial value IV= v79 , . . . , v0 .
During keystream generation, the 256-bit shift register is regularly clocked. The linear feedback function is described as following.
212
s255
⊕ s194
⊕ s192
⊕ s187
⊕ s163
t+1 = st
t
t
t
t

⊕ s151
⊕ s125
⊕ s115
⊕ s107
⊕ s85
t
t
t
t
t
⊕

s66
t

⊕

s64
t

⊕

s52
t

⊕

s48
t

⊕

s14
t

(1)

⊕ st

The nonlinear function IN V can be considered as
a 16 × 16 bit S-box. The inversion function is used
during both initialisation and keystream generation,
but in different ways in each case. Let x and y denote the 16-bit input and output of IN V respectively,
where x = (x16 , . . . , x1 ) and y = (y 15 , . . . , y 0 ). IN V
16
is an invertible function, F16
2 → F2 that calculates
the inverse of the 16-bit input, modulo the primitive
polynomial X 16 + X 5 + X 3 + X 2 + 1. The 16 input
bits are taken from 16 register stages as follows.
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(x16 , . . . , x1 ) = (s255 , s244 , s227 , s193 , s161 ,
s134 , s105 , s98 , s74 , s58 ,
44

21

19

9

6

(2)

1

s ,s ,s ,s ,s ,s )
The 16-bit output of the S-box, y, is treated as
16 bit values (y 15 , . . . , y 0 ). During the initialisation,
all of the 16-bit output of IN V is fed back to specified stages of the shift register. During keystream
generation, only one bit of the output of the IN V
contributes to the formation of the keystream bit.
2.1

Initialisation process

The initialisation process takes as input the 80-bit key
and 80-bit IV and performs 128 iterations (starting
at t = −128) to produce the 256-bit initial register
state. Once this initial state is obtained, keystream
generation can begin. The initialisation process is
performed in two phases, which we refer to as loading
and diffusion.
2.1.1

Loading phase

In the loading phase, firstly, all of the register stages
are set to zero. Then the 80-bit secret key and 80bit IV are transferred to specified positions in the
shift register. The secret key is loaded into the state
such that s96+i
−128 = ki , for 0 ≤ i ≤ 79, and the IV
is loaded into the state such that s176+i
−128 = vi , for
0 ≤ i ≤ 79. The register stage s95
−128 = 1 and the
remaining si−128 = 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 94.
The output of the S-box is set to all-zero for the
first seven 16-bit outputs, y−134+t = (0, . . . , 0) for
0 ≤ t ≤ 6. In (Braeken et al. 2005) the process is
described as necessary to clear the pipeline stages in
the hardware and to provide the initial values of the
output of S-box to allow for the delay of 7 steps.
When both the secret key and IV have been transferred and the rest of state bits are fixed to the designated values, the Sfinks stream cipher is in its loaded
state. Following this, the diffusion phase begins.
2.1.2

Diffusion phase

The diffusion phase consists of 128 iterations of the
initialisation state-update function. Each iteration
can be considered as a function which maps the state
space to itself. After the diffusion phase is completed,
the keystream generator is said to be in its initial
state. Figure 2 gives a general overview of state update function during the diffusion phase of the Sfinks
stream cipher.
For the first seven iterations, the initialisation processes are performed in a purely linear manner (with
the effect of linear feedback of shift register only), as
the output bits of the nonlinear function are zeros,
(y−134 , . . . , y−128 ) = (0, . . . , 0).
For the remaining iterations, the initialisation process is performed using the linear feedback of the shift
register and the output of the nonlinear S-box function. The S-box output feeds back into 16 specified
stages of the shift register with a time delay of 7 steps
as detailed below.
sit

=

si+1
t−1

⊕

i mod 16
yt−7

(3)

for i = {11, 17, 41, 52, 66, 80, 111, 118, 142, 154, 173,
179, 204, 213, 232, 247}. All other bits are clocked
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normally, i.e. sit = si+1
t−1 for all other i and the shift
register feedback function (Equation 1) still applies.
At each iteration, the shift register is clocked and then
the IN V function is called to calculate the inverse
of the 16-bit input to the S-box. This is stored as
the S-box output. The 16-bit output of the S-box is
XORed with the contents of 16 specified stages of the
shift register to form the contents of another 16 stages
of the shift register. The S-box function is the only
nonlinear component in the initialisation process. A
complete description of the state update function is:

sit =

 i+1
st−1









i mod

 si+1
t−1 ⊕ yt−7



L j




j st−1





for i = {0, 1, . . . , 254} except {11, 17, 41, 52, 66, 80,
111, 118, 142, 154, 173, 179, 204, 213, 232, 247}
16

for i = {11, 17, 41, 52, 66, 80, 111, 118, 142, 154,
173, 179, 204, 213, 232, 247}
for i = 255
for j = {212, 194, 192, 187, 163, 151, 125, 115, 107,
85, 66, 64, 52, 48, 14, 0}

At t = 0, the Sfinks stream cipher has completed
the initialisation processes and is ready for keystream
generation. During keystream generation, the register
feedback is linear. The least significant bit of the
16-bit output value of the S-box is XORed with the
value of stage s0 to produce each keystream bit, with
a delay of 7 steps applied to both values. That is,
0
zt = s0t−7 ⊕ yt−7
.
3

Analysis of initialisation processes

Analysis of the Sfinks stream cipher initialisation process is complicated by the delay of 7 steps in feeding
the S-box output back into the register. However we
observe that the correspondence between this delay of
seven steps and the difference between certain input
and output taps leads to state convergence as shown
below. In the remainder of this paper, we refer to
stages of S which provide inputs to the S-box as input stages and stages of S which receive outputs from
the S-box as output stages respectively.
From Figure 2, note that the distance between
some input and output stages is equal to the delay
time. Specifically, there is one case where sit is an
output stage and si+7
t−7 is an input stage. In this case,
i mod 16
recall from Equation 3 that sit = si+1
, and
t−1 ⊕ yt−7
i+1
i mod 16
note that if we complement both st−1 and yt−7
then the same value of sit will be obtained. However,
i+7
si+1
t−1 = st−7 under regular clocking, and the S-box
i mod 16
output yt−7
depends on the contents of the input stage si+7
.
That
is,
t−7
i mod
sit = si+7
t−7 ⊕ yt−7

16

i mod
= s̄i+7
t−7 ⊕ ȳt−7

16

(4)

where s̄ and ȳ represent the complements of s and y
respectively.
It is possible that complementing the contents of
the input stage si+7
t−7 may cause the required change
i mod 16
. This situation proin the S-box output bit yt−7
vides the basis of a search for states which converge.
3.1

States which converge

An examination of the Sfinks register shows there is
only one input stage with a distance to the next output stage equal to 7 steps. That input stage is s161
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Figure 1: Keystream generator of Sfinks stream cipher
Clock
154

S-Box

Table 1: A special S-box pair which differ in x12 and
y 10 only
S-box sequence
Stage No.

Figure 3: Input and Output stages have 7 steps delay
and the output stage is s154 . The contents of s161 correspond to the S-box input x12 , and the S-box output
12
y 10 is fed back to s154 . Specifically, s161
t−7 = xt−7 and
155
10
154
st = st−1 ⊕ yt−7 . According to Equation 4, the
will not be changed if complementing
value of s154
t
12
the input bit s161
t−7 = xt−7 results in the output bit
10
yt−7 being complemented as well. Therefore, we look
for pairs of S-box inputs (x16 , . . ., x1 ) which differ
only in bit x12 and for which the corresponding pair
of outputs (y 15 , . . ., y 0 ) differ in bit y 10 .
Consider firstly the input pair for which the output
pair differ only in y 10 , as illustrated in Figure 3. Such
a pair of S-box inputs (and corresponding output)
exists, and is presented in Table 1. For emphasis, x12
is underlined and bold font, as is y 10 . Table 2 gives an
A
B
example of two 256-bit register states St−7
and St−7
which converge to the same state after 7 iterations.
For efficient presentation the hex representation of the
256-bit binary state is given. Note that all register
A
B
both
stages except s161 are the same. St−7
and St−7
converge to St .
Since the register S is 256 bits long, and there
are 16 stages used as input to the S-box, if we fix
the contents of these 16 stages to the pattern given
in Table 1, we are free to choose any values for the
remaining 240 stages. Therefore, there are 2240 pairs
of states which converge after 7 iterations. One such
pair is presented in Table 2.
For the S-box pair in Table 1 discussed in the illustration above the inputs differed only in position x12
and the outputs differed only in position y 10 . In gen-

1st value
2nd value

Input

Output

x16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x1

y 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y 0
111
142
173
204
11
154
41
232
247
118
213
52
179
66
17
80

161

154

255
244
227
193
161
134
105
98
74
58
44
21
19
9
6
1

161

1101000011100010
1101100011100010

0110110001110001
0110100001110001

Table 2: Two states (hex) differing only in stage s161
which converge
A
St−7
B
St−7
St

F19B7E15AF4FF1338DDF0800AD8C56A42913E4B90CBEEFD3A4075AFD3351E5C1
F19B7E15AF4FF1338DDF0802AD8C56A42913E4B90CBEEFD3A4075AFD3351E5C1
BBE336FC2B7E9FE2671B9E10055B58AD481227C972187DDFA7580EB5FA66ABCB

eral, however, it is not necessary to apply such a strict
condition on the output bits. Referring to Equation 3,
and considering 6 consecutive steps of regular clocki mod 16
i mod 16
ing, we have sit = si+1
= si+7
t−1 ⊕ yt−7
t−7 ⊕ yt−7
for any output bit. If complementing the input bit
12
i mod 16
to be changed,
s161
t−7 (which is xt−7 ) causes yt−7
it may be possible to complement si+7
t−7 to obtain a
second state that gives the same value for sit . Recall
that 16 stages of the shift register S receive the output of the S-box at each iteration of the state update
function. Of these 16 output stages, there are only
41
52
80
111
17
six (s11
t−7 , st−7 , st−7 , st−7 , st−7 , st−7 ) which directly
or indirectly affect an input stage during the six consecutive clocks. For example, the output y 9 of the
S-box is fed back to s41 and there is an input to the
S-box within the delay time at stage s44 . Allowing
this bit to change, may result in divergence in later
steps. Note also that if an input bit of the shift register feedback is complemented at time t − 7, we also
need the stage s0t−7 to be complemented to assure
that the new bit s255
t−6 will not be changed. Therefore,
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Figure 2: Initialisation processes of Sfinks stream cipher

Table 3: Examples of complying pairs of S-box inputs
and outputs

111
142
173
204
11
154
41
232
247
118
213
52
179
66
17
80

Output
y 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y 0

1st value
2nd value

0000000010100111
0000100010100111

0100010010010010
0000000101110010

1st value
2nd value

0000000011101110
0000100011101110

0010011111001111
0000001111001111

1st value
2nd value

0000000110011011
0000100110011011

1110110011110001
1001100101110001

Stage No.
3rd pair 2nd pair 1st pair

Input
x16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x1
255
244
227
193
161
134
105
98
74
58
44
21
19
9
6
1

S-box sequence

From above, there are 273 pairs of S-box inputs
satisfying the convergence conditions out of the 215
possible input pairs. If we assume the possible values
for the S-box input bits are distributed randomly and
independently, this state convergence has a probabil−6.9
ity of 273
.
215 = 2
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1st pair

A1
St−7
A2
St−7
St

318B7E15AF4FF1318DDF0800ADAC56A42913E4B90CBEEFD3A0075AFD3351E7C3
718BFE15BF4FF1318DDF0802AD8C56A40913E4B90CBEEFD3A0075AFD3351E7C2
BAE316FC2B5E9FE2631BBE10055B18AD485227C972197DDFA7500EB5FA64A3CF

2nd pair

Table 4: Three examples; each two states which converge to the same state

B1
St−7
B2
St−7
St

718B7E15AF4FF1318DCF0800AD8C56A42913E4B90CBEEFD3A4075AFD3359E7C1
718B7E15AF4FF1318DDF0802AD8C56A42913E4B90CBEEFD3A4075AFD3359E7C1
7E6317FC2B5E9FE26313BE10055B18AD481227C972187DDBA7480CB5FA64B3CF

3rd pair

when considering pairs of inputs and outputs of the
S-box for which convergence occurs the values of the
six S-box outputs (y 0 , y 1 , y 4 , y 9 , y 11 and y 15 ) must
be fixed. Therefore, we look for pairs of the S-box inputs which differ only in x12 and for which the output
bits differ in y 10 and possibly in any bit of y 2 , y 3 , y 5 ,
y 6 , y 7 , y 8 , y 10 , y 12 , y 13 and y 14 .
We used an exhaustive computer search to look
for pairs of S-box inputs that satisfy the conditions
described above, and found 273 pairs of the S-box inputs (and corresponding outputs) with such patterns.
Table 3 gives three different examples of these S-box
input and output pairs. Note that the only difference
in each input pair is the underlined bold bit x12 . In
the output pair, the underlined bold bits are the bits
which differ in each pair (which must include y 10 ) and
the bits y 0 , y 1 , y 4 , y 9 , y 11 and y 15 (shown in italics)
should be the same in each pair. For each pair in Table 3, Table 4 provides an example of two states based
on that pattern that converge to the same state after
7 iterations.

C1
St−7
C2
St−7
St

318B7E15AF4FF1318DCF0800ADAC56A42913E4BD0CBEEFD3A0074AFD3379E5C3
718BFE15AF47F1318DDF0802AD8C56A42913E4BD0CBEEFD3A0074AFD3379E5C3
FAE316FC2B7E9FE2631BBE10055B18AD4812A7C97A187DDFA7500E95FA66FBCB

3.2

State convergence across the initialisation process

Recall from Section 2.1.1, that the loaded state of
Sfinks has a defined format, with s95
−128 = 1 and
si−128 = 0 for i = 0, . . . , 94. This slightly reduces the
occurrence of state convergence for the first few iterations of the diffusion process but does not prevent it
altogether.
According to the reference implementation of
Sfinks (Lano 2005), the S-box first receives live inputs from the input stages at t = −127 (after the
first clock of the shift register). Convergence can not
occur until 7 steps after this, at t = −120.
Based on the general case discussed above, however, state convergence can occur immediately after
these 7 iterations. All that is required to impose the
additional condition that y 2 also remain unchanged
when x12 is complemented. Table 5 shows a pair
of input and output bits of the S-box that can occur after the first iteration and converge after 7 iterations. This pair satisfies the condition discussed
above, and therefore will lead to convergence after 7
steps at t = −120. A pair of converging states based
on this pattern is presented as an example in Table
6.
Thus, we see that state convergence can occur
throughout the diffusion process of Sfinks cipher.
There are 120 iterations that may carry a state convergence during the initialisation. Based on the probability of convergence detemined above, an approximate estimate for the proportion of distinct states re-
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Table 5: A pair of S-box inputs and outputs that can
occur at t = −120

1st value
2nd value

Output
y 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y 0
111
142
173
204
11
154
41
232
247
118
213
52
179
66
17
80

Stage No.

Input
x16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x1
255
244
227
193
161
134
105
98
74
58
44
21
19
9
6
1

S-box sequence

0100000000000000
0100100000000000

0100001011111111
0010011000110111

Table 6: Two states (hex) which converge to the same
state at t = −120
A
S−127
B
S−127
S−120

319B7E15AF4FF13189DF0800ADAC56A40913E4B90CBEEBD3A0074AFD3351E580
719B7E15AF4FF1318DCF0802AD8C56A42913E4B90CBEEBD3A0074AFD3351E581
3EE336FC2B7E9FE2631BBE10015B18AD485227C972187DD3A7500C95FA64A3CB

maining after 128 iterations is (1−2−6.9 )120 = 0.9963.
Thus, the number of reachable distinct states is approximately (1 − 2−6.9 )120 × 2160 = 2158.55 . This can
be regarded as an approximate upper bound as there
may be other mechanisms of convergence in addition
to these we have identified.
4

Discussion and conclusion

This paper demonstrates that state convergence occurs during the initialisation phase of the Sfinks cipher. This is due to a combination of the delay in
feeding the S-box output back to the shift register
and the shift register tap spacing. Specifically, this
is caused by the correspondence between the 7-clock
feedback delay and the distance of 7 steps between
certain input and output stages. The combination of
this with the specific S-box used here results in an
initialisation state update function that is not oneto-one, thereby resulting in the state convergence.
The relationship between the input/output stages
and the delay time as shown by Equation 3 is 7 steps
for the Sfinks stream cipher. However, if the delay
in Equation 3 is changed to another number and the
spacing between any input and output stages is equal
to this delay number, then the state convergence can
still occur. The approach described in this paper
would be applied to detect such convergence with the
focus on a different input to the S-box.
The delayed S-box feedback in Sfinks adds complexity to the analysis of the initialisation process
for this cipher, at the expense of additional memory
and a slight delay in producing keystream. However,
it is questionable whether the increased complexity,
(which reduces efficiency) has resulted in a corresponding increase in security. In fact, it may have
contributed to a reduction of security, as the combination of this feedback delay and the shift register tap
spacing result in the occurrence of state convergence
in this cipher. It is actually possible to avoid the
state convergence in this design by introducing minor changes to tap locations, even so, it is not clear
that the delay itself is necessary for the security of
the cipher.
When considering the design of the state update
function used during initialisation, it is worth noting
that the IN V function (represented as the S-box) and
the shift register feedback function used for keystream
generation (Equation 1) are individually one-to-one.
However, the combination of these functions which
occurs during initialisation is not one-to-one. This

demonstrates that designers should be careful when
combining components to ensure that the combination does not have undesirable properties.
Sfinks is designed for use with an 80-bit key and
80-bit IV. As the state size (256 bits) is greater than
the sum of the key and IV size, it seems reasonable to assume that 2160 different keystream could
be produced. However, the state converges problem
demonstrated in this paper reduces the number of distinct keystream. We estimate the number of distinct
keystream is less than 2158.55 . Although the impact
of this convergence on the security of Sfinks is minor,
it can be avoided entirely by more careful design.
The weakness in the initialisation process of Sfinks
may occur in other ciphers which use a modified version of the keystream generation state update function as the initialisation method. Even slight modifications may change the properties of the state update function. To avoid state convergence, the state
update function must be one-to-one. Even where individual components of the state update function are
one-to-one as for Sfinks, it is important to check that
the combination is one-to-one as well, to avoid state
convergence.
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Abstract
RC4-Based Hash Function is a new proposed hash
function based on RC4 stream cipher for ultra low
power devices. In this paper, we analyse the security
of the function against collision attack. It is shown
that the attacker can find collision and multi-collision
messages with complexity only 6 compress function
operations and negligible memory with time complexity 213 . In addition,we show the hashing algorithm
can be distinguishable from a truly random sequence
with probability close to one.
Keywords: RC4-Based Hash Function, RC4 Stream
Cipher, Cryptanalysis, Collision resistance.
1

Introduction

Cryptographic hash functions are functions that map
an input of arbitrary length to a string of a fixed
length. It means that the output of a hash function has a fixed length but the input stream can be a
string of an arbitrary length (as short as a single bit
or as long as several terabytes). Hash functions are
indispensable for variety of security applications that
include message authentication, integrity verification,
and digital signatures. Recent developments in analysis of hash functions have demonstrated that most
members of the MD family have many weaknesses that
may compromise security of applications in which the
hash functions are used. It turns out that for hash
functions such as MD5, SHA-0 and SHA-1 (6; 7; 8),
there are attacks that allow to find random collisions
faster than expected. These advances in cryptanalysis
of hashing functions is the main reason for the NIST
call for the new SHA-3 cryptographic hash standard
(4). SHA-3 is public and has generated a lot of interest from the cryptographic community.
There has been a constant flow of new design ideas
and new analysis techniques. One such idea is the
usage of stream ciphers to construct new hash functions. The RC4 stream cipher - designed by Rivest in
1987 (5)- seems to be an attractive option to build a
fast and light-weight hash function(1; 2). It is a very
simple and elegant cipher that can be implemented using relatively modest computing resources. More importantly, RC4 has been studied for many years and
its efficiency makes it a good cryptographic tool for
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security
Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences
in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT),
Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and Clark Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

building hash functions that can be implemented as
a light-weight algorithm. In 2006 Chang, Gupta, and
Nandi (2) proposed a hash function that uses RC4 as
the building block. The hash function was called RC4Hash. The compression function in RC4-Hash applies
the key scheduling algorithm (KSA) that is one of the
main components of RC4. Because of a specific structure of RC4-Hash, the generic attacks (that are so
effective against hash functions from the MD family)
fail to work. However, in 2008 Idesteege and Preneel
(3) have showed that RC4-Hash is not collision resistant.
Recently Yu, Zhang, and Haung (1) came up with
an another hash function design that is based on RC4
as well. The function was called the RC4-based hash
function and in the paper we are going to call it
RC4-BHF. In addition to the KSA function, the RC4BHF hash function uses also two other RC4 functions,
namely KSA* and PRGA*. The aim of the designers
was to avoid the attacks by Idesteege and Preneel.
The KSA* function is similar to KSA but without the
initialization part. The PRGA* is similar to the original pseudorandom generation algorithm (PRGA) of
RC4 with a difference that PRGA* does not generate output but changes the internal state. Note that
padding of messages in RC4-BHF is different from the
one used in RC4-Hash. The brief description of RC4BHF is given in the next Section. Full details about
RC4-BHF can be found in (1). The authors of RC4BHF argue that their hash function is collision resistant and very efficient. They claim that RC4-BHF
is roughly 4.6 times faster than SHA-1 and 16 times
faster than MD4 (1).
In this paper, we show that their claim about security of RC4-BHF is not true and we describe how
to find collisions. We propose two attacks including
collision attack and distinguishing attack. In the first
one, by using periodic manner of internal states, we
construct colliding message pairs with complexity 213
compress function operations. And also we exploit
this attack to make multicollisions. In the second attack, we show that output of RC4-BHF is distinguishable from random sequences.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives details of the RC4-BHF construction. Section 3 consists the main results of this work. In this
section, after identifying weak points of the algorithm,
we present a method to find colliding messages and
also show how to construct a distinguisher for the hash
function. Section 4 concludes the work.
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2

Description of the RC4-BHF hash function

The hash function has been designed by Yu, Zhang
and Hung in 2010 and the reader interested in its full
description is referred to (1). The hash function uses
the building blocks used in the RC4 stream cipher.
These blocks, however, are modified by the authors.
The blocks in question are:
• KSA (key scheduling algorithm of RC4) – this
function takes as an input a 64-byte message M =
(M [0], . . . , M [63]) and outputs the internal state
hS, i, ji, where S = (S[0], . . . , S[255]) is a 256byte sequence and j is a 1-byte index. And also
a 1-byte index called i. The function is described
in Figure 1.
1. Input:

Message M

2. Output: Internal State hS, i, ji
3.

for i = 0

4.

to

255

S[i] = i;

5.

end for

4.

for i = 0

to

255

6.

j = (j + S[i] + M [i mod 64]) mod 256;

7.

swap(S[i], S[j]);

8.

Integer len, Internal State hS, i, ji

1. Input:

2. Output: Updated Internal State hS, i, ji
3.

for i = 0 to len

4.

i = i + 1 mod 256;

5.

j = (j + S[i]) mod 256;

6.

swap(S[i], S[j]);

7.

end for
Figure 3: PRGA* Function

The building blocks (functions) are used to create
a sequence of compression functions according to the
well-known Merkle-Damgård (MD) structure. Given
a binary message M of an arbitrary length, the hashing algorithm proceeds through the following steps:
1. padding – binary representation of the padding
length is appended to the message and then an
appropriate number of bits (constant or random)
is attached so the number of bits in the resulting
message is a multiple of 512. Consequently, the
message can be represented as a sequence of M =
(M1 , . . . , Mn ), where each Mi is a 512-bit long (or
alternatively 64-byte) sequence,
2. compression – the message M1 is used to initialize the internal state hS, i, ji as follows

end for

hS, i, ji ← KSA(M1 )

Figure 1: KSA Function
Note that the KSA function is called at the very
beginning of the RC4-BHF to initialize the internal state.
• KSA* – the function takes the pair: the message
M , the internal state hS, i, ji as the input and
provides an updated internal state. The full details are given in Figure 2.
1. Input:

Message M and Internal State hS, i, ji

2. Output: Updated Internal State hS, i, ji
3.

for i = 0

to

255

4.

j = (j + S[i] + M [i mod 64]) mod 256;

5.

swap(S[i], S[j]);

6.

end for
Figure 2: KSA* Function

• PRGA* (pseudorandom generation algorithm) –
the function takes the pair: an integer len, the
internal state hS, i, ji as the input and generates
an updated internal state on its input. The pseudocode of the function is given in Figure 3.

and then the function PRGA* modifies the state
depending on the length len1 of the message M1
(len1 = M1 mod 25 )
hS, i, ji ← P RGA∗ (len1 , hS, i, ji).
For k; k = 2, . . . , n, the internal states are updated step by step
hS, i, ji ← P RGA∗ (lenk , KSA∗ (Mk , hS, i, ji)
where lenk = Mk mod 25 . Figure 4 illustrates
the compression process. Note that the number
of rounds applied in PRGA* is controlled by the
integer leni = (Mi mod 25 ).
3. truncation – the output of the compression step
consists of 258 bytes (256 bytes of the state together with 2 index bytes). The final hash value
includes the least significant bit of each state byte
and the indices. This means that hash value is
272-bit long.
The internal state of RC4-BHF hS, i, ji, where S
indicates internal state of RC4-BHF and (i, j) are the
indices used in KSA, KSA*, and PRGA* functions.
The state can be divided to four parts S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 ,
where
S0
S1
S2
S3

=
=
=
=

{sk
{sk
{sk
{sk

| 0 ≤ k < 64},
| 64 ≤ k < 128},
| 128 ≤ k < 192},
| 192 ≤ k < 256},

where sk is the k-th byte of the internal state.
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Now, we can describe our collision attack on the RC4BHF.
3.2

Collision attack on RC4-BHF

The attack takes advantage of the periodicity of the
function KSA* as formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Given the function KSA* of the
RC4-BHF. Let the input internal state be
S = hS0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , 63i, the output internal state
be S 0 = hS00 , S10 , S20 , S30 , 63i and the message sequence
be M = (m0 , . . . , m63 ), where mi = −(si − 1)
mod 256; 0 ≤ i < 64 . Then
KSA∗ (hS0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , 63i) = hS00 = S0 , S10 =
S2 , S20 = S3 , S30 = S1 , 63i
Proof. It can be easily shown by applying KSA*
on the internal state or by induction such as a generalisation of Theorem 2 from (3). Denote by hS (i) , j (i) i
the internal state of RC4-BHF after the i-th step of
the compression function KSA*. Note that
M [i mod 64] = mi mod 64 = −(si mod 64 −1) mod 256.
First, we prove by induction that for every i < 256,
the following equations hold:
j (i) = i + 63 mod 256, and
Figure 4: RC4-BHF Scheme
3

Cryptanalysis of RC4-BHF

S (i) [i + 1 mod 256] = si+1

mod 64 ,

S (i) [i + 2 mod 256] = si+2

mod 64 ,

...
In this section, we prove that RC4-BHF is not collision
resistant. The proposed attack takes 213 compression
function operations and negligible memory. To apply collision attack on the algorithm, first we describe
the weaknesses of hashing algorithm and then by exploiting these weaknesses, we propose collision attack
and also present two distinguishers to tell apart the
outputs generated by either RC4-BHF or a random
number generator.
3.1

The weaknesses of RC4-BHF

Before describing our attack, we discuss properties of
the RC4-BHF that underpin our attack.
1. The internal state is controlled by the input messages and can be manipulated by an appropriate
choice of message bytes. In particular, we will
show that we can select messages in a such way
that the internal state repeats periodically.
2. The execution of the function PRGA* is controlled by the integer len. Note that if len = Mk
mod 25 = 0, then the function PRGA* is not executed and can be skipped.
3. The index i is defined to be a byte or integer
between 0 and 255. But after each execution of
the function KSA*, the index i = 255. Similarly,
after each execution of PRGA*, the index i can
be an integer between 0 and 31. These properties
are not used in collision attack but they may be
exploited to enhance distinguishing attack on the
scheme.

S (i) [i + 64 mod 256] = si+63

mod 64 .

It is clear that this holds before the first step, i.e.,
for i = −1, since j (−1) = 1, S (−1) [0] = S[0] = s0 till
S (−1) [63] = S[63] = s63 . Assume that the condition
holds after step i (i < 255). Then, the update of the
pointer j in the (i + 1)-th step is
j (i+1) =
=
+
=

j (i) + S (i) [i + 1] + M [i mod 64] mod 256
((i + 63) + si+1 ) mod 256
(−(si+1 mod 64 − 1) mod 256
i + 64 mod 256.

Thus, S (i+1) is found by swapping the (i + 1)-th
and (i + 64)-th element of S (i) . Hence, S (i+1) [i +
64 mod 256] = S (i) [i + 1 mod 256] = si+1 mod 64 . Of
course, S (i+1) [i + 64 mod 256] = S (i) [i + 2 mod 256] =
si mod 64 . This implies that the condition also holds
for step i + 1. After 254 steps, all the elements of S
have been rotated as follows:
S0 , S1 , S2 , S3
S0 , S2 , S3 , S1
Observe that if we apply the result of Theorem 1 in
three consecutive calls to KSA* (3 ∗ 256 steps), then
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the first state repeats. The situation is illustrated
below:

messages can be constructed by method 1.
M 0 = M0 || P adding

S0 , S1 , S2 , S3

M 1 = M0 ||MP || P adding

KSA∗

=⇒ S0 , S2 , S3 , S1

M 2 = M0 ||MP ||MP || P adding
...
M n = M0 ||MP ||...||MP || P adding

KSA∗

=⇒ S0 , S3 , S1 , S2

KSA∗

=⇒ S0 , S1 , S2 , S3

This means that the application of the function
KSA* three times to the state causes that the same
state is reached. Note that in addition to the above
periodic behaviour of internal states, one can choose
other specific messages to achieve the same periodic
behaviour with longer periods. In (3), this behaviour
of internal states of RC4 stream cipher is investigated
and the reader is referred to it for details. Note that
the construction of colliding message pairs is easy. To
apply attack on RC4-BHF, we need to satisfy two conditions:

where MP = M1 ||M1 ||M1 and M i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are
colliding messages.
Table 2: Example for Method 1 including M0 , M1 ,M2
and generated hash value.

1

Condition 1: j must be equal 63, and
Condition 2: the least 5 significant bits of −(s63 −

1) mod 256 must be zero.
(1)
We expect that these requirements will be satisfied
after testing ≈ 28 ∗ 25 messages.
3.3

Other Period Properties

As mentioned before, in addition to cycles of length 3,
other cycles can be found for the KSA* function. In
fact, the relation M [i mod 64] in the functions KSA
and KSA* can be used to apply other input messages
to construct internal states with periods 7, 15, 31, 63,
127.
In similar way to Theorem 1, we can formulate appropriate conditions for internal state and the message
M . The results are summarized in Table 1.

Using Table 1, we can find other colliding messages.
Finding appropriate internal state requires the same
effort (given by the time complexity column) for all
cycles. Although we present two methods for the cycle
equal to 3, these methods can be easily generalized for
other cycles different from 3. In next section we show
how we can construct colliding messages.
3.4

2

M0 (64-byte)

M1 (64-byte)

03DE074C6CB1A37
A201C0C8187BA03
6E87A3CCC89C35D
F742B14E0D6136F
D13986858771176
85ABE130121F415
555ED9D506B5CF4
11DA3B3CF066C04
11DC5548
004BB7F857C5080
B47B92603AED617
99F14278CAA881C
CD997991397E173
9FE27885236CD8A
E0DBEF561157C71
0616EA139D1DAF7
5A5C0D9FC3CB222
0D879471

FF520B5101BFC98
C743E178B6521E7
A30C2E95C43FA77
B25E2E8BB5A3DD0
D9CF299EDA05B11
8CA1A57676E4FB8
041FF520BCED417
8A94D7FCD399347
AA9F5B40
52D5AFD2DA1ACFA
B46F514E32F9784
086CB228253A649
BE57835E699275A
799CC8D4F2D7F3D
B95F8A21DAA37DD
94E4AC128BB6290
9E0B566560487BA
6EC3EA00

Hash
Value
(272bis)
0350EA16
4598FCEC
553FF9C6
9535B628
1F87F266
01D26F48
EEF72985
64265C95
007B
E42DD715
2E9EAB3F
4851B2A0
AFD358F2
B98DF972
0CD285FD
CA314801
842ECF4B
0009

We expect that after 28 .25 = 213 executions of
the compression function for random messages, a
suitable M0 can be found. Table 2 presents two
examples of messages M0 , messages M1 and hash
values obtained using Method 1.
Note that changing the length of input message M i does not effect on padding content.
So, we can construct arbitrary number of
colliding messages with same hash value. This
property can be used to compute multi-collisions.

Finding Collisions

To construct colliding messages, two methods can be
used.
• Method 1. In this method, after applying message M0 , we obtain the suitable internal state
to satisfy the conditions (1). Then, by applying message M1 three times and padding block,
the hash value will be computed. Now, to generate other same hash value, we can repeat the
message M1 as in blocks of 3 and finally apply
padding block and compute the final hashing digest. The following relations show how colliding

• Method 2. The principle used is the same as in
the previous method. We first find two messages
M0 and M1 which satisfy the condition (1). After
these two messages, the messages M1 , M3 can be
made using Theorem 1.Finally, collision pairs can
be made by the following relations:
M 0 = M0 ||M1 ||M1 ||M1 ||M2 ||P adding
M 1 = M0 ||M2 ||M3 ||M3 ||M3 ||P adding
...
We expect that after (28 .25 )2 executions of the
compression function for random messages, a
suitable M0 and M2 can be found. Table 3 shows
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Table 1: Properties and conditions to apply collision attack on Algorithm for other cycles

1
2

The
Cycle
Length
7
15

Condition Condition 2
1

Time
plexity

j = 31
j = 15

−(s31 − 1) mod 64 = 0
−(s15 − 1) mod 64 = 0

28 .25
28 .25

3

31

j=7

−(s7 − 1) mod 64 = 0

28 .25

4

63

j=3

−(s3 − 1) mod 64 = 0

28 .25

5

127

j=1

−(s1 − 1) mod 64 = 0

28 .25

6

255

j=0

−(s0 − 1) mod 64 = 0

28 .25

two examples of messages M0 , M1 M2 , M3 , and
hash values obtained using Method 2.
Table 3: Example for Method 2 including M0 ,
M1 ,M2 ,M3 and generated hash values.
M0 (64byte)

M1 (64byte)

M2 (64byte)

M3 (64byte)

1 273A4F51
FAA4A7CF
3225E700
0A9ACDBC
CABD7CAC
49991F5B
B042CF90
80C2B7DC
D756756F
EFDBC42F
E783580C
C6CC0A8D
BDB335AF
AC2460F0
E8B61DA7
3C953096

BAFB22B0
6E1F20C5
0948DF65
A260D573
927B5606
25198784
0044523F
1435862F
FC41E3CE
BBDDB3D0
A5885890
D759AACB
89CD72D2
C1D3BDAB
C7364505
F3EECF80

8FFD0B0A
03E6C6BF
7714E1C0
BF9B71DE
3AED7139
574F6556
57893E71
55E27E14
844B9CE8
B9DBAACC
297B3524
73E36D73
E1C5852D
EA475DC6
FCB75F0F
797AA7C2

4459229F
9B50A1E3
F8A3A772
D464CA05
4F5DE628
84295ADC
B3260921
0CC0E1A4
DDBBC8AE
71E00A12
43B77EAB
017B1F48
0B4AE795
8A1B4EB8
D2F902FD
DAB01900

2 7B45A927
E089C366
BB75CB2E
06E9AD05
3F3A007F
BF33F060
48597B01
DD73E1F5
D64A55EB
33AEF9D6
31B9094C
1B58562C
6306F784
F1DB3BB2
BBC6E2C9
96178C36

5A154DFF
7B6D869E
3DC2DF25
3F894F68
D2B2F776
1C4674CA
6A8B5B94
4EF6BFAB
B5792BC5
D89B7CA9
26D0118C
83698D6B
A0BB9D90
61014CB6
8477F8A3
1D6536C0

5CFA81B5
EE3730B8
FB0B01A3
5FB4C45B
78E9ECD3
7CD38830
1059752B
16A0D2B7
C6D2B5E4
001F1C04
E002270C
94C6843D
6A482A03
2DFE4A1D
B23882FE
AEA65573

587C8C02
5B0B462B
B83B3C40
FFEDF472
B6CCD8CF
6299285A
8FCA0768
E2EB787D
36EA2A6C
2E94B301
9103B169
7BC3D057
00313FD4
96C7521F
FDC19BC8
59649580

3.5

Hash
Value
(272bis)
BEDE
F059
71AC
F6A3
AF04
5311
0417
28D5
D77E
D338
5D58
4085
46A3
040B
5757
67FE
0029
11D3
C922
63F9
EFB1
65B6
370A
A78D
6690
79B2
0706
2FE4
1228
2691
9A04
FBDF
ED97
0019

Randomness properties of hash digest

As mentioned in Section 2, the hash value is generated
by concatenating the least significant bits of each byte
of the final internal state S and two bytes indices i
and j. Note that the first 256 bits of the hash value is
the least significant bit of the numbers 0 till 255 which

Com-

Relations

mi = −(si − 1) mod 256 , mi = mi+32 , 0 ≤ i < 32
mi = −(si − 1) mod 256 , mi = mi+16 = mi+32 =
mi+64 , 0 ≤ i < 16
mi = −(si − 1) mod 256 , mi = mi+8 = mi+16 =
... = mi+56 , 0 ≤ i < 8
mi = −(si − 1) mod 256 ,mi = mi+4 = mi+8 = ... =
mi+60 , 0 ≤ i < 4
mi = −(s0 − 1) mod 256
i even
mi = −(s1 − 1) mod 256 i odd
mi = −(s0 − 1) mod 256 , 0 ≤ i < 64

are swapped based on three functions KSA, KSA*,and
PRGA*. Although the positions of the integers are
changed but their values are not modified and it means
that the hamming weight of the first 256 bits of hash
value for every input message with arbitrary length
will be exactly 128.
In addition, index i in the last round just depends
to the last input message Mn as i = Mn mod 25 and so
it will be an integer between 0 and 31. The designers
dedicated one byte for index i in the hash value. So
first we can see that the three most significant bits for
all input messages will be zero and second attacker
can change the other five bits of 259-th -263-th bits
by changing five least significant bits of the last input
message Mn with probability one. Of course, if we
consider the effect of padding block in the last round,
then the index i will be fixed while padding block does
not change. These two weaknesses lead attacker to
a strong distinguisher with distinguishing advantage
close to 1.
4

Conclusion

We presented collision attack on RC4-BHF. The attack requires negligible memory and time complexity
213 compress function (KSA*) operations. The practicality of the attack has been demonstrated with some
colliding messages for RC4-BHF. We also showed the
hashing algorithm can be distinguishable from a truly
random sequence with probability close to one.
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Abstract
We blend research from human-computer interface
(HCI) design with computational based cryptographic provable security. We explore the notion of
practice-oriented provable security (POPS), moving
the focus to a higher level of abstraction (POPS+)
for use in providing provable security for security
ceremonies involving humans. In doing so we highlight some challenges and paradigm shifts required to
achieve meaningful provable security for a protocol
which includes a human. We move the focus of security ceremonies from being protocols in their context
of use, to the protocols being cryptographic building
blocks in a higher level protocol (the security ceremony), which POPS can be applied to. In order to
illustrate the need for our approach, we analyse both a
protocol proven secure in theory, and a similar protocol implemented by a financial institution, from both
HCI and cryptographic perspectives.
Keywords: Ceremony, human, HTTPS, TLS, security, privacy, provable security, authentication
1

Introduction

Humans have had a need to communicate securely
for thousands of years, with documented evidence of
the use of a scytale (used for transposition ciphers)
as early as 475BC (Mollin 2005). With the proliferation of computers over the last half century, and the
capacity computers provide for cryptanalysis, calculations in confidentiality-ensuring cipher schemes have
quickly become too complex for the general populace
to complete by hand. This has led to a situation
where trust is required by the general user with regards to whether their communication and assets remain private and secure. For example, typical cryptographic security solutions may include hash functions.
The general populace is unaware what hash functions
are, they certainly do not understand the functionality they provide, and they do not know which hash
functions are being used on their behalf and which
ones are known to be insecure. We focus on mutual
authentication, using browser-based 1 protocols, particularly providing the human with assurance that
they are communicating with the party they intend to
be communicating with. We blend concepts from the
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia, JanuaryFebruary 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and
Clark Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-forprofit purposes permitted provided this text is included.
1
Defined by Gajek et al. as protocols realizable within the constraints of commodity Web browsers (Gajek et al. 2008).

provable security community, network security community, human computer interface (HCI) design community, and sociotechnical community. Our contribution includes a presentation of deficiencies in models
and protocols previously published. We also outline
a set of minimum guidelines that human-computer
authentication protocols should have over and above
computer-computer authentication protocols.
We blend HCI research and cryptographic research
to create a useful protocol-including-a-human proving
methodology. We highlight human-centred considerations which must be included when analysing such
a protocol, and outline central issues in assessing security which requires a shift in thinking. To motivate our approach we analyse both a protocol proven
secure in theory, and a similar protocol deployed in
practice by a financial institution, from both HCI and
cryptographic perspectives.
2

Background and Related Work

To create a mutual authentication protocol between a
human and a computer, which is secure with respect
to the common understanding of confidentiality and
integrity2 , a number of fields of research need to be
examined. The combination of an adversary having
the capabilities of a computer and one of the parties
being a computer, means that lessons learned in the
non-computer world cannot be directly applied. For
example, an attack in a physical environment (such as
a robbery) may need a success rate of, at worst, one in
ten to be worthwhile for the perpetrator; whereas in
the cyberworld attacks that work one time in a million
can be seen as successful (Shostack & Stewart 2008).
So this suggests cryptography with enough security to
withstand a computer attack is required, and yet humans are known to have neither the patience, nor the
capacity, to compute the necessarily large numerical
values required for modern cryptography. Further, if
modern cryptography is used, then the human loses
visibility, the process becomes non-transparent, and
hence, for the general populace, blind trust is required
that the data is secure.
Further, cryptography is no longer required only
by nation states, the military, or secret lovers. Today,
the general populace, in developing and first world
countries, have huge amounts of data and communications they would like protected, and there are many
real-world settings, such as smart phones, RFID tags,
and e-commerce, that require protected communication. This means that, even if we could somehow remove the advantage that computers provide
2
For definitions of authentication, integrity and confidentiality see (ISO/IEC 27001 Information technology - Security techniques - Information security management systems - Requirements 2005, Menezes et al. 1996).
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the cryptanalyst over human capabilities, for example by using CAPTCHAs (eg in (Dziembowski 2011))
or POSHs (Daher & Canetti 2008), the amount of
encrypting and decrypting required makes anything
more than human involvement in the cryptosystem
at critical authentication steps unrealistic.
In this background section, with our goal being a
secure authentication protocol which is not only usable by humans, but also understandable by humans
in such a way that blind trust is not required, we
will cover the ideals of provable security, security ceremonies 3 , and we will examine some HCI design and
sociotechnical considerations.
2.1

Provable Security

In 1993, Bellare and Rogaway responded to a need to
add more rigour to authentication protocol analysis
(Bellare & Rogaway 1993a). They applied reduction
techniques for proving algorithms4 to authentication
and key distribution protocols. These techniques had
been previously used by Goldwasser, Micali, Rivest,
Blum and Yao in other cryptographic primitive settings ((Yao 1982, Goldwasser & Micali 1984, Blum &
Micali 1984, Goldwasser et al. 1988) cited in (Bellare
& Rogaway 1993a)). The critical concept of a reductionist proof of security is that, if an adversary can
break the protocol, then the adversary can also break
the underlying cryptographic primitive.
Perhaps a more significant contribution of Bellare
and Rogaway’s 1993 work was the concept of practiceoriented provable security (POPS). Provable security
research prior to this had been based on only theoretical primitives (Bellare 1999), such that at the
time of Bellare and Rogaway’s 1993 papers provably
secure cryptographic primitives tended to be much
less efficient than primitives used in practice (Bellare
& Rogaway 1993a,b). Since there was no intersection
between provably secure cryptographic primitives and
the primitives used in practice, provable security pre1993 was just theory. With the addition of an idealised model, the random oracle, protocols using the
primitives used in practice could have security proofs
developed.
Unfortunately, the concept behind POPS has not
extended as far as required into protocol design, particularly in the area of protocols which involve humans. A fundamental ideal of POPS is that at no
point should a protocol be able to be broken without breaking the underlying cryptographic primitive,
and hence the protocol should not be weaker than
the underlying primitive. In reality, particularly with
respect to humans 5 , this is not the case. For example, humans have shown themselves to be susceptible to many social engineering attacks, which allow
the theoretically secure protocols (which have a reductionist proof) to be broken in practice. Further,
humans do not execute a protocol as the protocol designer thought they would. The reasons protocols,
proven secure mathematically, are broken when humans use them, can be summarised to the model used
for the security proof was insufficient. Such a statement masks a variety of sources of deficiency, some of
which include:
3
Ceremony (a term coined by Jesse Walker) analysis is protocol
analysis with the human interaction explicitly included (Ellison
2007).
4
These reductionist proof techniques were collectively called
provable security.
5
Beyond human involvement and potential social attacks, information is leaked concerning otherwise secure protocols via means
such as observing computation time and power consumption, collectively known as side-channel attacks.
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• modelling a human is too difficult, and hence humans are either left out of the model and security
proof, or else humans are given unrealistic powers such as being expected to follow the protocol
100% correctly, 100% of the time; or they are
expected to completely forget previous actions.
• The model, and hence the security proof of the
protocol, does not include critical out-of-band
(OOB)6 communication and necessary setup
steps prior to the protocol running.
• The protocol definition, and hence the security
proof based on the model, does not include the
complete design (for one example, see Section
3.1). Most particularly, decisions that affect security, particularly HCI decisions, are left out of
the protocol definition and are hence being made
by non-security-aware practitioners.
Two promising directions in the provable security
community have been made by Hopper and Blum
(Hopper & Blum 2001), and by Gajek et al. (Gajek
et al. 2008). Hopper and Blum’s contribution was
to provide a goal of creating (α, β, t) protocols for
use by humans, in which at least (1 − α) of the human population can do what they need to do, in at
most t seconds, with probability of correct execution
of the protocol greater than (1 − β). This data could
be collected empirically, and their idea was to create
light-weight cryptographic protocols that would have
a mathematical proof of security, with ideally 90% of
the population executing the protocol correctly inside
10 seconds, 90% of the time (Hopper & Blum 2001).
Unfortunately, the protocol they suggested resulted
in 10% of the population executing the protocol correctly inside 300 seconds, 80% of the time, and has
gone on to become the basis of light-weight protocols
for constrained devices, such as RFID, rather than
human executable protocols (for example, see (Juels
& Weis 2005, Hammouri & Sunar 2008, Bringer et al.
2006)). However, the concept of combining empirical evidence of usability with a security proof is a
promising direction.
Secondly, Gajek et al. presented a protocol for mutual authentication between a human and an online
institution, via the web (Gajek et al. 2008). This protocol, discussed in depth in section 3.1 and the basis
of our proposal, has a number of innovative and useful features. Firstly, for the purposes of the security
proof, the human is separated from their computer
and web browser, so that the authentication between
the human and a server has three parties, being the
human, the human’s computer with a web-browser,
and the server. Secondly, the human and the human’s
computer are given specific functions in the security
proof model. These functions were that the browser
on the human’s computer renders a webpage (based
on browser state), and the human must be able to
recognise what Gajek et al. called a human perceptible
authenticator (HPA) (Gajek et al. 2008). The HPA
can be anything, but in the Gajek et al. protocol the
HPA was an image which was previously selected by
the user and sent to the server. By adding these functions, the human’s involvement is partitioned from
the non-human protocol messages, and a formal proof
of security is created. The proof concludes with the
security of the protocol being bounded by the probability of a human to recognise their previously chosen
HPA from the set of all possible values (specifically
6
Out-of-band channels are auxiliary channels, such as receiving
an email which must be responded to as part of a signup process
on a website.
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taking into account other values which a human would
find indistinguishable from their chosen HPA).
This technique of creating a protocol proof with
the human assumptions being included but partitioned in such a way that a human trial will inform
how secure the protocol is, is a significant step forward in the quest to prove protocols secure for human use. However, a complete design, informed by
iterative cumbersome protocol-specific human studies following each new protocol design and developed
proof, would potentially take years with no guarantee of success. Human protocols do need to be verified
via human trial post-theoretical proof, however simply writing a security proof in terms of the human
is not sufficient and a method of arriving at a more
likely to succeed design is required.
Modern cryptography has matured enough, and a
necessity for provably secure human-computer protocols has become critical, such that a timely paradigm
shift concerning the building blocks of secure protocols is required. Just as Bellare and Rogaway defined POPS in 1993 (Bellare & Rogaway 1993a,b),
thus shifting the focus to protocols and primitives in
use at the time (Bellare 1999), we propose that there
is now a requirement for a further paradigm shift,
to move to a higher level of abstraction. That is, to
treat building blocks for human interaction protocols,
such as HTTPS, as primitives, and to create security
proofs based on that in the interests of creating protocols better suited to humans. In this way, we propose
POPS+. The technique remains the same, as does
the quality of the proof. That is, if you believe that
HTTPS is secure, and a reduction can be made from
the security of HTTPS to the security of a protocol,
then, as long as there remains no program that can
break HTTPS, the protocol will remain secure.
2.2

Ceremonies

In recent years there has been a recognition and concerted effort to include the social sciences in information security in the research community7 . This multidisciplinary approach brings into context the human
usage of information security systems. As Shostack
and Stewart state, “. . . our approach to information
security is flawed” and “the way forward cannot be
found solely in mathematics or technology” (Shostack
& Stewart 2008).
The concept of a security ceremony has been used
by Ellison, in network security settings, to capture
the human element in the protocol usage (Ellison &
Dohrmann 2003, Ellison 2007). In Ellison’s main paper on the topic in 2007, the human was modelled
as another node on the network, and hence a part
of what must be considered from a security point of
view. At the time, this innovation did not lead to any
formal proofs of security, and only initial work was
presented on how the human nodes could be modelled, but simply having the human as a node on
the network, distinct from their computer, allowed
certain attacks to be clearly presented and demonstrated. Most particularly, the technique demonstrated an attack which exploits an interface design
which hides information, that the computer has, from
the human who needs the information to give that human any hope of making an informed decision (Ellison
2007).
Since 2007, security ceremonies have been investigated in the fields of formal methods, including the
PKI context, which provided some early steps on how
7
As can be seen by workshops and conferences such as SHB,
WEIS, and SOUPS.

a human may be modelled (Martina & Carlos 2008,
Martina et al. 2009); in applied cryptography which
added extra human elements to allow for humans to
vouch for other humans as an extra factor in identification (Brainard et al. 2006); and in the network security community with a focus on a defence-in-depth
approach, via use of forcing functions 8 (Karlof et al.
2009).
Recent research has shown that ceremony analysis
is protocol analysis in its context of use (Radke et al.
2011). This raised concerns about conducting a more
complete analysis, in particular including humans in a
protocol’s security proof, as a method for proving the
security of the non-human part of the protocol being
investigated. For example, a protocol such as HTTPS
(HTTP over TLS), can be used in a variety of ways on
a variety of devices. If the device, method, and user
of the protocol are included in the ceremony, then
many ceremonies for HTTPS which will be widely
used have not been created yet (and the devices on
which they will be used have not been created yet).
This viewpoint means that proving the security of
HTTPS via use in a ceremony will create a proof of
security for HTTPS which is applicable to only that
ceremony.
2.3

HCI and Sociotechnical considerations

HCI research on browser-based authentication protocols has revealed much concerning what humans
can, what humans will not, and what humans cannot, do, drawing over the years from what Harrison
et al. have identified as three broad paradigms of HCI
research – a-theoretic, cognitive and situated (Harrison et al. 2007). Lessons can be learned from initial
work by Simon (Simon 1969, 1996), which showed us
the boundaries of human short term recall, and cognitive load issues, through to specific controlled studies
on decision making in use of security systems. An
example of such research is by Schechter et al. who
created a study in which bank websites were progressively changed, to become less and less secure, and the
researchers determined whether the participants continued to enter their password into the website (which
they did) (Schechter et al. 2007). Recent work has indicated that a recent security improvement, which attempts to provide users with the necessary authentication information via the use of Extended Validation
Certificates9 , and the associated inbuilt functionality
in current browsers to colour code and present typically real world company name information to the
user, is not being used by web-users in their web security decision making (Radke et al. 2010).
Dourish has provided a bridge between social science and HCI design, contributing significantly in areas such as defining and using context (for example,
in Dourish (2004)). Of specific concern, when defining
context, was the impression (still common seven years
later) that context is fixed, explicit and can be adequately captured by explicitly measurable information rather than something that is “. . . being continually renegotiated and defined in the course of action”
(Dourish 2004). One simple application of the concept of context is the case of the rushing user 10 . As
Dhamija et al. describe, security is typically not the
8
A core property of a forcing function is to prevent a user from
proceeding, until a critical step is completed.
9
Extended Validation SSL Certificates – The Certification Authority/Browser Forum. http://www.cabforum.org/.
10
A rushing user is used by Kumar et al. to describe a user who,
in a rush, takes the shortest path through a protocol, skipping steps
which are not required for subsequent steps to work (Kumar et al.
2009).
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primary task and hence users may not notice security
indicators or read warning messages (Dhamija et al.
2006). There is also a body of work which focuses
on achieving security by aligning what a system does
with the user’s mental models of that system (Smith
2003, Yee 2004). As Smith states, “Repeatedly, I
ended up with problems because what computers are
doing with cryptography doesn’t match the mental
model that humans have - end users as well as system programmers (Smith 2003).” More recent work
includes Chiasson et al.’s research into constructing a
set of design principles for security management systems (Chiasson et al. 2007).
While the concept of aligning the actual system
to the user’s mental model of the system (or vice
versa) is useful at a guiding level along the lines of
“the user must understand what the system is doing, and what the response to her actions will be,”
the concept of the human cognitive model that exists
prior to the situation is a contentious one. There is
significant evidence that people co-construct meaning using embodied competencies and situational circumstances (Suchman 2007). Suchman argues understanding conversations and interactions, as dynamic
co-constructions, could prove more useful for designers of human-machine interactions. The lesson we
take from this body of work is the necessity for the
user to be in control and to have visibility of (and
to understand and actively participate in), ideally,
the cryptographic authentication processes. This is
in keeping with the central concept of Norman’s popular design book, which is “when people have trouble
with something, it isn’t their fault - it is the fault of
the design (Norman 2002).”
3

Human Protocols

We now focus our attention on protocols involving humans, specifically two cases, from which we will draw
several critical lessons. The first case is by Gajek
et al. and describes mutual authentication via the
web, from which we will learn techniques used for
proofs (Gajek et al. 2008). The second case is a comparative study, by Kumar et al., for pairing methods
for previously unassociated devices over some humanimperceptible communication channel (such as bluetooth). This section will show us several important
aspects of a human protocol, such as being resistant
to the already discussed rushing user (Kumar et al.
2009).
3.1

Provably Secure Browser-Based UserAware Mutual Authentication over TLS

In the past, it has been typical for papers analysing
human protocols to present a range of known attacks,
such as naive keylogging attacks, phishing attacks,
eavesdropping, shoulder surfing, etc, and then, in an
informal way, describe how their protocol addresses
these concerns, perhaps via statistical analysis on a
small set of users. This process remains widely used
today (for example, Oorschot & Wan (2009), Arumugam & Sujatha (2010)). This is the style of protocol creation and analysis that the provable security
movement of the past twenty years has sought to supersede. Therefore it was a significant step, by Gajek
et al., to create a proof of security for a protocol involving a human (Gajek et al. 2008). A sketch of their
protocol follows:
1. The protocol is between a server, a human’s computer running a web browser (which has state),
and the human.
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2. Before the protocol begins, the human has selected a HPA and provided that HPA to the
server. The HPAs suggested by Gajek et al. are
a personally selected image or voice recording.
3. Both the server and the human’s computer have
authentication certificates and associated private
keys, and a secure TLS connection is established between the browser and the server, when
the browser on the human’s computer opens the
server’s webpage. This process authenticates the
server to the human’s browser and from the human’s browser to the server.
4. The server sends the human the HPA that the
human has stored with the server (by completing
a lookup of the human’s browser-specific certificate, to know whose HPA to send), via the web
browser which renders the HPA for the user, and
this authenticates the server to the human.
5. Having recognised the HPA, the human sends the
server their traditional login and password, thus
authenticating the human to the server.
Investigation of the Gajek et al. protocol, model
and proof reveals a number of salient points. These
points may be categorised into HCI issues and cryptographic issues.
3.1.1

HCI Issues

For the points of interest that can be drawn from the
Gajek et al. case, we will assume the HPA is an image
(though these comments apply equally to voice and
several other types of HPA). As stated in section 2.1,
one of the reasons protocols proven to be secure fail,
when subjected to use by a human, is due to the protocol specification not extending far enough into the
HCI implementation. Thus, HCI designers, who are
not security professionals, are making decisions that
security professionals should have made. Issues that
could result from the Gajek et al. protocol include:
1. Perhaps the most significant issue is requiring the
designer to ensure that at least the image is fully
displayed (ie images have not been turned off in
the browser, and the image is fully downloaded)
before the login and password box is presented to
the user. Otherwise, there is no authentication
from the server to the human, not even potentially any authentication from the server to the
human, and authentication from the server to the
human is the aim of the protocol. This goes beyond the rushing user concern, which this protocol does not resist at all, since the human can
enter their login and password regardless of what
image, or whether an image, is sent.
2. As soon as multiple people send images to a
server, design decisions will be made regarding
what format to store them in, what size to store
them in, and what resolution to store them in.
This will be done to ensure only a fixed amount
of storage is used, and that similar quality images are used. The end result being that some
images (which were too small or too low quality) may be rejected, and other images will lose
significant detail.
3. Since the decisions at the client end are also
not specified, different designers of website login
forms will make different decisions about how to
display the images. These decisions include the
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shape of the image (at least, portrait or landscape) and the size of the image area on the webpage, which will all impact how many HPAs are
human distinguishable from the complete set of
HPAs.
The authors have seen a variant of the Gajek et
al. protocol implemented by a financial institution.
In this real world example, the user does not have
a certificate, and instead the user’s username is sent
from the user to the bank, which the bank uses to
identify which HPA to send back to the user. Upon
the receipt of the HPA from the bank, the user sends
their traditional login and password information to
the bank.
Exploring this real world example is worthwhile
to determine the sorts of design decisions that can be
made by implementers of systems. Design decisions,
that the creators of this login ceremony have made,
include:
1. The bank’s users are presented with a set of images to choose their HPA from. That is, the bank
has overcome the issues concerning the range of
image sizes, shapes, formats, resolutions etc, by
providing the set of images to choose from. Unfortunately, this set of images is quite small, less
than 20, so the dictionary space |W | of this part
of the HPA is quite small.
2. The implementers have added a pass-phrase
which the users submit when they select their
image in the once-off setup stage. Both the image and the passphrase (two parts to this HPA)
are sent from the bank to the human at each login.
3. The bank’s login proceeds without the image
part of the HPA being downloaded. That is, even
if the user turns off image downloads in their
browser, the login and password entry fields still
appear and the user can still login to the system.
4. This protocol is in no way rushing-user resistant.
That is, the user can enter their login and password without looking at the HPA at all, and
hence the protocol can be completed without the
recognise task being executed.
3.1.2

Cryptographic Issues

The main cryptographic issues that surround the
Gajek et al. protocol are entwined in human issues.
From a cryptographic point of view, both security
of the channel and authentication of the two parties
is achieved by the use of HTTPS and certificates at
both ends (TLS in client authentication mode). The
reason why HPAs are used is due to the recognition
that users do not check, know to check, know how to
check, certificates. So there is an interesting combination in the security proof where effectively authentication of the user is provided by the user’s certificate
(wrapped in various cryptographic primitives such as
keyed hashes), and authentication of the server is
achieved via the HPA. This is in contrast to the words
used in the paper, which clearly and intuitively state
that TLS ensures that the browser knows it is communicating with the server, and the server knows that
it is communicating with the browser, at which point
the respective keys (HPA server to human; password
human to server) can be securely exchanged. Once
the HPA is recognised by the human, the server is
authenticated to the human; and once the password
is matched by the server, the human is authenticated
to the server (Gajek et al. 2008).

There are three central observations:
1. Essentially the server’s password (user’s HPA) is
being sent to the human before the human has
been authenticated. Most particularly, the separation of the human from the human’s browsercomputer combination, means that while the
browser has been authenticated to the server
via the browser’s certificate, anyone, especially
someone other than the intended user, could be
sitting at the terminal. This would allow an adversary, sitting at the user’s terminal, to acquire
the HPA and later masquerade to the user as the
server. If we are to use the HPA as a real indicator of authentication and hence security of
the system, then there is no difference between
a server sending a HPA to an unauthenticated
human and a human sending a password to an
unauthenticated server. This weakness is a result of a limitation of the security model used for
the protocol proof, since these sorts of attacks
were not modelled.
2. Further, in the real world implementation, since
the human’s browser has no certificate, then the
server is sending the HPA without authentication
at the client end, ensuring replay and MITM attacks11 are possible. This means that this protocol provides no extra security above a standard
login and password protocol with no HPA.
3. The human’s password, sent in message 5 of the
Gajek et al. protocol (see Section 3.1), does not
form part of the proof of security of the protocol.
Again, this is because the security model used
excluded the possibility of the non-intended-user
using the computer, the authentication of the
user’s browser is sufficient to authenticate the
user.
As stated earlier in sections 1 and 2, the intention is to create a protocol which is transparent to
the human that provides the human with assurance
that they are communicating with the party they intend to be communicating with. Users should not be
expected to accept that the password that the bank
has for them, the HPA, is sent to them before they
have consciously provided anything to the bank to
authenticate themselves. An interesting observation
from the Gajek et al. protocol is that, if the HPA is
truly being used as the method to authenticate the
server, then the certificate, at least at the server’s
end, is not required. Indeed, if we presume that users
are not checking security certificate information as
part of their security decision making process (as evidenced by studies in Radke et al. (2010) and Schechter
et al. (2007)) this does suggest a shift in perspective
of where the certificate should be used. For example, we could ensure that all banks are made aware
of certificates and check for certificates, while we cannot ensure that all users are aware of certificates and
check for certificates, therefore the suggestion would
be to have the certificates at the user’s end (to be
issued at the same time as the login and password
information is issued to the customer by the bank).
This may involve an addition to the TLS protocol, or
can be constructed using current traditional serverauthentication methods by moving the server’s role
to the client, such that the client, who has the certificate, becomes the “server”, with one extra message
11
A man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack is an attack where a
third party intercepts messages between two communicating parties, typically without either intended party detecting this, allowing the MITM attacker to listen in and manipulate messages.
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flow in the initialisation of TLS. We shall call this
mode which has a certificate at what is traditionally
considered the client end, and no certificate at what is
traditionally considered the server end, certificatelessserver mode.
We also seek to create a protocol which is rushing
user resistant, that ensures the user is actually checking the authentication provided by the server, which
is not enforced in the Gajek et al. protocol. Another
lesson learned by the investigation of the Gajek et al.
protocol is the ideal that the human, rather than the
server, takes the initial steps in the protocol.
A final point on the Gajek et al. protocol is more
of a philosophical ideal. The ideal is that the human
does not know that this is the real protocol. That
is, the human is presented with a website and simply
follows the instructions - there is no necessity to prelearn this protocol. This raises an interesting issue,
and that is that the adversary can, instead of attacking the Gajek et al. protocol directly, simply create
a new website with a new protocol (which does not
even have to be related to the real protocol). Therefore, ideally a protocol is created which the human is
forced to initiate, and as the initiator, rather than the
follower, the human needs to learn what the protocol
should look like. This ideal, combined with transparency of the authentication process, should make
the protocol substitution resistant.
3.2

Usability Testing of Human Protocols

Kumar et al. researched 13 different wireless device pairing methods (Kumar et al. 2009). While the
study used now outdated mobile telephones, several
lessons learned about how humans take part in protocols can be directly applied. Wireless device pairing
typically has unavoidable human involvement, and
hence each method which typically combines cryptographic elements with human interaction, is a separate non-trivial security ceremony involving a human. Kumar et al. designed and executed a human
study which, over the course of three sessions, compared more than 40 (total) variations of the pairing
methods. The study’s participants were timed, had
their actions logged, completed pre- and post- questionnaires, and an interview. The security ceremonies
were assessed for robustness and usability. Robustness results were categorised into safe errors 12 and
fatal errors 13 . Usability was assessed in three categories, being: completion time; successful completion;
and user’s perception of ease-of-use and personal preference (Kumar et al. 2009).
Two outcomes of Kumar et al.’s research that are
directly applicable to human protocol design in general. Firstly, protocols should be designed to be rushing user resistant, by ensuring that a user’s responses
depend on prior steps. The user cannot just “accept”,
or, even worse, ignore. Secondly, the human initiating the protocol is important. There were other useful
conclusions, regarding what sorts of activities generate the least number of false positives and false negatives, but they are more protocol specific (Kumar
et al. 2009).
12
A safe error is any non-fatal error, typically a false positive,
a rejection of a successful pairing.
13
A fatal error is a false negative, or the acceptance of a failed
pairing instance (as defined in (Uzun et al. 2007)).

4

Towards A Human-Computer Mutual Authentication Protocol, Provably Secure in
POPS+

We target two central improvements and considerations which should be included in authentication protocols involving a human. They include
1. Rushing user resistance
2. A security proof at a level above the cryptographic level
4.1

Rushing user resistance

Mutual authentication, for example where a bank authenticates itself to its account holder, as well as the
account holder authenticating themselves to the bank,
is important. In most protocols where an entity is authenticated to a human, there will be a step similar
to the recognise function of the Gajek et al. protocol proof (Gajek et al. 2008). In this step, the entity
will show something (a HPA) to the human, and the
human is meant to examine this HPA and if it is correct they proceed, and if the HPA is incorrect they
should abort the protocol run. Unfortunately, as we
have shown, both in the research literature and in
commercial implementations, quite often there is no
assurance that the human has completed the recognise assessment - a human who skips such a step is
called a rushing user.
To increase the chances of humans completing the
recognise step, rushing user resistance should be included in the protocol. A construction that could be
added to most such protocols is to send the human
user not just the real HPA (HP A1 ), but also a false
HPA (HP A2 ) in random order. Now, beyond sending to the server their user name and password, the
human must also select which of the two HPAs was
their HPA. If the human selects the wrong HPA, then
the server must abort the protocol even if the login
and password the human provides are correct.
There are a number of intricacies with this solution, especially when trying to combine the cryptographic elements with the human elements:
• This solution does not enhance the cryptographic
security of the protocol. Rather, this step is only
in place to ensure that the human follows the
protocol. This element is not captured in current
computational-based security proofs and models.
• Beyond not enhancing the cryptographic security, this action decreases the cryptographic security in that the adversary now has twice as
many chances of sending the human a legitimate
HPA (if only two HPAs are sent to the human)
since two HPAs are now sent to the human.
• Whether the human is completing the recognise
step is being checked by the server, in that if
the wrong HPA is selected then the server should
abort the protocol and force the human to start
again. If the server is the adversary, then the
adversary will accept the username and password
regardless of which HPA the human chooses. So
this training of the human to follow the protocol
correctly will only work while legitimate protocol
runs occur with the real server.
• The improvement to the human’s behaviour in
following the protocol will happen over time.
This is another concept not captured in current
security proofs and models.
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4.2

Security proofs at a level above the cryptographic level

This paper has introduced the concept of POPS+,
being that a security ceremony is, at the level that
most security professionals consider security, simply
a protocol which includes a human. In the same way
that practice oriented provable security (POPS) of
block ciphers is not proven by examining a protocol including a block cipher, the POPS+ security of
a higher level cryptographic building block such as
HTTPS should not be proven by examining a protocol which includes HTTPS. The proof of HTTPS
is completed elsewhere, and, once proven secure, the
super-protocol which uses HTTPS is proven secure.
In this way we have moved beyond ceremonies being
protocols in their context of use to being protocols
which include lower level protocols.
To allow this analysis of suitability of a protocol
for human use to happen, ideal instances of the cryptographic building blocks can be used. For example,
an ideal secure channel providing confidentiality, integrity, and authentication for the participant with
the private key where the other participant is known
to check the certificate, would be used for a HTTPS
secured channel. Cryptographers would argue that if
the communication channel is secure then the protocol becomes trivial. However, a secure channel is no
guarantee that the correct information is being passed
to and from the human, which is the focus of this level
of analysis. By assuming that cryptographic building
blocks, such as the channel, are secure, greater attention can be focused on the protocol flows that interact
with the human allowing for quicker and easier ceremony design and analysis.
5

Conclusion

We have drawn inspiration from a variety of sources,
including the provable security cryptographic community, network security community, Human Computer
Interface (HCI) design community, wireless communication device pairing, and the sociotechnical community, to create generic enhancements which can be
applied to human usable human-computer mutual authentication protocols. Human usable protocols were
found to require rushing user resistance, achieved by
ensuring subsequent protocol steps depended on previous protocol steps, and spoofing resistance, achieved
by ensuring transparency of the protocol to the human, necessitating the protocol be taught/learned,
and ensuring that the human initiates the protocol.
These aspects were shown to be missing in research
literature and current commercial implementations.
This paper suggests a shift in thinking regarding
ceremony analysis. Previously, ceremony analysis has
been regarded by some as a more complete version of
protocol analysis which explicitly includes human interaction, setup steps and OOB communication, thus
proving a ceremony secure is proving the protocol secure. Recent work has highlighted an issue with this,
regarding each ceremony as a protocol in its context
of use, meaning that proving a protocol secure in one
ceremony does not prove the protocol secure in any
other ceremony. This paper takes that a step further,
treating the underlying protocol as a cryptographic
primitive or building block, and considering the ceremony as a protocol which uses that building block
(protocol, such as TLS).
We have highlighted that cryptographic building
blocks, such as TLS, have become mature to the
point where a further level of abstraction is possi-

ble from the level that was applied when practiceoriented provable security (POPS) was promoted by
Bellare and Rogaway 18 years ago. This allows, for
the security proof of security ceremonies that include
humans, to abstract away the cryptographic building
blocks and extend the security proofs into the humancomputer interface. We have called this paradigm
shift POPS+. The philosophy remains the same,
and that is, a reductionist proof such that the way
to break the protocol is to break the cryptographic
building block, and as long as the building block remains secure, the protocol remains secure.
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Abstract
The use of Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is becoming increasingly popular in many security systems. To access objects protected by TPM (such
as cryptographic keys), several cryptographic protocols, such as the Object Specific Authorization Protocol (OSAP), can be used. Given the sensitivity and
the importance of those objects protected by TPM,
the security of this protocol is vital. Formal methods allow a precise and complete analysis of cryptographic protocols such that their security properties
can be asserted with high assurance. Unfortunately,
formal verification of these protocols are limited, despite the abundance of formal tools that one can use.
In this paper, we demonstrate the use of Coloured
Petri Nets (CPN) - a type of formal technique, to
formally model the OSAP. Using this model, we then
verify the authentication property of this protocol using the state space analysis technique. The results of
analysis demonstrates that as reported by Chen and
Ryan the authentication property of OSAP can be
violated.
Keywords: Coloured Petri Nets; CPN; CPN/Tools;
security analysis; TPM, OSAP; Trusted Computing
1

Introduction

CPN is a type of formal method introduced
in (Jensen; 1992, 1994, 1997) as a graphical language
to model and analyze systems. The mathematical
foundation of CPN provides well-defined semantics
which facilitates the unambiguous and precise modeling of a system and its properties. Yet, the graphical
modeling interface of CPN makes it a user-friendly
and arguably easy to use and understand. CPN models are also executable and to create these executable
models, specifications must be complete. Through
the process of model creation, execution, and simulation, protocol designers may detect flaws and errors
in the protocol design, and may subsequently improve
the correctness of the protocol.
Most importantly, however, is that CPN as a general purpose formal modeling tool can generate the
state space information of the model. This state space
can then be used by standard state space analysis
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the 10th Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC 2012), Melbourne, Australia, JanuaryFebruary 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, Josef Pieprzyk and
Clark Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-forprofit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

techniques (such as computational tree logic - CTL)
to verify various system properties, both standard
properties (such as liveliness and boundedness) and
verifier-defined properties (such as security-related
properties). Formal analysis of a protocol using
CPN can be aided with a tool known as the CPN
Tools (Jensen et al.; 2007). These tools automate
many of the tasks required to model, simulate, and
analyze systems and protocols.
CPN has been widely used (Jensen et al.; 2007) as
a language to model and validate systems like communication protocols, software and engineering systems.
Practical implementations of using CPN in business
process modeling, manufacturing systems, agent system and workflow modeling are available now. A
number of usages of CPN in modeling and analyzing cryptographic protocols are introduced in previous works section.
The Object Specific Access Protocol (OSAP) is a
cryptographic protocol defined as part of the trusted
computing (TC) platforms. This protocol governs
how one can access the Trusted Platform Module
(TPM)’s protected objects (such as cryptographic
keys). Given the importance and sensitive of objects
protected by TPM, it is important that we analyze it
precisely such that we can be confident of its security.
As Trusted computing (TC) platforms are expected
to be an important component of a secure computing
paradigm, any breach in the OSAP protocol will have
a major impact on the TC platforms in general.
The use of formal methods to assert, with high
assurance, the security of cryptographic protocols
has been an active research area in the last few
decades. Through formal analysis, errors in famous
protocols like the Needham-Schroeder Public Key
(NSPK) (Lowe; 1995), have been found 17 years after it was introduced. This has made the use of automated tools for protocol verification more evident.
Such an analysis is normally aided with formal tools,
including AVISPA (Viganò; 2006), CASPER (Lowe;
2002), ProVerif (Blanchet; 2001), Hermes (Bozga
et al.; 2003), NRL protocol analyzer (Meadows; 1996),
Isabelle (Paulson; 1994), PRISM (Kwiatkowska et al.;
2004), Athena (Song; 1999), Securify (Cortier; 2003)
and Scyther (Cremers; 2008) to verify security properties.
Unfortunately, formal analysis of TPM-related
protocols, such as the OSAP, is limited. As more
methods, approaches and tools are used to analyze
TPM protocols, the more confidence one can gain regarding the security, the reliability, and trustworthiness of these protocols.
The main contribution of this paper is the demonstration of the applicability of Coloured Petri Nets (a
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type of formal methods) in the modeling and verification of a representative TPM protocols, namely the
OSAP protocol.
In this paper, the hierarchical approach of CPN
is used to model one session of the OSAP. From this
model, a state space is generated and is then used
to analyze the authentication property of OSAP. In
particular, a number of states representing the violation of the authentication property are first defined.
Then, state space analysis and CTL logics are used to
verify whether the violation conditions defined earlier
can occur in the state space. Our formal verification
of OSAP arrives at the same conclusion as reported
by Chen and Ryan (Chen and Ryan; 2009): that the
authentication property of OSAP can be violated.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the OSAP protocol, the concept of CPN
modeling, state space analysis and ASK-CTL (a dialect of CTL supported by CPN Tools). The modeling of the OSAP using CPN Tools is then described
in Section 3. Section 4 shows how the authentication property of OSAP is defined and how ASK-CTL
verifies the satisfaction of this property. Section 5
discusses related work, followed by the conclusion in
Section 6.
2

Preliminaries

This section discusses trusted computing, authorization protocols of TPM, CPN modeling, state space
analysis and ASK-CTL. Trusted Computing (TC)
is a new technology that is used in security systems.
Trusted computing is defined by Trusted Computing
Group (TCG) as a computer system for which an entity inside the system is responsible for supervision of
system behavior to be the same as what is predicted
for it (TCG; 2007). One of the main creations of
TCG’s efforts is the Trusted Platform Module(TPM)
chip which is to be used for system supervision. TPM
chip adds “roots of trust” (TCG; 2007) into computer
platform to establish a chain of trust.
Access to roots of trust is governed by the use of
authorization protocols. They provide access to the
TPM secrets. These protocols are one of the fundamental protocols of trusted computing that are used
before other protocols, to check whether the user process is eligible to have access to the TPM secrets or
not. These protocols are illustrated in more detail in
next section.
2.1

Authorization protocols

Authorization protocols or TPM command validation
protocols are one of the most important categories of
protocols defined by TCG. TCG enforces all commands to the TPM that affect security, privacy or
reveal platform secrets to be authorized. Authorization is based on a secret provided by the caller as a
part of the command.
It is possible that different authorization sessions
connect to one TPM. For each session a unique session identifier, unique nonce for each end point, a hash
digest for messages which have been sent or received
and an ephemeral secret, used to tie message exclusively to a specific object or to encrypt message traffic
if necessary, will be allocated.
These sessions are established to provide authorized access to the TPM. Any entity which decides
to participate in an authorization session must provide a pass-phrase which is used to authorize and authenticate it. The pass-phrase, authorization secret
or Attestation Identity Key (AIK) is a 160-bit value
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which is ideally random and non-guessable. The size
of this secret is the same as the size of a SHA-1 operation result. After hashing secrets, salts and any other
values, the result will be a fixed sized value, called authorization data (authData) (Chen and Ryan; 2009).
Authorization data can be associated with any
TPM object, TPM command, TPM command interface or TPM itself. An authorized session between
the caller and TPM before creating the new authData is created. Authorization protocols have been
designed in a manner that never relies on the security properties of communication protocols. When
TPM is communicating with other user processes it
always assumes they are un-trusted in relation to itself (TCG; 2007). There are different authorization
protocols. In the next section OSAP which is used in
this research is illustrated.
Object-Specific
(OSAP)

Authorization

Protocol

OSAP is a challenge and response protocol used by
the TPM object caller to demonstrate its knowledge of authorization data. This protocol is used
to provide access to just one type of TPM object. A sample usage of this protocol that asks
TPM to create a key is illustrated in (Chen
and Ryan; 2009). Figure 1 from the same source
demonstrates the protocol sequences. In this figure a name for each message exchange is considered.
The names of exchanges 1 to 4 are Exchange#1,
Exchange#2, Exchange#3 and Exchange#4 . To
design the CPN model, the processes ‘Process
TPM OSAP’, ‘Process TPM CreateWrapKey message’ and ‘Process TPM OSAP response’, ‘Process
TPM CreateWrapKey(...) Response’ are added to
the TPM and user side. The defined operation for
these processes is extracting input parameters and
storing them in designated places for future usage.
1. In the first step, the user process sets up an
OSAP session. The goal of this step is to request
TPM to create a key based on a preloaded key
in the TPM named the parent key. The handle
of the parent key is pkh (parent key handle) and
ad(pkh) is its authorization data. Both pkh and
ad(pkh) are included in the TPM OSAP command and are sent to the TPM.
2. TPM, after receiving the TPM OSAP command,
generates ne , nosap
and assigns a new session aue
thorization handle ah. These new items are sent
to the user as the response.
3. The TPM and user process calculate the shared
secret. Calculation of shared secret is done using hmac algorithm. The input arguments of the
hmac algorithm are ad(pkh), nosap
and nosap
.
e
o
4. The user process calls the TPM CreateWrapKey
function. The ah, pkh, no and newauth are
sent by this function to the TPM. To protect
newauth, it is XORed with SHA1(S, no ).
5. When this command is received, the TPM checks
the HMAC and creates the new key. Then private key and new authData are put in an encrypted (using s as the key) package. The encrypted package and public key are put in keyblob. The keyblob is returned by the TPM and
is authenticated with an
HMAC. The hmac is
0
created with no and no nonces and is keyed on
S.
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Figure 1: OSAP sequence diagram
6. The encrypted package is decrypted and authdata will be retrieved from it. If the received
authdata is not the same as new created authdata by user then the protocol will be terminated. Otherwise protocol will be continued and
ends normally.
This protocol can be modeled using different tools.
The ‘Modeling OSAP using CPN’ section illustrates
the usage of CPN for modeling mentioned steps. The
next section will describe CPN modeling.
2.2

CPN modeling

The CPN models are depicted as graphical drawings composed of places, transitions, arcs and inscriptions(written text in the CPN ML programming
language). Places are shown using circles and ellipses. Transitions shown by rectangles describe actions. The transitions and places are connected to
each other using arrows called arcs. For any arc, an
arc inscription can be written in CPN ML language.
Input arc inscriptions are used to define the binding
of tokens from input places to transition. The output
arc inscriptions are used to define tokens that will be
put into the output place of a transition. A place
can have zero or more tokens of the colour set of the
place. For each of these tokens a data value from a
given type has been considered. The data value of
each token is called the token colour . The set of all
the tokens that can exist in a place is defined as its
colour set. The colour set of each place is written
below the place using an inscription. The value of
each variable specifies its binding. The number of
tokens and their colours in all the individual places
specifies the marking of the CPN model. The number
of tokens in just one place and their colours specify
the marking of that place. Most of the times next to
each place another inscription except its colour set is
written that determines the initial marking of place.
For each transition, a pair consisting of transition
and binding of all the variables of transition is called
the binding elements. It is possible to consider special inscriptions named guards for transitions. These
inscriptions are boolean expressions that when they
are evaluated to true the transition can be enabled.
Otherwise even if all the input tokens are provided
the transition can not be enabled.
Tokens do not move between pages of the CPN
model, rather, pages are connected through special
places which are marked as either an input, an output,
or an input/output socket. The place that constitutes the interface through which one page exchanges
tokens with the others is an input/output port. The

input sockets are the input places of substitution transitions, while their output places are output socket.
The other method of moving tokens between different pages is fusion set. Fusion sets glue a number of
places in one or more CPN pages together. They all
create a compound place across the model.
A sample CPN model is shown in Figure 2. In this
model the defined colour set for Sender and Receiver
is STRING. This colour set like a variable in programming languages allows tokens with the type of
STRING to be stored. The initial marking of place
Sender is 1`“ONE” ++ 1`“SAMPLE”. Variable vs
with string colour set is used to move the token between place and transition. This place is connected
to transition ‘Send Packet’ . This transition when
guard, [vs=“ONE”] is evaluated to TRUE and required input tokens are provided by input places, can
be enabled. In the model of Figure 2, for the first
token, [vs=“test”] guard is TRUE and ‘Send Packet’
is enabled. When this transition is enabled its border
becomes thicker than when it is disabled. In the next
step the token is moved to the ‘Receiver’ place. For
the second token of place Sender, because the guard
[vs=“ONE”] is evaluated to FALSE, the Send transition will not be enabled and this token remains in
its place. The final marking of this model is shown in
Figure 3.
1`"ONE"++
1`"SAMPLE "
[vs="ONE"]

2
vs

Sender

Send
Packet

vs

Receiver

DATA

DATA

1`"SAMPLE "++
1`"ONE"

Figure 2: Sample CPN model and its initial marking

1`"SAMPLE "

1`"ONE"
[vs="ONE"]

1
vs

Sender

Send
Packet

DATA

1
vs

Receiver
DATA

1`"SAMPLE "++
1`"ONE"

Figure 3: Final marking of sample CPN model
2.3

State Space Analysis

Simulation of a CPN model analyzes a finite number
of executions. This helps validate the model by de-
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tecting and finding errors in the CPN model. It can
demonstrate the model is working correctly. However, it is impossible to guarantee the correctness of
a model with 100% certainty because all the possible
executions are not covered (Jensen et al.; 2007).
A full state space generation (Occurrence GraphOG, reachability graph/tree) calculates all possible
executions of the model. It calculates all reachable
markings and binding elements of the CPN model.
The result is represented in a directed graph where
its nodes are a set of reachable markings and the arcs
correspond to the occurring binding elements.
Occurrence sequence describes different occurring
steps and the reached intermediate markings to execute a CPN model. If a marking via an occurrence
sequence is reachable and it starts from the initial
marking then it is called a reachable marking (Jensen
et al.; 2007).
In most cases after producing all states the
Strongly Connected Component Graph (SCC-graph)
is generated. The SCC-graph nodes are subgraphs
called Strongly Connected Components(SCC). Disjoint division of the nodes in the state space creates
the SCC. This division is in a manner that two state
space nodes are in the same SCC if and only if they
are mutually reachable. This means that a path exists
in the state space from the first node to the second
node and vice versa. The structure of the SCC-graph
can provide information about the behavior of the
model (Jensen et al.; 2007).
State space analysis or model checking is mainly
used for model based verification of concurrent systems. It is applied successfully in many formal models
as the analysis method. State space explosion is its
main limitation. The CPN models should be designed
carefully to prevent state space explosion. This research uses the CPN/Tools to create and analyze the
model.
2.4

The CPN/Tools ASK-CTL

State spaces analysis tools usually provide a number of standard properties such as liveliness that can
be evaluated. However, all the required verification
properties are not included in these tools. Temporal
logics like CTL are able to reason about certain facts
based on model’s state (Cheng et al.; 1997). CTL
provides a model of time such that its structure is like
a tree. In this structure the future is not determined
and different paths can occur in the future. Any of
the branches might be an actual path that is realized.
Software applications like model checkers use CTL in
formal verification of hardware or software artifacts.
ASK-CTL is an extension of CTL (Clarke et al.;
1986) temporal logic implemented in CPN/Tools.
This extension takes into account both the state
information and arc information. The ASK-CTL
statement is interpreted over the state space of the
Coloured Petri net model. Then the model checker of
CPN/Tools checks the formula over the state space
and defines whether it is true or false. Complete
information about the ASK-CTL can be studied in
(Christensen and Mortensen; 1996).
This research uses ASK-CTL to verify the authentication property of the OSAP protocol. Using ASKCTL formula to verify the CPN model, will ensure
that all the specific verified properties are valid in a
specific marking of the model. Otherwise, any part
of the criteria of the verified property can be valid in
different markings that other conditions of property
may be incorrect.
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3

Modeling OSAP using CPN

To create the CPN model of the OSAP protocol and
verify its authentication property the following steps
are considered:
1. A CPN model for the protocol and intruder is
designed and implemented. This stage consists
of a number of steps including:
(a) Identifying all the participating entities
of the protocol and modeling them in
the CPN modeling tool (for this research
CPN/Tools)
(b) Designing and implementing required
colour sets, variables, ML functions and
CPN pages.
2. Validating the CPN model using simulation to
ensure that the model behaves as specified in the
standard.
3. Calculate the state space
4. Validate the authentication property using ASKCTL.
In the first step a CPN model for the OSAP protocol
and intruder is designed and implemented. To design
the CPN model at first three different entities, user,
TPM and intruder are identified. The designed colour
set for the entities are shown in the Appendix A.
To store all the knowledge of intruder a special
database, using csINTDB colour set, is designed. The
detailed information about this DB is illustrated in
3.2 sub-section.
To prevent state space explosion problem csSEQ
colour set is designed. This colour set is used to
write specific guards for transitions. More information about this mechanism is provided in 3.1.2 subsection. Variables that are used in the CPN model
are shown in the Appendix A.
Modeling an OSAP protocol and verifying its authentication property needs a special intruder model.
This model is illustrated in section 3.3. The CPN
model of intruder in Exchange#1 and Exchange#2 is
similar to intruder in Exchange#3 and Exchange#4 .
Thus in this paper just the first two intruder models
are described.
After illustrating the necessary colour sets and intruder model the main page of the CPN model is illustrated in ‘OSAP CPN model’ section. This section
describes how different substitution transitions are
enabled and run. More detailed information about all
the modules, substitution transitions, variables, MLfunctions and other parts of CPN model are available.
CPN model verification using simulation is conducted in CPN/Tools. It is shown that the model is
operating based on its definitions. When the state
space calculation finishes within a reasonable time
we knew that state space explosion has not occurred.
Running the ASK-CTL formula verifies the authentication property.
3.1

Managing state space

The state space of the CPN model takes a long time to
be created and the model can suffer from state space
explosion problem in the absence of optimization
techniques. To prevent these problems, we include
two techniques to mitigate the state space explosion
problem: model parameterization and sequence-token
mechanism.
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3.1.1

Model Parameterization

To prevent the state space explosion problem, we
parameterize the model via two boolean parameters: the vinc int and the vexcl tpms. Assigning a
true/false value to vinc int causes the OSAP model
to include/exclude the intruder model. In the former
case, it represents the original protocol without intruder consideration. Assigning a true/false value to
vexcl tpms will cause the model to bypass/include the
TPM in the OSAP session.
These two variables can split the state space SCC
to smaller SCCs. The smaller SCC can be calculated
faster. The state space explosion problem does not
happen during the computation of this model. The
smaller SCC is a subset of complete SCC. Therefore
if any authentication violation condition be found in
it, the whole model SCC contains that violation condition.

colour set. Moreover, at the end of running one CPN
page, the CPN model randomly assigns one of the
identifiers of all the pages that can be run in parallel
to the sequence token.
3.2

The intruder model contains a database (DB) which
stores all the intruder knowledge. This database is a
location to accumulate all the sent and received messages through the intruder. It also stores the initial
knowledge of the intruder. The colour set csINTDB
is designed for this purpose.
The initial values of the intruder’s database only
contain those values that are assumed to be publicly
known, which include the parent key handle - pkh and
the corresponding authorization data ad(pkh).1
3.3

3.1.2

Sequence token mechanism

The OSAP CPN model without any optimization
has the problem of state space explosion. When the
number of occurrence graph nodes of state space increases significantly this problem occurs. To prevent this issue the number of occurrence graph states
should be reduced. This reduction can be done by using other tools that implement more optimized state
space analysis algorithms such as (Westergaard et al.;
2009) or by improving the CPN model to make it
more efficient preventing its useless states to be enabled.
In this research the latter approach is chosen to
reduce the number of states and prevent state space
explosion. Al-Azzoni in (Al-Azzoni; 2004) proposes a
token passing mechanism to prevent concurrent runs
of different transitions. To implement this method a
token moves from one transition to the next transition. This approach in complicated models with various pages creates difficulties in managing tokens and
connecting arcs, because additional arcs and places
are required to move tokens.
To make this approach more manageable, in our
model, a specific colour set named csSEQ and a special fusion set named GF seq, that is accessible by all
pages, is defined. This colour set determines which
CPN page is or will be the active page at any given
time.
The current active page is always stored in the
GF seq fusion set and the CSI place (a place located
in all the model pages) becomes accessible for the
transitions in the page. When the transition fetches
the sequence token from the CSI place it can either
change it to determine the next active page or does
not change it to stay in the current page. For example
in page U2, Figure 4, the current page of the model
is fetched from the GF seq fusion set using the CSI
place and the vseq variable. When the value of vseq
is equal to ‘user2’ the process ‘Process TPM OSAP
Response’ transition can be enabled.
The next page that should be run after the U2
page, based on OSAP session main page, Figure 7, is
U3 . Thus, the ‘Process TPM OSAP Response’ transition changes the current sequence value to ‘user3’
and stores its token in GF seq fusion set using fusion
place CSO. This approach is followed for all pages.
This method prevents concurrent runs of protocol
in the current model. However, if the analyzed property is violated in one session it will be violated in
a number of concurrent sessions. To analyze parallel
sessions this approach can be extended by adding the
identifier of other session(s) transitions to the csSEQ

Intruder’s database

Intruder model

The intruder model of OSAP is based on the DolevYao approach (Yao; 1983). The Dolev-Yao model
considers the intruder as the medium that transfers
messages. It can edit, remove, forward, duplicate and
create new messages. In other words, it acts as a
man in the middle who can modify messages between
the user and the TPM, or it can bypass the TPM
altogether (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 for illustration).
The OSAP intruder can store any sent and received message in its database. For each whole message, the message and each of its fields are stored in
the database. After that either a whole message is
fetched from database and is sent to TPM or user, or
a new message is created by fetching its fields from the
intruder’s database. When a new message is created,
the retrieved fields from the DB can be created by the
intruder or they can be stored in the DB, as parts of
previous messages, during previous exchanges.

Sender

genuine
message

Intruder

faked
message

Receiver

Figure 5: Sent message is changed by the intruder

Sender

Sender

genuine
message

faked
message

Intruder 1

Receiver

Intruder 2

Receiver

Figure 6: Intruder has bypassed receiver
A more detailed explanation of our intruder model
and our modeling approach is provided in Appendix
B.
3.4

OSAP CPN model

After designing colour sets, variables and required
functions, based on the shown protocol in Figure 1
the main page of the CPN model is designed, Figure 7. The OSAP protocol is composed of four different exchanges. In any exchange, TPM and the
1
This assumption is consistent with the formal model shown
previously in (Chen and Ryan; 2009).
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In
CSI
GF_seq

Received
TPM_OSAP
Response
csOSAP_RESPONSE

csSEQ

CSO
GF_seq

(vah,vne,vne_osap)
[vseq=user2]

vseq

csSEQ

user3

Process TPM_OSAP
Response
vah

vne_osap

vne

e

ah_user
ne_osap_user
ah_user
ne_osap_user
csNONCE
csAUTH_HANDLE

ne_user
ne_user
csNONCE
Start Shared
Secret

Out

UNIT

Figure 4: Page U2 module of the OSAP CPN model
user are either the sender or receiver, whilst the intruder acts as both the sender and receiver. The
protocol is started from the user and it finally ends
with the user. To make the model more readable
and to simplify the modeling process, a hierarchical
CPN model is proposed in Figure 7. The first substitution transition of this model is used to create the
T P M OSAP (pkh, nosap
) message. This message is
o
sent to the TPM. However, the intruder can intercept this message. The intruder, using the Intruder 1
substitution transition, is able to send the original
or faked message toward TPM or user. If it sends
the message to the TPM, because of the specific format of the message in Figure 7, it can be received
only by the ‘Process TPM OSAP’ substitution transition. If the message is sent to the user again, this
new message should be created by intruder. The Intruder 2 substitution transition is the only transition
that can do this, thus the method of message movement is changed from the Figure 5 approach to the
Figure 6 approach.
When the Figure 5 approach is chosen the message is processed by the ‘Process TPM OSAP’ substitution transition. Then the message Exchange#2
and shared secret S are created by ‘Send TPM OSAP
Response’ and ‘Create Shared Secret TPM’ substitution transitions. The result will be sent toward
user. Intruder 2 is able to intercept the message Exchange#2 . It can send the faked message to the user
or TPM again. However, because sending new message directly from Intruder 2 to Intruder 3 and then
to the TPM does not affect the analysis of authentication property no path between Intruder 2 and Intruder 3 is created.
The ‘Process TPM OSAP Response’ after processing the message, creates the shared secret. Then
TPM CreateWrapKey(...) generates the Exchange#3
and sends it to the TPM. What happens for this
message is the same as Exchange#1 . It is intercepted by Intruder 3 . Then will be forwarded
to either TPM and will be processed by ‘Process
TPM CreateWrapKey message’, or the Intruder 4
and will be replaced by a faked message. In the former
case ‘Send TPM CreateWrapKey Response’ will be
executed as the next step. In the latter case after the
Intruder 4, ‘Process TPM CreateWrapKey(...) Response’ is executed and the protocol will be ended.
In Exchange#1 the role of Exclude Intruder 1 and
Include Intruder 1 transitions is to produce planned
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configuration for OSAP. When Intruder 1 is excluded, the Exclude Intruder 1 transition is enabled,
intruder is bypassed and TPM OSAP message moves
from Sent TPM OSAP message 1 to the Received
TPM OSAP message place. Including Intruder 1 in
the model enables Include Intruder 1 transition and
moves the TPM OSAP message toward Intruder 1 .
To implement the required configuration of CPN
model equivalent places and transitions are considered in Exchange#2, Exchange#3 and Exchange#4 .
At the start of a protocol a token with a colour
set of csSEQ and the colour of user1, is stored in
the place ‘Start Session 1’ . This colour determines
that TPM OSAP(pkh, no osap) is the first substitution transition that is enabled. This token during the
simulation and analysis moves from one transition to
the other and specifies the sequence of the protocol
run. It is the token that is used to implement sequence token mechanism.
4

Verification of the model using state-space

In this research the CPN/Tools state space is used to
evaluate the authentication property of OSAP protocol. To evaluate the authentication property a CPN
model is created for OSAP. To validate this model
it is simulated without intruder. The completion of
the model during the simulation with correct results
demonstrates the validity of the model. To verify the
authentication property, we firstly define several formal notations, predicates, and operator that we will
need to use. Then, we formalize a condition (in an
ASK-CTL statement) whose fulfillment will violate
the authentication property of the OSAP protocol.
We then execute the statement to verify if the authentication property can be violated.
The designed CPN model in this research checks
the authentication property of OSAP protocol. To
verify this property the violation conditions are defined, then the CPN model investigates whether they
are fulfilled or not.
A simple way to demonstrate the violation of the
authentication property is by demonstrating the ability of an intruder to complete the OSAP protocol
successfully (that is, with the user accepting the new
session authorization data at the end of the protocol
without even involving the TPM whatsoever in the
process.
In other words, in our model, the authentication
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Figure 7: main page of OSAP protocol CPN model
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property of the OSAP protocol is violated if the
intruder intercepts the message during during Exchange#1 and Exchange#3 and does not forward
the message to the TPM; instead, the Intruder 2 and
Intruder 4 modules are executed following the interception of the messages (from the user) during Exchange#1 and Exchange#3 respectively.
We can formalize the authentication violation condition by using the ASK-CTL statement. To do so,
we define the following notations and predicates:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Previous works

Coloured Petri Nets have been used by (Doyle et al.;
1997) for analyzing cryptographic protocols. They
have modeled each legitimate protocol entity and intruder using Petri Net Objects(PNO). Intruder can
do a variety of actions. Ultimate goal of the analysis is to determine whether protocol can withstand
intruder attacks and actions or not. The large number of attacks that intruder may pursue makes hand
analysis impossible. The Prolog is used for analylet M be the set of all reachable marking of the
sis in this research. This research provides a model
OSAP CPN model,
for handset authentication protocol used in CT2 and
CT2Plus wireless communication protocols and anaM0 be the initial marking of the OSAP CPN
lyzes them.
model,
The Station-to-Station (STS) security protocol is
analyzed in (Aly and Mustafa; 2003) using CPN.
[M0 i be the set of all reachable markings from
Aly and Mustafa use CPN to model all the protocol
M0 ,
objects and intruder. They deduce describing proOSAP Session
tocol entities and its attacker using CPN provides a
PReceived
T P M OSAP message be a CPN place
solid foundation for protocol analysis. However, other
with the name of Received TPM OSAP message
analysis approaches do not offer these features.
on the CPN page called OSAP Session,
Al-Azzoni in (Al-Azzoni et al.; 2005) has used
OSAP Session
a hierarchical CPN model to analyze TMN key exMarking(Mi , PReceived
T P M OSAP message ) reprechange protocol. The proposed approach at first modsents the set of tokens at the CPN place
els TMN entities. The intruder CPN model is deOSAP Session
PReceived
at
a
marking
M
i
T P M OSAP message
signed and added to the protocol model in the next
where Mi ∈ M0 i,
step. The Design/CPN tool is used to analyze the
created model. Concept of DB-place is introduced to
MN oOSAP M sg
=
{Mi |Mi
∈
[M0 i∧
simplify representation of the intruder’s knowledge.
OSAP Session
|Marking(Mi , PReceived T P M OSAP message )| ==
This concept is used in this research to design the
∅ be a set of markings representing the situation
DB of intruder. Al-Azzoni uses the application of
whereby no initial OSAP message (that is,
the token passing scheme to resolve the problem of
message from user to the TPM in Exchange#1 )
state space explosion that during the simulation in
is received by the TPM,
Design/CPN occurs. This research is based on AlAzzoni’s approach. Moreover, a current state token
MN oCreateW rapKeyM sg = {Mi |Mi ∈ [M0 i∧
mechanism is used to determine current page of the
Session
|Marking(Mi , PTOSAP
P M CreateW rapKey Received message )| model that should be run using fusion sets. In this
mechanism a guard is added to transitions of a nom== ∅ be a set of markings representing the
inated page. This guard enables a transition just
situation whereby no create wrap key message
when container page of transition is the active page
(that is, message from user to the TPM in
of model.
Exchange#3 ) is received by the TPM, and

• MEndSuccess
=
{Mi |Mi
∈
[M0 i∧
OSAP Session
|Marking(Mi , PEnd
Session 1 )| > 0 be a set
of markings representing the situation whereby
the OSAP session was completed and accepted
by the user as successful.
The main ASK-CTL operator we use to formalize
the violation condition of the authentication property
is the EXIST UNTIL(F1,F2) operator (F1 and F2 are
boolean formula). This operator returns true if there
exists a path whereby F1 holds in every marking along
the path from a given marking (e.g. M0 ) until it
reaches another marking whereby F2 holds.
Having described the above notations, predicates,
and operator, we can now formally assert that the
authentication property of the OSAP protocol is violated if, from M0 , the following ASK-CTL statement
• EXIST UNTIL[(MN oOSAP M sg ∧
MN oCreateW rapKeyM sg ),MEndSuccess ]
returns true.
Results: we have generated the state space of our
OSAP model and we have executed the above ASKCTL statement. Our model shows that the above
ASK-CTL statement is true which means that the
authentication property of the OSAP protocol does
not hold.
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5

6

Conclusion and Future Works

The goal of this research is to analyze the OSAP protocol using CPN. The results of the analysis show
that authentication property of this protocol can be
violated. This model is designed based on assumptions from (Chen and Ryan; 2009). The analysis can
be completed by different assumptions to study the
protocol in more detail.
The approach used can be applied to other security
properties such as secrecy. Analyzing other properties would require some refinements in the model to
add the required places, transitions and colour sets.
It is necessary to write new ASK-CTL formulas to
validate results. It is even possible to use CPN for
defining new security properties and analyze them to
investigate new problems. This goal can not be easily achieved using specific purpose security analysis
tools. However, the process of analyzing the same
property for general purpose tools such as CPN is
more time consuming than specific purpose tools. To
make the modeling time as fast as possible new modules, libraries and constructs should be added to the
CPN.
The designed intruder model based on Dolev-Yao
approach can be replaced by other models. However, this replacement needs significant changes. Such
changes would require effort and time. Because the
Dolev-Yao attacker model is a powerful and popular
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attacker model used in analyzing protocols, change is
not recommended.
The OSAP protocol is a part of trusted computing
protocols. As mentioned earlier, one of the advantages of using CPN for modeling is its ability to compose different models. This makes CPN a solution for
combining OSAP with other trusted computing protocols. The combined model can then be analyzed.
The main disadvantage of using CPN in modeling is its firm connection with protocol structure. In
the created model, any inconsiderable change in protocol and its message structure can cause significant
changes in the CPN model. This leads to inevitable
cascaded changes in the CPN model. However, this
firm connection helps designers to be more familiar
with the protocol specifications. Specifications can
be compared with their implementations, to investigate whether they are compliant with each other or
not. The other drawback of using CPN is state space
explosion during state space analysis. Unfortunately,
this issue can not be predicted before ending the protocol design.
As future work CPN can be used for modeling Session Key Authorization Protocol (SKAP), proposed
in (Chen and Ryan; 2009), Digital Rights Management (DRM) and other protocols that their specification and prospected analyzed security property is
compatible with CPN capabilities.
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01 colset csTERMS = with null | ah | ahi |
no_osap | ne | ne_osap |
ne_osap1 | no | ne1 | ni1 |
pkh_pub | pkhi | keyblob |
keyblobi | ad_pkh_pub |
newauth | authdatai;
02 colset csATTACK = with posattack | negattack;
03 colset csSEQ = with user1 | user2 |
user3 | user4 | user41 | user42 |
user43 | user5 | int1 | int2 | int3 |
int4 | intx3 | tpm1 |tpm2 | tpm3 |
tpm4 | tpm5 | bypass1 |
bypass2 | endses | terminateses;
04 colset csAUTH_HANDLE = subset csTERMS with [ah,ahi];
05 colset csNONCE = subset csTERMS with [no_osap,
ne, ne_osap, no, ne1, ni1];
06 colset csPUBKH = subset csTERMS with
[pkh_i, pkh_pub];
07 colset csPubKey = subset csTERMS with [pub_key];
08 colset csAUTH_DATA = subset csTERMS with
[ad_pkh_pub,newauth,authdatai];
09 colset csOSAP_MSG = product
csPUBKH * csNONCE;
10 colset csOSAP_RESPONSE = product
csAUTH_HANDLE * csNONCE * csNONCE;
11 colset csSHARED_SECRET = product
csAUTH_DATA * csNONCE * csNONCE;
12 colset csKEYBLOB = product
csSHARED_SECRET * csAUTH_DATA;
13 colset csXOR_OUTPUT = product
csSHARED_SECRET * csNONCE *
csAUTH_DATA;
14 colset csHMAC_OUTPUT = product
csSHARED_SECRET * csNONCE * csNONCE;
15 colset csWRAPKEY_INPUT = product
csAUTH_HANDLE * csPUBKH *
csNONCE * csXOR_OUTPUT;
16 colset csWRAPKEY_MSG = product
csWRAPKEY_INPUT * csHMAC_OUTPUT;
17 colset csWRAPKEY_RESPONSE = product
csKEYBLOB * csNONCE *
csHMAC_OUTPUT;
18 colset csINTDB = union
fipkh : csPUBKH +
finonce : csNONCE +
fiah : csAUTH_HANDLE +
fixor_output : csXOR_OUTPUT +
fihmac_output : csHMAC_OUTPUT +
fikeyblob : csKEYBLOB +
fiosap_msg : csOSAP_MSG +
fiosap_res : csOSAP_RESPONSE +
fiwrapkey_msg : csWRAPKEY_MSG +
fiwrapkey_rsp : csWRAPKEY_RESPONSE +
fiwrapkey_input : csWRAPKEY_INPUT +
fiss : csSHARED_SECRET +
fiauthdata : csAUTH_DATA;

Figure 8: List of CPN model colour sets
A

Colour Set Definition

The colour sets and variables definition used in the
OSAP model are detailed in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. Understanding these colour sets and variables is preliminary in learning how Figures 4, 7, 10
and Figure 11 models work. The design method of
CPN models can be used to model and analyze other
protocols.
B

Details of the Intruder Model

In the OSAP CPN model, Figure 7, the behavior of
the intruder varies in different exchanges. For the
first exchange the intruder model operation is based
on what was illustrated for Figure 6. In the second
message exchange the intruder’s role is like Figure 5,
but Intruder 2 is not always enabled by the TPM.
Sometimes, when Intruder 1 has bypassed the TPM,
Intruder 2 can start its operation from the transi-
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val
val
var
var
var
var
var

var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

vinc_int = true;
vexcl_tpms = true;
e : UNIT;
vseq, vseq1, vseq2 : csSEQ;
tmpstr : STRING;
vosap_res : csOSAP_RESPONSE;
vne, vne1, vnonce1,
vnonce2 , vne_osap, vno,
vne_osap1, vno_osap : csNONCE;
vah : csAUTH_HANDLE;
vosap_msg : csOSAP_MSG;
vauthdata, vnewauth : csAUTH_DATA;
vss: csSHARED_SECRET;
vxor_output : csXOR_OUTPUT;
vwrapkey_input,
vwrapkey_output : csWRAPKEY_INPUT;
vwrapkey_msg : csWRAPKEY_MSG;
vwrapkey_rsp : csWRAPKEY_RESPONSE;
vhmac_output, vhmac_user,
vhmac_tpm : csHMAC_OUTPUT;
vkeyblob : csKEYBLOB;
vpkh, vpkhu, vkh : csPUBKH;

Figure 9: List of model variables
tion that should create a new message. In the third
sequence, the Intruder 3 acts exactly the same as Intruder 1 . It can either send a faked message directly
to the TPM or bypass the TPM and ask Intruder 4
to create a faked message and send it to the user.
Intruder 4 accomplishes the same operations of Intruder 2 for different input message colour sets.
The main goal of the intruder’s CPN model is to
verify the authentication property. When this property is violated the intruder can bypass the TPM or it
can fake messages that are sent from TPM to the user.
Because of the first situation (intruder can bypass
the TPM) a connection between Intruder 1 and Intruder 2 and another connection between Intruder 3
and Intruder 4 is created.
To introduce functionalities of the intruder, the
next two sections illustrate the CPN model of ‘Intruder 1’ and ‘Intruder 2’ in more detail.
The Intruder 1 functionality
The input token of Intruder 1 (Figure 10, page Int 1
of OSAP CPN model) substitution transition is
stored in the tmp storage place. Then the ‘store message parts in DB’ transition stores each of its fields,
pkh and no osap, in the intruder’s database, fipkh and
finonce, fields respectively. This transition is enabled
when the current sequence token, coming from the
CSI place and always stored in GF seq global fusion
set, is equal to int1 . The considered guard for transition, [vseq=int1], is used to enable the transition. To
prevent this transition from being enabled more than
once, the ‘JO1’ place, holding just one token, is connected to the transition. At the end of this transition
the sequence token is moved to the ‘ST1’ place and
will enable the ‘Store Whole message in DB’ transition.
The ‘Store Whole message in DB’ transition stores
the token of ‘Sent TPM OSAP’ place in fiosap msg
field of intruder’s database. This token at the start of
the Intruder 1 page was stored in ‘Tmp echg1’ fusion
set. The functionalities of ‘JO2’ and the [vseq=int1]
guard are the same as the equivalent place and guard
for the ‘store message parts in DB’ transition. At the
end of this transition the sequence token will move to
the ‘ST2’ place. At ST2 based on the model configuration the next steps of the model will be determined. If TPM is excluded([vexcl tpm andalso
vinc int] is evaluated to TRUE) then intruder does
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Figure 10: CPN model of Intruder 1 module
not create any message and after bypassing TPM enables Intruder 2 . Including TPM in the model moves
sequence token to the ST2 1 place. At this time three
different transitions can be enabled.
First, the TPM can be bypassed by enabling the
‘Bypass TPM’ transition. This transition moves the
sequence token to the ‘Run intruder 2’ place. This
makes intruder 2 enabled and none of the TPM transitions in the TPM-related pages will be enabled.
Second, the ‘Forward stored message’ transition
can be enabled. A token from the intruder’s database
is fetched by ‘Intruder DB’ place and then it is stored
in the ‘tmp output TPM OSAP message’ place. This
token after been checked by ‘check attack’ transition
will be sent to the receiver.
Third, the ‘Create new message’ transition can be
enabled. After that all the required tokens are fetched
from the intruder’s database to compose a new message. The new token is again checked by the ‘check
attack’ transition and then will be sent to the TPM.
The Intruder 2 functionality
The CPN model of Intruder 2 substitution transition is shown in figure 11. The name of CPN page
of Intruder 2 in figure 7 is Int 2 . The input token
moves from OSAP Session to the Int 2 page using
‘Sent TPM OSAP Response’ input port. To make
the model simpler the Tmp xch fusion set is created.
This fusion set easily provides access to the OSAP
response message. The ‘Store Whole message in DB’
and ‘Store message parts in DB’ transitions functionality is the same as the corresponding transitions in
Int 1 page.
The difference between Intruder 1 and Intruder 2

is in the method of getting the token by ST2 . In Intruder 1 the stored sequence token in this place only
comes from the previous transition of the Int 1 page.
However, in Intruder 2 this token can come either
from the OSAP Session page or from the ‘Store message parts in DB’ transition in page Int 2 . When
the input token of ST2 comes from OSAP session
page the TPM is bypassed by Intruder 1 and then
the Intruder 2 substitution transition is enabled immediately after Intruder 1 . Bypassing TPM means
that there is no OSAP message sent from TPM to
the user. Thus Intruder 2 does not need to store any
message or its parts in the intruder’s database. The
functionality of Intruder 2 starts from the ST2 place.
In this place based on the model configuration if TPM
is excluded from the model an intruder required token is inserted into the intruder database. Otherwise
the sequence token moves to the ST3 place. In ST3
place either the ‘Forward stored message’ or ‘Create
new message’ substitution transition will be enabled.
Whether the former transition is enabled or the latter,
their operation is the same as the corresponding transitions in the Int 1 page. The transitions and places
located between ST3 1 to ST3 3 provide the sequential access of intruder to the finonce field of intruder
database to prevent racing condition deadlock.
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Figure 11: CPN model of Intruder 2
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Abstract
Defence organisations perform information security
evaluations to confirm that electronic communications devices are safe to use in security-critical situations. Such evaluations include tracing all possible
dataflow paths through the device, but this process
is tedious and error-prone, so automated reachability analysis tools are needed to make security evaluations faster and more accurate. Previous research
has produced a tool, Sifa, for dataflow analysis of
basic digital circuitry, but it cannot analyse dataflow through microprocessors embedded within the
circuit since this depends on the software they run.
We have developed a static analysis tool that produces Sifa-compatible dataflow graphs from embedded microcontroller programs written in C. In this
paper we present a case study which shows how this
new capability supports combined hardware and software dataflow analyses of a security-critical communications device.
Keywords: Information security evaluation; Dataflow
analysis; Static analysis; Embedded devices
1

Introduction

Security-critical communications devices used to safeguard data confidentiality and integrity in government, military and industrial applications must be
rigorously evaluated before they are deployed. Typical ‘domain separation’ devices used to control the
flow of information between classified and unclassified
communications networks include data diodes (which
enforce unidirectional information flow), encryption
devices (which allow classified data to be sent over
insecure networks), trusted filters (which constrict information flow) and keyboard-video-mouse switches
(which allow a single workstation to access both highsecurity and low-security computers).
International standards, such as the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO 2009), mandate information security, or
‘infosec’, evaluations of such devices. For instance,
This research was funded in part by the Defence Signals Directorate and the Australian Research Council via ARC LinkageProjects Grant LP0776344.
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the Tenth Australasian Information Security
Conference (AISC2012), Melbourne, Australia, 30th January–
2nd February 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in
Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, J. Pieprzyk and
C. Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit
purposes permitted provided this text is included.

within Australia the Defence Signals Directorate follows such standards to produce a list of trustworthy
devices, known as the Evaluated Products List 1 .
A particularly challenging aspect of ‘high-grade’
infosec evaluations is to trace all (potential) dataflow
paths through the device. With respect to the device’s electronic circuitry this process is notoriously
tedious and error-prone, but it becomes virtually impossible when embedded microprocessors are encountered on the circuit board. The number of dataflow
paths through embedded program code far outweighs
the number of physical connections in the surrounding circuitry and, unlike a circuitry schematic diagram, potential dataflow paths through software are
not self-evident from mere inspection of the source
code.
To help alleviate this problem we recently completed a static analyser (Fidge & Corney 2009) which
can extract dataflow graphs from Embedded C programs in a form compatible with an existing tool for
reachability analyses of digital circuitry (McComb &
Wildman 2005). The combination of these two tools
thus promises to support seamless automated analyses of dataflow through both the electronic circuitry
and embedded software of security-critical communications devices.
In this paper we present a detailed case study
demonstrating for the first time how these tools can
be used together to analyse an actual domain separation device, tracing dataflow through both its hardware architecture and embedded software. The device
itself is a testbed specifically intended for experimentation with infosec evaluation processes. The analysis produced all of the known dataflow paths through
this device, as well as revealing some that were not
anticipated.
2

Previous and related work

Overall our concern is with automated tools that can
help an information security evaluator understand the
(potential) flow of data through an electronic device,
including both its electronic circuitry and embedded
software.
There are, of course, numerous electronic circuit
simulators available as both educational and debugging aids. These include Spice2 , the Electric VLSI
Design System3 and NGSpice4 . However these are
for modelling simple electronic components, semiconductors and logic gates, not microcontroller software.
1

http://www.dsd.gov.au/infosec/epl/
http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/classes/icbook/spice/
http://www.staticfreesoft.com/
4
http://ngspice.sourceforge.net/
2
3
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There are also many multiprocessor simulators such as PTLSim5 for the x86 microprocessor,
CASPER6 for the OpenSPARC T1, the SESC SuperESCalar Simulator7 , and the IBM Full Systems
Simulator8 for the PowerPC processor, but these tools
generally focus on simulating a single processor at the
level of individual instruction cycles.
Much closer to our needs are simulators for entire
circuit boards, together with their embedded microprocessors, including commercial tools such as Wind
River Simics9 and OVPSim10 .
However, all of the above-cited tools are simulators for helping a developer debug a device by examining one functional behaviour at a time. An infosec evaluator is instead faced with the problem of
analysing a given device which is presumed to be
functionally correct and does not need debugging.
Furthermore, a security evaluator needs to consider
all possible behaviours of the device, not just a few.
This requirement is best served not by a simulator
but by a static analyser which can explore all of the
device’s behaviours at once. Finally, none of the tools
cited above are designed specifically for security evaluations.
Much more useful for this purpose are tools that
treat security-critical circuitry as a graph which can
be analysed topologically. For instance, the Universal Virtual Laboratory includes a circuit analysis module which can determine whether or not two
seemingly-different circuits are topologically equivalent (Mahalingam, Butz & Duarte 2005). More
importantly, however, the Secure Information Flow
Analyser, Sifa, performs topological analyses of circuitry schematics specifically to support information
security evaluations (McComb & Wildman 2005).
We therefore used the Sifa tool as the starting
point for our own research; its capabilities are described further in Section 3.1 below. In essence, the
goal of our overall project is to extend Sifa with the
ability to analyse embedded program code as well as
circuitry.
3

Dataflow analysis tools used

Before presenting the case study, this section briefly
describes both of the tools that were used, namely
the Secure Information Flow Analyser (McComb
& Wildman 2007) and our new C-to-Sifa Converter (Fidge & Corney 2009).
3.1

The Secure Information Flow Analyser

Sifa, the Secure Information Flow Analyser, is an
open-source11 software tool developed for the Defence
Signals Directorate to assist with infosec evaluation of
electronic circuits (McComb & Wildman 2005). It incorporates a simple graph editor to allow device models to be constructed manually, but can also import
circuitry schematics expressed in the Vhdl hardware
design language.
Sifa represents electronic circuitry as a graph of
ports, which form the basis for its reachability analyses (McComb & Wildman 2006). Typically ports
denote physical pins and connections on a circuit
board. Ports can be grouped to form components.
5

http://www.ptlsim.org/
http://coe.uncc.edu/∼kdatta/casper/casper.php
7
http://iacoma.cs.uiuc.edu/∼paulsack/sescdoc/
8
http://www.research.ibm.com/systemssim/
9
http://www.windriver.com/products/simics/
10
http://www.ovpworld.org/technology ovpsim.php
11
http://sifa.sourceforge.net/
6
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These usually represent discrete electronic components on the board such as logic gates, integrated
circuit chips, connectors, etc. Sifa allows components to be grouped hierarchically, thus providing
a highly flexible modelling capability. Furthermore,
Sifa treats all identically-named ports as denoting
the same physical object. This allows circuitry diagrams to be split horizontally into different ‘pages’,
with identically-named ports acting as off-page connectors, or vertically into layered models, allowing the
same circuit to be described at different levels of abstraction simultaneously.
Sifa provides a variety of graph-theoretic functions for analysing models of security-critical circuitry (McComb & Wildman 2007). These include
identifying all components between two points in the
graph (which helps exclude components that have
no security significance), finding cutsets between two
points (which helps identify places in the circuit where
infosec evaluations can be done most efficiently), and
comparing two different graphs for overall equivalence
(which allows an abstract model of expected data flow
to be compared with the actual data flow in the concrete circuit).
However, Sifa’s most important function is its
ability to identify all dataflow paths between selected
points in a graph, typically between a high-security
data source and a low-security data sink. Since a
circuitry graph is usually fully-connected (i.e., every electronic component is connected directly or indirectly to every other one), Sifa uses the concept
of a device’s operating modes to allow such graphs
to be partitioned meaningfully. The user can define
intra-component data flow with respect to particular modes. Modes are further divided into normal
and ‘fault’ behaviours, with a probability attached
to the latter. (Sifa has no semantic understanding
of modes, however, using them merely as a syntactic
way of partitioning the search space.)
Sifa thus performs a mode-specific analysis of
inter-component reachability and presents the user
with a list of those paths through the circuit that
connect selected data sources and sinks in particular
modes. The infosec evaluator can then inspect each
such path to determine whether or not it poses a security risk. While adequate for circuits comprised
of simple electronic components only, this process
encounters difficulties coping with the complex behaviours of embedded microprocesors. The infosec
evaluator is obliged to separately analyse the program
code to determine how data may flow through these
components.
3.2

The C-to-SIFA Converter

To solve this problem, we recently completed a ‘Cto-Sifa Converter’. This is a compiler-like program
that converts Embedded C code to Sifa-compatible
dataflow graphs capable of being integrated into hardware circuitry models. Its input consists of computer
programs written in Custom Computer Services’ C
dialect for Programmable Integrated Circuit microcontrollers12 , and its output is an XML description
of a dataflow graph that can be loaded directly into
Sifa. A preliminary description of the principles underlying the tool can be found elsewhere (Fidge &
Corney 2009), with a more detailed description of the
final implementation to appear in a forthcoming paper.
To model (potential) data flow through program
code the tool uses the Augmented Static Single
12

http://www.ccsinfo.com/
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if (u > 0) {
t = t + v;
} else {
t = w;
}
Figure 1: Example of a conditional statement.
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Figure 2: Dataflow graph generated by the C-to-Sifa
Converter for the code fragment in Figure 1.
Assignment representation, originally developed for
performing ‘taint analyses’ of security-critical programs (Scholz, Zhang & Cifuentes 2008). In particular, this representation considers not just explicit
data flow between program variables, but also the
implicit information flow created by one variable’s
value exercising control over assignments to another
variable (Sabelfeld & Myers 2003). For instance,
given the C program fragment in Figure 1, the Cto-Sifa Converter will produce the Augmented SSA
dataflow graph in Figure 2. As in traditional dataflow graphs (Cytron, Ferrante, Rosen, Wegman &
Zadeck 1989) it uses a ‘φ’ node to merge alternative
dataflow paths through the if statement, in this case
showing that variable t’s final value (t2 ) may be derived either from the initial values of variables t and v
or from variable w. In addition, however, the Augmented SSA graph also shows relevant control flows,
in the same way as Gated Single Assignment representation (Ballance, Maccabe & Ottenstein 1990), in
this case showing that variable u’s value exercises control over the final value of variable t.
Apart from implementing the basic conversion
from imperative programming code to dataflow
graphs, we also needed to extend the analysis to handle program constructs peculiar to embedded code.
These included input and output statements that interact directly with the surrounding hardware, lowlevel, non-block structured control-flow statements
such as breaks and continues, asynchronous control
flow via hardware interrupts, and byte- and bit-level
data operations.
The case study described below also highlighted
some practical issues that needed to be solved within
the C-to-Sifa Converter. For instance, since the device analysed contains two separate microcontrollers
it was necessary to uniquely distinguish the data-

flow nodes generated for each of the two embedded
programs (because Sifa unifies all identically-named
nodes) via a command-line option for prefixing the
names of graph nodes with a microcontroller-specific
identifer. Also, the large number of dataflow nodes
generated for program code relative to its surrounding circuitry makes it difficult to interpret the long
dataflow paths generated by Sifa, so the source code
program’s line number is included in the name of each
dataflow graph node generated.
Most significantly, the user needs a way to link the
microcontroller pins appearing in the circuitry diagram to corresponding input and output statements
in the program code (Fidge & Corney 2009). A variety of potential solutions to this were contemplated,
such as adding a ‘bridging’ component to the Sifa
model to explicitly link hardware and software features, or providing a configuration file to the C-toSifa Converter to tell it what names are used for the
microcontroller’s pins in the hardware schematic. For
the purposes of this particular case study, however,
it was found to be expedient to simply directly edit
the pin names in the (hand-crafted) hardware model
to match those in the (automatically-generated) software model, especially since only a handful of the
many pins on the microprocessor chips were used to
transfer data.
4

The case study

To test the combined capabilities of Sifa and the Cto-Sifa Converter we performed a small, but complete, case study to show how potential data flow can
be traced through both the hardware and software of
an embedded domain-separation device.
4.1

The data diode device

The subject of the trial was a ‘data diode device’ produced by Australia’s Defence Signals Directorate13 as
an unclassified and non-proprietary testbed for experimenting with infosec evaluation techniques (Mallen
2003). Our project team was given access to the device’s design drawings, circuitry schematics and code
listings, as well as a functional version of the device
itself. A data diode device is typically used as part
of a gateway between a high-security network and a
low-security one, in order to ensure that there is no
information leakage from the former to the latter.
The particular data diode device analysed
here (Mallen 2003) contains two circuit boards connected by a ribbon cable as shown in Figure 3. The
‘red’ circuit board is connected to the high-security
network via an RS232 serial cable and the ‘black’ circuit board is similarly connected to the low-security
network. (This split architecture is intended to aid
security evaluation of the device; high-security data
should be found on the red circuit board only and
the ribbon cable forms a narrow, well-defined bottleneck between the two security domains.) Both circuit
boards contain their own Programmable Integrated
Circuit microcontroller each running a different program written in Custom Computer Services’ C dialect. Both microcontrollers directly control LEDs on
the device’s front panel to display its communication
status (‘ready for data’ or ‘waiting for acknowledgement’). Two switches on the front panel (‘reset’ and
‘ack mode’) are connected directly to the black microcontroller, and indirectly through the ribbon cable to
13

http://www.dsd.gov.au/
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Figure 3: Block architecture of the data diode device.
the red microcontroller, to allow the operator to control the device’s operating mode.
The data diode device’s primary function is to allow data bytes to flow from the low-security network
to the high-security one (i.e., from left to right in Figure 3) but not vice versa. However, to support communication over unreliable networks, this particular
device also allows acknowledgements to be returned
from the high-security network to the low-security one
(i.e., from right to left in Figure 3). Such a capability is, of course, clearly dangerous because it allows
information to flow from the high-security domain to
the low-security one.
To (partially) mitigate this threat, the acknowledgement function is directly controlled by the operator via a front panel switch. Furthermore, entire
bytes returned by the high-security network are not
directly forwarded to the low-security one. Instead,
the red microprocessor compares the returned byte
with the one just sent. Depending on whether or not
they match it sets one of two binary signals sent to the
black microprocessor. Finally, the black microprocessor converts these signals into one of two characters
(‘Y’ or ‘N’) returned to the low-security network, thus
constricting (but not entirely eliminating) the flow of
information in the unsafe direction.
Overall, therefore, this data diode device offers an
ideal testbed for infosec evaluation procedures since
it has both a well-defined safe behaviour (the blackto-red data path) and a potentially unsafe behaviour
(the red-to-black acknowledgement path).
4.2

Modelling and analysis process for the
case study

To perform the analysis a model of the data diode
device’s hardware layout was first developed using
Sifa’s built-in editor, as shown in Figure 4. No Vhdl
representation of the circuitry was available, so the
model was constructed manually, but this was not
a major problem since this device’s hardware is relatively simple; the black circuit board’s model contained nine distinct components and the red board’s
model contained eight. (As is usual in these evaluations, power circuitry components, such as capacitors and resistors, were not modelled.) Appropriate mode-specific connectivity through each of these
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components, except for the microcontrollers, was defined for the two main operating modes of the data
diode device, namely ‘ack mode on’ and ‘ack mode
off’. (Another advantage of the data diode device as
a testbed is that its significant operating modes are
obvious in its design.)
Next, the source code programs for the two microcontrollers were processed by the C-to-Sifa Converter. (Both programs are written in the Embedded
C dialect for the PIC16F877 microcontrollers used in
the data diode device.) Although the programs being analysed were quite small, the resulting dataflow
graphs were still highly complex. The ‘black’ program consisted of only 106 lines of commented, formatted C code, plus a 248 line header file, but resulted in a graph containing 195 Sifa ports grouped
to form 87 dataflow graph components. Similarly,
the red program’s 109 lines, plus header file, generated 200 ports forming 89 dataflow components. Part
of these graphs is shown in Figure 5. (Sifa does not
have an in-built graph layout tool, and the C-to-Sifa
Converter merely generates nodes in a simple grid,
without giving consideration to layout issues such as
minimising line cross-overs. Fortunately, the infosec
evaluator will not normally be obliged to study these
graphs, relying merely on the output from the analysis, unless an exceptionally-detailed understanding of
a particular dataflow path is required.)
It was then possible to load both the hardware
and software models into Sifa, select source and sink
nodes, and automatically analyse the model to find
dataflow paths of potential security signficance. A
variety of analyses were performed to ensure that all
the dataflow pathways anticipated for this device were
detected by the combined hardware-software model.
Several of the paths returned by Sifa were then handchecked in order to ensure that they conformed with
our understanding of the way the device processes
and forwards data. Doing this confirmed that the entire toolchain was working correctly and also helped
us understand some unexpected, but logically ‘correct’, false-positive paths produced. (Inevitably a
static analysis such as that performed by Sifa will to
some extent overapproximate the actual paths that
occur dynamically. While we can seek to minimise
such false-positives, their existence is a fundamental
limitation of static analyses.)
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Figure 4: Models of the data diode’s black and red circuit boards in Sifa’s editing window.
5

Dataflow analysis results

Having completed the hardware and software models
a number of dataflow analyses were performed to test
the combined capabilities of the existing Sifa tool and
our new C-to-Sifa Converter.
5.1

An explicit dataflow path

As an initial test we selected the incoming line of the
data diode device’s black serial connector as the data
source of interest and the outgoing line of the red
serial connector as the data sink, in order to identify (safe) dataflow paths from the low-security network to the high-security network via the data diode.
As expected, Sifa reported the existence of one such
path. This path, which comprised 20 distinct steps,
represents the ‘normal’ flow of data bytes through the
device.
Such paths are essentially just a list of ports, but
to make them easier to interpret Sifa’s interactive
interface allows the user to single-step through the
trace, automatically highlighting corresponding components in the graph and the operating modes in
which they can be traversed. Doing this for the path
found in this case allowed us to see how data can
travel from the black network to the red one, via
both hardware and software within the data diode
device, and relate this path back to the original circuitry schematics and code listings (Figures 6 to 9).
In this case, starting from the black serial port (on
the left of Figure 6), data bytes travel via the RS232
receiver component to pin A0 of the black microcontroller. The microcontroller’s program (Figure 7)
reads these bytes into a local variable, inputChar,
and later sends them to pin A1. (The pins operated
on by the getc and putc statements are determined
by the preceding ‘#use’ compiler directive.) This is
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if (getNextChar==TRUE) {
...
#use rs232(baud=9600,Xmit=PIN A1,
Rcv=PIN A0,parity=n,bits=8)
inputChar = getc();
// Disable ready LED
output low(PIN C7);
if (input(PIN c2)) {
// Set waiting for ack LED
output high(PIN C6);
lastC0 = input(PIN C0);
lastC1 = input(PIN C1);
}
putc(inputChar);
}

Figure 7: Program code (lines 71 and 81) that transfers data from black microprocessor pin A0 to pin A1.
an example of direct data flow between hardware pins
and software variables via explicit assignments in the
program code, and demonstrates the C-to-Sifa Converter’s ability to model these relationships.
From black microcontroller pin A1 the bytes travel
to the red circuit board via the ribbon cable (righthand side of Figure 6). On the red circuit board (left
of Figure 8) the bytes travel via an optocoupler (used
to ensure unidirectional data flow along this circuit)
and enter the red microcontroller via its A0 pin.
Similarly to the other embedded program, the red
microcontroller’s code (Figure 9) transfers data bytes
between its hardware pins A0 and A1 via an intermediate software variable, rxChar. From pin A1 each
byte is forwarded to the data diode device’s red serial
port via an RS232 driver (right-hand side of Figure 8).
Sifa’s identification of this expected data path
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Figure 5: Part of the automatically-generated (and unformatted) model of data flow through the red microprocessor’s software in Sifa’s editing window.
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while (TRUE)
{
output high(PIN C7);
#use rs232(baud=9600,Xmit=PIN A1,
Rcv=PIN A0,parity=n,bits=8)
rxChar = getc();
putc(rxChar);
output low(PIN C7);
if (input(PIN C2)) {
...

Figure 9: Program code (lines 71 and 72) that transfers data from red microprocessor pin A0 to pin A1.
helped confirm the correct functioning of the C-toSifa Converter and demonstrates the ability to find
composite hardware-software dataflow paths created
by explicit data assignments.
5.2

Some implicit dataflow paths

More importantly, we then analysed the model using the data diode’s red serial connector as the data
source and its black connector as the sink, in order to
identify potentially unsafe data flows from the highsecurity domain to the low-security one. Given the
obvious dangers associated with the data diode device’s acknowledgement function it was no surprise
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that Sifa identified the existence of such a path, but
it was interesting to note that ten distinct high-to-low
paths were produced, the longest of which involved 46
steps from source to sink.
Upon investigation, it was discovered that this
large number of dataflow paths in the ‘reverse’ direction is due to the numerous conditional (‘if’) statements in the part of the program code that processes
acknowledgements. For instance, both microcontrollers have program code that is conditional on the
position of the ‘ack mode’ switch on the data diode
device’s front panel. Also, the red microcontroller
executes different code depending on whether or not
the byte returned by the high-security network is the
same as the last byte sent to it. Similarly, the black
microcontroller’s program tests the values of both the
positive and negative acknowledgement signals generated by the red microprocessor and performs different actions accordingly. Putting all of these alternative behaviours together accounts for the many
distinct dataflow paths found by Sifa. Furthermore,
the computational complexity involved in traversing
these paths accounts for their significant length.
For instance, one of the potentially dangerous
dataflow paths from the high-security domain to
the low-security one concerns negative acknowledgements, produced when the data diode sends a byte to
the high-security network but a non-matching byte is
returned. Sifa’s analysis shows that this path starts
from the red serial port (on the right of Figure 10)
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Figure 6: Data path (left to right) through the black circuit board via the black microprocessor.

Figure 8: Data path (left to right) through the red circuit board via the red microprocessor.
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Figure 10: Control path (right to left) for negative acknowledgements through the red circuit board via the
red microprocessor.
and travels through the red processor board’s RS232
receiver and an AND gate before reaching pin A2 on
the red microcontroller. The AND gate (bottom centre of Figure 10) is connected to the ‘ack mode’ switch
on the data diode device’s front panel (via the black
circuit board) and is used to ensure that acknowledgement data reaches the red microcontroller only when
the data diode device is in acknowledgement mode.
Sifa’s trace through the red microcontroller’s program code for this particular path (Figure 11) shows
that the byte is read from hardware pin A2 into software variable ackChar (line 88). Later this variable
is compared to the last byte sent to the high-security
domain (line 99), held in variable rxChar. If the values do not match then the binary signal produced by
microcontroller pin C1 is toggled to indicate a negative acknowledgement (line 104).
Notice in this code that there is no direct transfer
of data from pin A2 to pin C1. The byte received via
pin A2 influences the binary signal sent via pin C1,
but no values from the byte are forwarded directly.
This is, therefore, an example of implicit information
flow between software variables and hardware pins,
again confirming the C-to-Sifa Converter’s ability to
capture such system properties.
From red microcontroller pin C1 the signal then
travels directly via the ribbon cable (left of Figure 10)
to pin C1 of the black microcontroller (from the right
in Figure 12).
The black microcontroller’s program code repeatedly samples the signal on this pin to see if it has
changed, in which case it sends a negative acknowledgement character ‘N’ to the low-security network.
These multiple samples account for some of the different dataflow paths found by Sifa. For instance, a
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#use rs232(baud=9600,Xmit=PIN A1,
Rcv=PIN A2,parity=n,bits=8)
if (kbhit()) {
ackChar = getc();
} else {
timeout error = TRUE;
}
output low(PIN C6);
if (timeout error) {
noAck = !noAck;
output bit(PIN C1, noAck);
} else {
if ( ackChar == rxChar) {
yesAck = !yesAck;
output bit(PIN C0, yesAck);
} else {
noAck = !noAck;
output bit(PIN C1, noAck);
}
}

Figure 11: Data-flow path (lines 88, 99 and 104)
through the red microprocessor’s code that translates
data received from pin A2 into a ‘negative acknowledgement’ control signal sent via pin C1.
short path through the black microcontroller’s code
(Figure 13) occurs when the signal sampled from
pin C1 (line 92) is used in a condition which directly controls whether or not the ‘N’ character is sent
(line 95).
However, since the sampled signal is compared
with a previous sample from the same pin, a longer
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Figure 12: Control path (right to left) for negative acknowledgements through the black circuit board via the
black microprocessor.
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if (input(PIN c2)) {
output high(PIN C6);
lastC0 = input(PIN C0);
lastC1 = input(PIN C1);
}
...
if (input(PIN C2)) {
if (input(PIN C0) != lastC0) {
...
}
if ( input(PIN C1) != lastC1 ) {
if (!getNextChar) {
#use rs232(baud=9600,
Xmit=PIN A2,
Rcv=PIN A0,parity=n,bits=8)
putc(’N’);
getNextChar = TRUE;
output low(PIN C6);
}
lastC1 = input(PIN C1);
}
}

Figure 13: Two data-flow paths (lines 92 (left) and 95,
and lines 79, 92 (right) and 95) through the black
microprocessor’s code that translate a control signal
received from pin C1 into a ‘negative acknowledgement’ data value sent via pin A2.
path that ends at the same output statement begins
by sampling a previous value from pin C1 (line 79)
into a software variable, lastC1, which is then compared with the current sample (line 92), thus also
influencing whether or not the negative acknowlegement character is sent (line 95). Such alternative
paths, due to conditional statements in the program
code, were found to account for the many different
high-to-low dataflow paths detected. Depending on

the rigour of the security evaluation, the infosec evaluator may care to study each such path individually or
may simply note the existence of potential data flow
between the relevant microprocessor pins, regardless
of its specific cause.
Finally, the acknowledgement character sent from
the black microcontroller via its pin C1 reaches the
black network via another AND gate (bottom left of
Figure 12) and the black processor board’s RS232
driver.
Paths such as this one, plus the various others produced in this case, again confirm the toolchain’s ability to automatically identify complex dataflow paths
which may be worthy of close scrutiny.
5.3

Some less obvious paths

Apart from the crucial paths between the data diode
device’s red and black serial ports, we also explored
our toolchain’s ability to identify other paths both
within and through the device. In particular, we
analysed the potential destinations of data emanating from the switches on the device’s front panel, and
possible sources of signals driving the front panel’s
LEDs. In practice the device itself would normally
reside physically within a high-security domain, so
there is no serious danger of an adversary receiving a
coded message via the LEDs. However, the position
of the switches could conceivably be detectable by an
observer in the low-security domain, representing a
more realistic threat.
For instance, Sifa’s analysis, using our hardware
model and the software model generated by the C-toSifa Converter, revealed 14 distinct dataflow paths
from the ‘ack mode’ switch on the data diode device’s front panel to the low-security serial port. As
was the case for the acknowledgement bytes described
above, this large number of paths proved to be due
to the numerous conditional statements in the microcontrollers’ programs that rely on the position of this
switch. In essence, of course, the existence of these
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output high(PIN C7);
getNextChar = FALSE;
#use rs232(baud=9600,Xmit=PIN A1,
Rcv=PIN A0,parity=n,bits=8)
inputChar = getc();
output low(PIN C7);

Figure 14: Part of the black microprocessor’s code responsible for reading data bytes (line 71) and flashing
the ‘ready to receive data’ LED (lines 68 and 73).
paths simply confirms the obvious fact that an observer in the low-security domain can determine the
position of the (high-security) ‘ack’ switch merely by
noting the presence or absence of acknowledgements
coming from the data diode device in response to
bytes sent to it.
We also found numerous dataflow paths from the
‘ack mode’ switch to the two ‘waiting for ack’ LEDs
on the data diode device’s front panel (one LED is
attached to each circuit board). This is to be expected because the position of this switch determines
whether or not signals are sent to these LEDs. However, there were no paths from this switch to the
‘ready to receive data’ LEDs. Similarly, no paths
were found leading from the red serial port to the
‘ready to receive data’ LED on the red circuit board
since this port only receives acknowledgements, not
data bytes. These results conformed precisely with
our understanding of the data diode device’s internal
behaviour.
Some of the results were not so obvious, however.
For instance, we were surprised to discover that the
combined hardware-software analysis produced paths
leading from the red serial port, which receives acknowledgement bytes only, to the ‘ready to receive
data’ LED attached to the black circuit board, which
displays the status of data bytes travelling in the opposite direction! Inspection of the black microcontroller’s program code revealed that this interaction is
due to the acknowledgement signals received by the
black microcontroller from the red one controlling assignments to a software variable, getNextChar, which
in turn is used to control code that sends signals to
this LED (via black microcontroller pin C6). This was
a good example of the C-to-Sifa Converter identifying paths not expected by the research team. (Furthermore, it was noted that the program code could
be restructured to eliminate this flow, although in
practice it does not represent a serious security threat
given the assumption that the LEDs are accessible in
the high-security domain only.)
A particularly counterintuitive finding was that
no dataflow paths were produced from the black serial port to the black circuit board’s ‘ready to receive data’ LED, which flashes once for each data
byte received. The relevant part of the black microcontroller’s program is shown in Figure 14. The
LED is first switched on (line 68), the data byte
is read (line 71), and the LED is then switched off
(line 73). However, despite the clearly-evident sequential relationship between execution of these three
statements, there is, in fact, no dataflow relationship
between them. The byte read from pin A0 into variable inputChar is not sent to the LED connected to
pin C7. Nor does the byte received control the signals
sent to the LED; the same signals are sent to the LED
regardless of the value of the byte received. Thus the
C-to-Sifa Converter correctly produced no dataflow
connection between inputs on pin A0 and outputs to
pin C7 in this case. This is in accordance with the
well-established principle of noninterference as a fun-
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damental way of modelling information flow (Goguen
& Meseguer 1982). There is, however, a timing relationship between these actions because the ‘low’ signal cannot be sent to pin C7 until the byte from
pin A0 has been read. A ‘timing channel’ thus exists between these pins, but our toolchain does not
(currently) attempt to perform timing analyses.
A similar case of an expected path not being found
was from the red serial port, which receives acknowledgement bytes from the high-security domain, to
the ‘waiting for ack’ LED attached to the red circuit
board, which flashes to indicate to the operator that
an acknowledgement is being processed. Again this
finding by Sifa and the C-to-Sifa Converter was vindicated by manual inspection of the red microcontroller’s program code, which showed that the same
signals are always sent to flash this LED regardless
of the value of the acknowledgement byte received.
In fact, it is the position of the ‘ack mode’ switch
that influences the behaviour of this LED, not the
acknowledgement bytes themselves. Again there is
a timing relationship between these actions, but no
actual data flow.
6

Conclusion

One of the key steps during information security evaluations of communications devices is to trace all potential data flow through the device’s circuitry and
embedded program code. We have created a toolchain
which automates this process by combining an existing circuitry analysis tool, Sifa, with a new analysis tool for embedded program code, the C-to-Sifa
Converter. In this paper we have used a small, but
complete, case study to show how this toolchain allows the flow of data to be traced seamlessly and
accurately through a security device’s hardware and
software. At the time of writing we are conducting
further case studies involving interrupt-driven microcontroller programs.
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Abstract
Data flow analysis techniques can be used to help assess threats to data confidentiality and integrity in
security-critical program code. However, a fundamental weakness of static analysis techniques is that they
overestimate the ways in which data may propagate
at run time. Discounting large numbers of these falsepositive data flow paths wastes an information security evaluator’s time and effort. Here we show how to
automatically eliminate some false-positive data flow
paths by precisely modelling how classified data is
blocked by certain expressions in embedded C code.
We present a library of detailed data flow models
of individual expression elements and an algorithm
for introducing these components into conventional
data flow graphs. The resulting models can be used
to accurately trace byte-level or even bit-level data
flow through expressions that are normally treated as
atomic. This allows us to identify expressions that
safely downgrade their classified inputs and thereby
eliminate false-positive data flow paths from the security evaluation process. To validate the approach
we have implemented and tested it in an existing data
flow analysis toolkit.
Keywords: Security-critical software; Data flow analysis; Taint analysis; Embedded programs; Downgrading
1

Introduction

Data flow analysis is a method of examining a system and how its constituents interact with each other.
These interactions are embodied in the flows of data
contained within the system, with the meaning of a
flow depending on the type of system being analysed:
for hardware it may represent the path of an electrical signal, while for software it may show that a particular value influences the output of a computation.
Founded on the lattice model of secure information
flow (Denning 1976), secure data flow analysis makes
use of this technique to enforce or verify a system’s
This research was funded in part by the Defence Signals Directorate and the Australian Research Council via ARC LinkageProjects Grant LP0776344.
Copyright c 2012, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the Tenth Australasian Information Security
Conference (AISC2012), Melbourne, Australia, 30th January–
2nd February 2012. Conferences in Research and Practice in
Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 125, J. Pieprzyk and
C. Thomborson, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit
purposes permitted provided this text is included.

security. Static analysis of data flow through securitycritical program code, sometimes called ‘taint’ analysis, is relevant to protecting both data confidentiality
and data integrity (Pistoia et al. 2007).
Several secure data flow analysis systems targeting software can be found in the literature (Suh et al.
2004, Newsome & Song 2005, Myers 1999, Song et al.
2008), but they all share a significant problem: the
security classes of expressions are determined entirely from the security classes of their inputs; the
expression’s behaviour is not taken into consideration. This problem stems from the lattice model of
secure information flow (Denning 1976) where the security class of a function f (a1 , . . . , an ) is equal to
the least upper bound of the input security classes,
i.e., the least security class greater-than or equal-to
all input security classes for parameters a1 to an .
This definition means that downgrading expressions
(Li & Zdancewic 2005)—through which data may
safely flow from a high-security domain to a lowsecurity domain—cannot be recognised, leading to
false-positive errors (Newsome et al. 2009) in which
the analysis system states that a permissible flow is
impermissible. For example, the security class of expression ‘secret * 0’ is equal to that of classified
variable secret, even though we can learn nothing
about this integer’s value from the expression’s constant output.
Data flow analyses are important for information
security, or ‘infosec’, evaluations of the kind performed by Australia’s Defence Signals Directorate
in its Australasian Information Security Evaluation
Programme1 . This programme evaluates information
technology products against the Common Criteria
for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO
2009) so that consumers of security-critical hardware
and software can make informed procurement decisions, especially for government or military purposes.
Most of these evaluations concern embedded systems,
i.e., machines with limited resources, running software whose primary purpose is to interact with the
physical world (Lee 2002). To accommodate these
resource constraints, embedded software makes frequent use of bitwise operations to pack and unpack
values from sub-byte sections of memory, meaning
the security classes of data are often determined at
the level of individual binary digits. Embedded program code analyses are thus particularly susceptible
to false-positive errors because downgrading expressions may go unrecognised.
The work of ‘infosec evaluators’ of embedded systems can be supported by automated tools that identify potential data flow paths worthy of detailed investigation. One such tool is SIFA, the Secure Information Flow Analyser (McComb & Wildman 2005), in
1

http://www.dsd.gov.au/infosec/aisep/
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which graph representations of security-critical electronic circuitry may be developed and analysed in
various ways (McComb & Wildman 2007), especially
to identify data flow paths. As an extension to this
tool, we recently produced a ‘C-to-SIFA Converter’,
a compiler-like tool that produces SIFA-compatible
data flow graphs of C code running on embedded microcontrollers. This tool, combined with SIFA, provides automated support for data flow analyses of
both the hardware and software of security-critical
embedded devices (Mills et al. 2012).
However, the data flow analyses performed by the
C-to-SIFA Converter follow the traditional approach
of treating each operation in a program code expression as atomic, thus failing to recognise potentiallydowngrading expressions (Li & Zdancewic 2005). Our
aim here, therefore, is to reduce the number of falsepositive data flow paths generated during analysis of
embedded software. To achieve this we (1) developed
a library of detailed data flow models of C operators
for different data representations, (2) devised an algorithm for inserting these models into a given data flow
graph, (3) implemented the library and algorithm as
an add-on module for the C-to-SIFA Converter, and
(4) used case studies to confirm that the new module
improved SIFA’s ability to trace data flow through
security-critical embedded software.
2

Related and previous work

Our concern is with analysing the way classified data
may be transferred through expressions in embedded
program code, with the aim of recognising expressions
that successfully downgrade classified data. Here we
review related and previous work from the areas of
secure data flow analysis, program code certification,
and embedded system certification.
2.1

Secure data flow analysis

In general, data flows may be identified either by
examining a system’s construction—statically—or by
observing its behaviour—dynamically. Here we are
interested in static analysis only; information about
dynamic analysis for protecting data security can be
found elsewhere (Suh et al. 2004, Newsome & Song
2005).
Many practical static data flow analysis systems
are presented in the literature (Myers 1999, Song
et al. 2008) but unfortunately they all generate falsepositive errors (Newsome et al. 2009). Our goal is to
help reduce this problem by developing a technique
to precisely trace data flows through expressions, allowing downgrading expressions, i.e., those that produced unclassified outputs from classified inputs (Li
& Zdancewic 2005), to be recognised.
Secure data flow analysis is founded upon the lattice model of secure information flow presented by
Denning (1976). Explicit and implicit flows of data
are differentiated, with the former occurring when
data is transferred directly from one object to another, as in assignment statements, and the latter
when execution of an explicit flow is controlled by another expression, such as when an assignment occurs
within a conditional statement. For program code
analysis Volpano, Smith & Irvine (1996) express this
concept as a type-inference system and mathematically prove its soundness as a form of noninterference
(Goguen & Meseguer 1982). These principles can be
implemented as a static program code analysis (Pistoia et al. 2007) to trace the flow of security-critical
data.
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Importantly, however, static analyses can only
identify potential data flows, many of which may
never actually occur at run time. They thus overestimate the flow of data, producing false-positive results which waste the security evaluator’s time and
effort, motivating our interest in more precise analysis of code expressions.
In closely related work, Newsome et al. (2009) introduced a concept of influence which quantifies “how
much” of a computation’s inputs affect its output.
They propose that security policies make use of this
property, providing the example rule of “data influenced by x or more bits by the network may not be
loaded into the program counter.” However, this concept is also susceptible to false-positive errors because
it is not known exactly which bits of the output are
affected by the inputs; this makes it impossible to
trace the original inputs through subsequent operations that remove data. For example, if we know that
a value x has 4 bits of influence over another value y,
and half of y is removed, it cannot be determined how
many bits of x remain. Our goal is instead to trace
the flow of individual bytes or even bits precisely.
Another highly relevant area of previous work is
research into how information can flow through arrays in high-level languages. For instance, it has been
observed that as well as an array’s contents, its length
and the indices at which certain values appear in the
array can encode information (Deng & Smith 2004).
More importantly, there has also been research into
how to accurately trace the flow of classified information through specific array elements (Rus et al. 2007),
rather than treating the array as atomic, which causes
insertion of a single classified element to ‘taint’ the
whole array. This research is obviously closely related
to our own since all variables in computer programs
can be modelled as arrays of bits. In fact, the problem we face in analysing embedded software is simpler
than the general case for arrays because embedded
code expressions make frequent use of hardwired constants, so we can often tell statically exactly which
bits are affected by an operation, while this is extremely difficult for symbolic array indices (Rus et al.
2007).
2.2

Program code security certification

Denning & Denning (1977) build on the lattice model
of permissable data flows (Denning 1976) to present
mechanisms for certifying that a program is secure
based on the flows of data within it; if it contains
any impermissible flows, it could potentially leak sensitive information and is thus insecure. They extend
the lattice model to include arrays, exceptions, and
procedure calls so that these may also be certified
through static analysis of program source code.
Several static and dynamic secure data flow analysis systems can be found in the literature. One such
system is JFlow (Myers 1999), an extension to the
Java language that adds a number of constructs enabling compile-time static analysis. Another system,
BitBlaze (Song et al. 2008), supports both static and
dynamic analysis of binary programs providing they
use one of the several instruction sets supported by
the tool. In our own research we have developed
a static analysis tool for tracing data flow through
security-critical C code in embedded devices (Mills
et al. 2012).
However, all of these systems exhibit the same
problem discussed in the previous section. They follow traditional data flow principles in which operations in expressions are treated as atomic, which results in false-positive errors because operations which
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block classified data are not recognised as such. To
partially solve this problem, Suh et al. (2004), Newsome & Song (2005) and Song et al. (2008) identify a
set of “constant functions” whose inputs do not affect
their output, providing as an example the instruction
‘xor eax, eax’ which zeros the eax register. If given
security-sensitive inputs, these constant functions become downgrading expressions. It is claimed that all
three systems recognise a subset of these functions,
but the authors do not explicitly state which are supported. Newsome & Song (2005) note that identification of these functions would greatly reduce the number of false-positive errors generated; this is also our
objective, but our research aims to go further by also
recognising operations that let some data through.
2.3

Embedded system certification

A special case of program code certification involves
analysis of security-critical embedded code, i.e., software which interacts directly with its hardware environment. This is important in the context of international standards, such as the Common Criteria
for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO
2009), which mandate information security, or ‘infosec’, evaluations of electronic devices intended to
safeguard data in government and military applications. Within Australia the Defence Signals Directorate follows such standards to produce a list of
trustworthy devices, known as the Evaluated Products
List 2 . Our own research concerns the need to support
such evaluations by automating data flow analysis of
embedded software in the context of its surrounding
digital circuitry (Mills et al. 2012).
This is challenging because embedded software
typically contains bit-level and byte-level data operations not normally encountered in application software. To overcome memory constraints, embedded
software often makes use of bitwise operations to
pack and unpack data values. These operations may
serve as downgrading expressions, by masking or otherwise eliminating security-critical bits, making embedded software analyses particularly susceptible to
false-positive data flow errors if the function of these
operations is not modelled accurately.
Previous research on automating data flow analysis of embedded devices produced SIFA, the Secure
Information Flow Analyser, an open-source3 software
tool developed to automate data flow analysis of digital circuitry (McComb & Wildman 2005). SIFA represents electronic circuitry as a graph of components,
each of which has a number ports on its periphery.
Inter-component connections can be made by linking
ports on different components, and intra-component
data flow is modelled by defining how data is transferred between ports on the same component. SIFA
provides a variety of graph-theoretic analysis functions (McComb & Wildman 2007), the most important being its ability to identify all data flow paths
between selected ports, usually from a high-security
data source to a low-security data sink.
In our own research we have developed a ‘C-toSIFA Converter’, a compiler-like static analyser that
converts embedded C code to SIFA-compatible data
flow graphs that can be integrated into circuitry models. This capability supports seamless data flow analyses through an embedded device’s hardware and
software (Mills et al. 2012). However, the tool follows standard data flow graph building principles in
which each operator in an expression is represented
2
3

http://www.dsd.gov.au/infosec/epl/
http://sifa.sourceforge.net/

as an atomic component and each program variable
or constant is modelled as a single arc (Scholz et al.
2008).
Thus, our tool also suffers from the inability to
recognise expressions that downgrade classified data
at the bit or byte level. Our goal here, therefore, was
to extend the capabilities of the C-to-SIFA Converter
to give it a more precise ability to analyse data flow
through expressions in embedded C code.
3

The component library

The first part of our solution was to develop a SIFAcompatible library of data flow components that
model the way data flows through operations in C
expressions precisely. This section discusses the rationale for the library’s design and presents some representative component models.
3.1

Threat model

In designing the library we had to first decide precisely what was meant by ‘data flow’. The ways in
which information can flow through program expressions can be subtle. For instance, the value of expression ‘A + B’ tells us nothing about the values of
operands A and B. However, the value of expression
‘A * B’ always reveals whether or not the signs of the
operands were the same. Furthermore, if the expression’s value is a prime number then we know the exact value of the operands! Rather than entering into
complex deliberations about what information can be
inferred from expression values, we therefore instead
chose to adopt the simple and clear noninterference
model of data flow cited above. Thus, unless it can
be proven otherwise, we conservatively assume that
the values of an expression’s operands all exert some
discernable influence on the expression’s value. Thus,
both operands A and B are assumed to affect the value
of expression ‘A + B’, even though little or nothing
can be learnt about their precise values without additional information, but the value of expression ‘A * 0’
is assumed to reveal nothing at all about operand A
since constant 0 entirely dominates the result.
This overall argument is based on a scenario in
which the ‘attacker’ of our program has access to its
source code listing and can observe all data emanating
from the embedded device containing the microcontroller running the compiled code. This is a worstcase attacker profile for an embedded security-critical
device, so our model is thus safely conservative, even
though it will sometimes overestimate data flow. (If
the attacker had powers greater than this, e.g., physical access to the device and the ability to insert debugging probes into the microcontroller to observe
memory or register values, then no defence is possible.)
3.2

Design process

In order to accurately trace data flow through the
expressions that the C-to-SIFA Converter encounters,
we must first understand how the component parts
of these expressions behave in isolation. As the tool
targets embedded C code, there are several kinds of
expression element, including but not limited to:
• bitwise, logical, and mathematical operators such
as <<, &&, or +,
• calls to built-in and user-defined functions such
as abs() or rand(),
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Inter-component
connections
Input Ports
Intra-component
connections
Output Ports

Left-Shift
Each input bit (port) is connected to
the output bit x positions the left,
where x is the shift amount.
Shown is a left-shift by 2.

Figure 1: A component depicting a left-shift by 2.
• identifiers and variables such as PI or x,
• literal values of varying types such as 42 or ‘c’,
and
• type casts such as (int) or (float).
We considered the behaviour of a significant number of these expression elements under various circumstances. These ranged from different input types
(e.g., floating-point values) to specific sets of input
values (e.g., powers of two). The results of these studies were modelled as SIFA components which may be
connected to form data flow graphs modelling entire
expressions. Particular emphasis was put on identifying expression elements that remove data as they have
the potential to be used in downgrading expressions
(Li & Zdancewic 2005).
The C-to-SIFA Converter targets the CCS Embedded C compiler, so this compiler’s reference manual4 was used to determine which expression elements
should be analysed, and to gain a basic understanding of their behaviour. A number of other works were
then consulted to further develop our understanding
of the elements’ behaviour (Tanenbaum et al. 1982,
Seacord 2006). The expression elements were then
translated to SIFA components as explained in Section 3.3 below.
Given the vast number of C expression elements
that the tool may encounter, we could model only a
subset of them in the time available for this research
project. We were guided in our choices by some C program fragments supplied to the research team by the
Defence Signals Directorate as examples of ‘typical’
software found in security-critical embedded devices
undergoing analysis in the Australasian Information
Security Evaluation Programme. We considered all
bitwise, logical, and mathematical operators, but excluding assignment operators such as ‘+=’ and ‘|=’
because they can be expanded into two simpler operations. A subset of standard C library functions and
type casts were also considered. These are the expression elements most frequently used in embedded
C code encountered by AISEP security evaluators,
and are thus the most likely to cause false positives.
3.3

Expression components

A component—an entry in the component library—
describes the behaviour of a particular expression element under some circumstance, often for specific input values. The data flow components are represented
4
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in SIFA’s graphical notation as a named collection of
‘ports’. (In fact, SIFA’s graph analysis algorithms
treat a model’s ports as the graph’s nodes, rather
than the components.) An example library component for a left-shift by 2 on an 8-bit value is shown in
Figure 1.
A component may have any number of input and
output ports that represent data flowing into and out
of it, respectively. These ports also act as “connection
points” from which inter- or intra-component connections may be made. Inter-component connections join
the output ports of one component to input ports
of another; it is this type of connection that allows
entire expressions to be modelled using components.
Intra-component connections join input and output
ports of a single component and model the flow of
data through it. Both types of connection depend
on the component’s input and output representations
(Section 3.4), but intra-component connections also
depend on the behaviour of the expression element
being modelled.
To determine what intra-component connections
should be made through a component, we followed
the concept of noninterference, originally defined by
Goguen & Meseguer (1982). Volpano et al. (1996)
provide an alternate definition that is more suited to
our work as it concerns memory and the variables
within it as opposed to the original definition which
considers users and the actions that they may perform. Using this concept, if an input port is noninterfering with all output ports, it does not affect the
component’s output and is said to be “removed.” If
an input port may affect an output port however, an
intra-component connection is made between them.
This means that there are situations where an input
port may be connected to several output ports or vice
versa. For example, when performing addition a carry
will occur if two bits of equal significance are both 1,
which may cause another carry and so on.
Literal constant inputs are not compatible with
this definition of removal as they are immutable in
the context of static data flow analysis: they cannot
be changed without modifying the program’s source
code. It is for this reason that entries in the component library do not include input ports for literal
values. Were they to be included, they would serve
only to complicate the data flow graph and would
provide no benefit as it is assumed that all “noteworthy” constants (e.g., the seed of a pseudorandom
number generator used to create encryption keys) will
be named in the source program. (This particular issue was much discussed during development of the C-
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Ports

Bits
Binary Representation

Sign & Magnitude Representation

Single Value Representation

Figure 2: Three of the data representations used in the component library, showing how the individual bits of
a value (bottom) are mapped to ports in the model (top).
to-SIFA Converter. Ultimately it was decided that information security evaluators would not usually want
to trace the ‘flow’ of a hardwired constant, although
some provision for this is built into the tool.)
3.4

Data representations

At times it is convenient to explain the behaviour
of an expression element in terms of logical aspects
of values rather than the underlying bits of memory.
For example, it is clearer to say that the absolutevalue function fabs() removes the sign of its operand,
rather than saying the leftmost bit is discarded. Furthermore, to minimise the complexity of the data flow
graphs, we want to avoid tracing every individual bit
through an expression in situations where this does
not provide any helpful information.

two representations while maintaining the integrity
needed for data flow analysis. Providing the representations have the same underlying data type, this
is achieved by iterating over all bits of the data, and
connecting the ports that represent each bit.
Connections between some representations are undesirable, however, as they result in an apparent duplication of data that undermines the integrity of the
data flow analysis. This occurs when the first representation maps two or more bits to a single port, and
the second representation maps those same bits to a
greater number of ports. This can be seen in Figure 3
where a single value representation is connected to a
binary one. Connecting data representations in this
way is unhelpful because bitwise data flow cannot be
traced through the single value representation.
3.5

Single Value Representation

Binary Representation

Figure 3: An undesirable connection between two representations in which a single value (top) connects to
all bits in a binary representation (bottom).
To do this, the inputs and outputs of all components in the component library are expressed in particular representations that map the underlying bits
of values to components’ ports. By mapping certain
groups of bits to a single port, components can effectively operate on logical aspects of values; this lets
us create components for expression elements whose
behaviour would otherwise be prohibitively complex
to analyse. Three of the representations used in the
component library are shown in Figure 2:
• binary representation where each bit is mapped
to its own port,
• sign and magnitude representation where the
sign bit is mapped to one port and the remaining bits (the magnitude) are mapped to another,
and
• single value representation where all bits are
mapped to a single port.
As representations simply map bits to ports, we
can make inter-component connections between any

Some typical library components

The component library contains data flow components for arithmetic operators, comparison and relational operators, logical operators, bitwise operators,
type conversions and standard library functions. For
each operator there may be several data flow components for different representations and for different compile-time constant operands. There are far
too many components to show here, but a few of
the more interesting examples are described below.
In each case A and B denote variables whose values
are not known statically, and x and y are integers
used to denote unspecified parts of a compile-time
constant, e.g., 2x denotes any integer that is a power
of 2. (These values are part of the component definition, not necessarily the expression.)

Figure 4: Library component for modulus expression
‘A % B’ using sign-and-magnitude representation.
For instance, Figure 4 shows the component for
sign-and-magnitude representation of the modulus
operator. In this case the magnitude of the result (at
the bottom of the figure) is affected by the magnitudes
of both operands, but the sign of the result is affected
only by the sign of the first operand. Thus, this operation would successfully downgrade an expression in
which only the value of the second operand’s sign was
classified.
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Figure 5: Library component for addition ‘A + B’ using binary representation.

Figure 6: Library component for unsigned integer division ‘A / 2x ’, where x is 3, using binary representation.

Figure 7: Library component for bitwise conjunction
‘A & x’, where constant x’s value has the bit pattern
shown on the right, using binary representation.
A more complex component is for the binary representation of integer addition, as shown in Figure 5.
In this case each input bit affects all outputs of equal
or higher significance, because the addition of any two
bits may cause a carry.
The component in Figure 6 models a special case of
unsigned integer division in which the second operand
is a compile-time constant and a power of 2. In effect,
this operation is equivalent to a right shift, ‘A >> x’,
so it may downgrade input A by removing its rightmost x bits. (This particular component does not
apply to signed values.)
Obvious cases of downgrading often occur with bitwise operations. For instance, Figure 7 shows the
result of performing a logical ‘and’ operation on a
byte A and a compile-time constant bit pattern. In
this case bits in A that correspond to zeros in the
second operand are downgraded.
A less-obvious example is the less-than-or-equal
comparison in Figure 8. In this case the second
operand is a constant whose value can be expressed
in the form 2x − 1. Since the x least-significant bits
of the first operand A cannot sum to more than 2x − 1
they cannot influence the result and hence are effectively downgraded.
Many components have no data flow from their input(s) to their outputs at all. Most notably, the value
of expressions that produce a constant value do not
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Figure 8: Library component for integer comparison
‘A <= 2x − 1’ using binary representation.

Figure 9: Library component for type conversion
‘(T )A’, where target type T has a greater range than
that of signed integer A, using binary representation.
reveal anything about the values of their operands.
Some examples include ‘A * 0’, ‘A % 1’, ‘A == A’ and
‘B >= x’ where B is an m-bit two’s complement integer and x is the minimum such value −2m−1 . The
library also contains components modelling the behaviour of expressions involving the special C floating
point value ‘not a number’, many of which also return
constant results.
Finally, not all operators of security relevance in
the library involve blocking data. In a few instances,
such as that shown in Figure 9, classified data may
be duplicated. In this case a signed integer is cast to
a type with a larger range (e.g., ‘short’ to ‘long’) in
which case sign extension is applied and the sign bit
is copied multiple times.
4

Expression tracing functions

Having defined the library of data flow components,
the second challenge was to use them in the data flow
graphs generated for embedded C code expressions by
the C-to-SIFA Converter. In this section we explain
how this tool was extended, including the algorithms
for selecting library components and for connecting
them together.
4.1

Rationale

As mentioned previously, we developed the C-to-SIFA
Converter to support the work of AISEP security
evaluators (Mills et al. 2012). The tool automates
the creation of data flow graphs for embedded software, taking embedded C source code as input, and
constructing a data flow graph in a format readable
by SIFA (McComb & Wildman 2005). The tool itself
is written in C] 3.0 and targets embedded C code that
compiles under the CCS compiler.
At the start of this research the C-to-SIFA Converter followed the lead of other secure data flow
analysis systems and treated expression operators as
atomic, resulting in false-positive errors, i.e., connections through the graph in situations where a more
detailed analysis would show that there is no data
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ComponentSet
+ GetComponentForNode(node : Node) : Component
– GetMaximumRepresentation() : Type
# MakeNode() : Node
# MakeMaximumRepresentation(number : uint, type : TypeNode) : Representation
# MaximumRepresentation : Type
# Node : Node
# OutputType : TypeNode
# Parents : Node[]
# RepresentationAllowed(representation : Type) : bool

AdditionComponentSet
BitwiseANDComponentSet
BitwiseORComponentSet
BitwiseXORComponentSet

...

ComponentsController
+ ComponentsController()
+ ReplaceNode(node : Node) : Node

Representation

Component

ExpressionNode

# Representation(ports : Ports[], type : TypeNode)
# Representation(type : TypeNode)
+ AddToNodeInputs(node : Node)
+ AddToNodeOutputs(node : Node)
+ CompareRepresentations(a : Type, b : Type) : int
+ CompareTo(representation : Representation) : int
+ Connect(representation : Representation)
+ GetPort(index : uint) : Port
+ GetPortForBit(bit : uint) : Port
# GetPortIndexForBit(bit : uint) : uint
+ IsConnectedTo(representation : Representation) : bool
+ NumberOfBits : uint
+ NumberOfPorts : uint
# Ports : Port[]
# Type : TypeNode

+ Component(node : Node)
+ CompareTo(component : Component) : int
+ Node : Node
+ PercentRemoved : double
+ ReplaceNode(node : Node)

+ ExpressionNode(node : Node)
+ ConnectPorts(inputPort : Port, outputPort : Port)
+ ConnectPorts(inputPort : uint, outputPort : uint)
+ PortsAreConnected(inputPort : Port, outputPort : Port) : bool
+ PortsAreConnected(inputPort : uint, outputPort : uint) : bool
+ WriteFaultData(sifaWriter : SifaWriter)

Node

RepresentationBuilder
+ RepresentationBuilder()
+ ModelNodeInputs(node : Node) : Representation[]
+ ModelNodeOutput(node : Node) : Representation
– ModelPortsAndType(ports : Port[], type : TypeNode) : Representation

BinaryRepresentation
SingleValueRepresentation
SignAndMagnitudeRepresentation

Figure 10: Classes developed to implement the expression tracing functionality.
flow. Our new expression tracing functionality aimed
to resolve this issue by replacing atomic components
with more accurate ones sourced from the component
library.
Being an extension to the existing C-to-SIFA Converter, the expression tracing functionality was also
written in C] 3.0. The set of classes and methods
developed is shown in Figure 10. To help guarantee the program’s correctness, test-driven development was utilised, with the final test suite containing
125 unit tests. The ReplaceNode() method of the
ComponentsController class acts as the interface to
the expression tracing tracing functionality, taking a
Node from the data flow graph (an abstraction of a
SIFA component) and replacing it with a more accurate one sourced from the component library. This
process can be divided into two distinct stages: selection of the replacement, and replacing the existing
Node. Detailed discussions of these two stages are
provided in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
4.2

Representations

Representations are modelled in the expression tracing functionality by the abstract Representation
class and its subclasses. Methods are provided
to, among other things, retrieve the Port representing a particular bit and connect arbitrary
Representation instances. Each subclass implements the protected GetPortIndexForBit() method
which effectively provides the “subclass-specific” logic
used in the aforementioned functions. Three subclasses are defined in the expression tracing functionality:
• BinaryRepresentation where each each bit is
mapped to its own port,
• SignAndMagnitudeRepresentation where the
sign bit is mapped to its own port, and all other
bits (the magnitude) are mapped to another, and
• SingleValueRepresentation where all bits are
mapped to a single port.

A Representation instance can be created in one
of two ways: it may be instructed to create its own
Port array, or it can use an array sourced from an existing Node. The former method is used when creating
a new Node, while the latter is used when creating a
Representation for an existing one. Each subclass
implements constructors for both of these methods so
that they may calculate the number of required ports
or validate those that were given.
Making use of the second method is the
RepresentationBuilder class which provides functions to create Representation instances modelling input or output ports of an existing Node,
ModelNodeInputs() and ModelNodeOutputs(). As
a component may have several logical inputs, the former method returns an array, while the latter returns
a single object. This functionality is used extensively
when replacing Nodes, with Representations being
built for all parents and children, and then connected
to the new Node using Representation.Connect().
The RepresentationBuilder functions work by
firstly identifying all subclasses of Representation
that could validly be used at this point in the data
flow graph, as per the principles in Section 3.4 above,
and by then selecting the most precise representation
available.
4.3

Component selection

The ComponentSet class hierarchy is the result of
translating the component library to code, with each
subclass representing a logically related group of components. These components may be accessed by calling the GetComponentForNode() method which returns the most suitable replacement for the given
Node, or null if none are available. To find all
potential replacements for a particular Node, this
method is firstly called on all ComponentSet subclasses. This design was chosen as it allows logically related components to be grouped together
in the code, but leaves the nature of that relation up to the developer.
In the expression
tracing functionality, components are grouped by
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Figure 11: Data flow through expression (A & B) << 4 modelled using different representations.
the expression elements that they model, resulting
in subclasses such as AdditionComponentSet and
BitwiseANDComponentSet. As intra-component connections may not be set on instances of the base code’s
Node class—it assumes that all input ports are connected to all output ports—replacement components
are constructed using its ExpressionNode subclass.
The ComponentSet class offers a number of
“helper” methods to support the creation of replacement components in its subclasses. One such
method is RepresentationAllowed() which returns
a boolean value indicating whether the replacement
component may use the given Representation, enforcing the constraint on connections from less- to
more-precise representations as discussed in Section 3.4. However, this method differs slightly from
the original definition when the Node that is to be
replaced has multiple parents with varying output
representations. In this situation, the replacement
component may use the most-precise of the parents’
output representations to ensure that removal of that
parent’s data is recognised.
This is demonstrated in Figure 11 where the
bitwise and component uses (a) the most-precise
of the parents’ output representations (binary) and
the four most-significant bits of B are removed,
as opposed to (b) the least-precise representation
(single value) where this removal is not recognised. The GetMaximumRepresentation() method
calculates and returns the most-precise of the parents’ output representations, or simply returns
BinaryRepresentation when there are no parents.
Once the set of potential replacement components
has been compiled, the best of these must be selected.
As the goal of this research is to better recognise expressions that remove data, the best component is
the one that removes the greatest percentage of its
input ports. Percentage removed is used over number
removed as the significance of a single port varies between representations; it is better to remove a port in
single value representation than in binary representation. This process is aided by the Component class’s
implementation of the IComparable<Component> in-
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terface, allowing the potential replacements to be
sorted by percentage of input ports removed. Should
multiple components remove the same percentage of
their input ports, the component with the mostprecise representation is chosen.
Unlike entries in the component library, components constructed by ComponentSet subclasses include ports for literal value inputs. These ports
are not involved in any intra-component connections,
however, making the components effectively equal to
those of the component library. This approach was
taken as the C-to-SIFA Converter’s base code already
inserts literal value nodes into the data flow graph,
and it allows for the future addition of an option to
trace literal values of interest, i.e., “magic numbers.”
As the component selection algorithm is affected
by the output representations of a node’s parents, the
order in which nodes are replaced is significant. If
a child node is replaced before its parent, the most
appropriate component may not be selected as the
parent’s output will be in single value representation.
To ensure that the most appropriate components are
used throughout the entire data flow graph, replacement should start at nodes without parents (e.g., literal value nodes or those for the rand() function)
and follow on those encountered while performing a
breadth-first graph traversal from the same node.
4.4

Component replacement

Once an appropriate replacement has been found,
the existing Node must be removed from the data
flow graph and its replacement inserted.
This
is a two step procedure.
First, all connections involving the existing Node are mirrored with
its replacement. Supporting this process is the
RepresentationBuilder class which provides methods to construct Representation instances for existing Nodes and thus allows them to be connected, as
was discussed in Section 4.2. The second step is to
sever all connections to the existing Node, removing
it from the data flow graph.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12: Data flow graph for expression ‘rand() & 0x0F’ in (a) the original and (b) the updated tool.
5

Evaluation

In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our extension to the C-to-SIFA Converter’s expression modelling functionality on some small case studies involving expressions or program segments cited
in other works or that the tool was known to have
difficulty with. If the updated version of the tool arrives at the same conclusion as the previous works or
overcomes the difficulties it previously faced, it can be
said to have greater accuracy and will result in fewer
false-positives.
For each case study, an equivalent C program was
developed and passed to both the original and updated versions of the C-to-SIFA Converter. The resulting data flow graphs were opened in SIFA and
analysed using its “find all paths” function which
enumerates all paths between selected “source” and
“sink” ports. If a path exists between two ports, data
is assumed to flow between them. In the SIFA screenshots in Figures 12 to 14 the source and sink ports
appear in red and black, respectively, as is customary
in the infosec community.
5.1

Case study: Masking using bitwise ‘and’

After introducing the concept of influence, Newsome
et al. (2009) provide several examples to demonstrate
its behaviour and use. One such example is the assignment ‘V = base + (I & 0x0F)’, for which the
authors conclude that variable I has 4 bits of influence
over variable V. This example demonstrates that the

expression’s bitwise and operation removes all but
the 4 least-significant bits of I.
Our C program mirroring this example performs
the same masking operation, but instead uses the output of the rand() function because the value of I in
the expression is unknown. As can be seen at the
top of Figure 12, the original version of the C-toSIFA Converter treated the bitwise and operation as
atomic. When SIFA was used to analyse data flow
it merely reported that the rand() function’s value
affected the expression’s output. The updated tool,
however, recognised that a bitwise component could
be used in this situation. As shown at the bottom of
Figure 12, it expanded the values into binary representation and arrived at the same conclusion as Newsome et al. (2009), with SIFA now reporting that only
the 4 least-significant bits of rand() pass through the
bitwise and operation. The more detailed data flow
graph thus allows us to see which parts of the value
are effectively blocked.
5.2

Case study: Dropping bits via integer division

Another example of influence provided by Newsome
et al. (2009) is the assignment ‘V = I / 2’, for which
the authors conclude that variable I has control over
all but the most-significant bit of variable V. This example demonstrates that division by 2x for x ≥ 0 is
equivalent to a right-shift by x places. In this case, x
equals 1.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13: Data flow graph for expression ‘rand() / 2’ in (a) the original and (b) the updated tool.
The C program used to mirror this example performs the same division operation but again on the
value of the rand() function, for the same reasons
as in the previous case study. As can be seen at
the top of Figure 13, the previous version of the tool
again treats the operation as atomic and SIFA merely
reports that the rand() function’s value affects the
whole expression’s value. However, the bottom of Figure 13 shows that our extended C-to-SIFA Converter
again expanded the values into a binary representation, and inserted an appropriate division component,
allowing SIFA’s data flow analysis to recognise that
the least-significant bit of the value produced by the
rand() function is removed by the division operation.
Again this accords with the assessment of this expression by Newsome et al. (2009).
5.3

Case study: Ineffective bits in a comparison

To help us understand how the C-to-SIFA Converter
could be used by AISEP security evaluators, the Defence Signals Directorate provided this project with a
package of code fragments intended to be representative of the sort of embedded C code they encounter
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during their evaluations. One of these code fragments contains the expression ‘source reg > 0x7F’
which effectively removes the 7 least-significant bits of
source reg as they alone cannot make the value exceed 0x7F (127); it is the most significant bit that determines the expression’s output. This demonstrates
that relational operators may be used to downgrade
data similarly to bitwise operators.
Again, the C program used to mirror this example
uses the rand() standard library function in place of
the unknown value source reg. Once more the top
of Figure 14 shows that the previous version of the
tool treats the greater-than operation as atomic and
provides no detail about how data flows through it.
However, the bottom of Figure 14 shows how the updated tool expands the values into binary representation and correctly removes the 7 least-significant bits
of rand(), allowing only the most-significant bit to
pass through.
6

Discussion and future work

This research project was time-constrained, so we did
not attempt to create library components for all of
those expression elements supported by the CCS com-
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14: Data flow graph for expression ‘rand() > 0x7F’ in (a) the original and (b) the updated tool.
piler. Instead we considered certain bitwise, logical,
and mathematical operators, as well as a subset of
standard C library functions and type casts, that were
found in the package of code fragments provided to
the project by the Defence Signals Directorate as representative of the sort of embedded C code encountered during infosec evaluations
The accuracy of the new expression tracing functionality could be further increased by creating support for more expression elements such as operations
that involve the special floating-point values Inf (infinity) and NaN (not a number). Better type cast support would be particularly beneficial as such operations are used frequently within embedded code and
can potentially remove significant amounts of data.
While adding support for expression elements increases the tool’s accuracy directly, adding representations does so indirectly as it facilitates the creation
of components. Several other representations were
contemplated during the development of the component library, but were not considered important
enough to implement given the ‘typical’ code fragments provided by the DSD. They include:
• byte representation where groups of 8 bits are
represented by a single port,
• sign, mantissa, and exponent representation
where bits are grouped based on how floatingpoint values are stored in memory (e.g., as per
the IEEE 754 standard), and
• sign, integral portion, and fractional portion rep-

resentation (but we cannot determine which bits
comprise these portions without knowing the
value).
A nontrivial undertaking that could significantly
increase the tool’s accuracy would be to implement
some symbolic execution functionality, e.g., by associating additional metadata with the data values being
traced through components. For example, after data
flows through a left-shift by x, we know that its x
least-significant bits are 0; this would allow more appropriate components to be used later in the data flow
graph, further reducing false-positive errors. This
functionality could be implemented by developing an
abstraction of data to which information can be attached, and then doing so as data is traced through
the data flow graph.
Finally, the expression tracing extension to the
C-to-SIFA Converter was constrained in some ways
by the tool’s existing code base. Data could not be
traced through type casts, for example, because the
extensions works by replacing nodes of a given data
flow graph constructed by the base code, and the version of the C-to-SIFA Converter used in this project
did not insert nodes for type casts. (The C-to-SIFA
Converter is still being refined, however, so such a
capability could be added later.)
7

Conclusion

In this research we have developed a technique to
precisely trace data flow through embedded program
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expressions and used it to reduce the overestimation of data flow made by an existing static-analysis
toolkit intended for evaluating security-critical program code. Small case studies such as those shown
above have demonstrated that the enhanced toolkit
is more accurate and generates fewer false-positive errors through the increased recognition of downgrading expressions (Li & Zdancewic 2005). This has the
potential to save time and effort for information security evaluators of embedded devices. At the time of
writing we are conducting larger case studies (Mills
et al. 2012) and further expanding the capabilities of
the toolkit. As noted above, there are also a number
of ways in which the expression tracing functionality
described herein could be improved even further.
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Abstract
This article presents a novel approach to confidentiality violation detection based on taint marking. Information flows are dynamically tracked between applications and objects of the operating system such
as files, processes and sockets. A confidentiality policy is defined by labelling sensitive information and
defining which information may leave the local system
through network exchanges. Furthermore, per application profiles can be defined to restrict the sets of
information each application may access and/or send
through the network. In previous works, we focused
on the use of mandatory access control mechanisms
for information flow tracking. In this current work,
we have extended the previous information flow model
to track network exchanges, and we are able to define
a policy attached to network sockets. We show an
example application of this extension in the context
of a compromised web browser: our implementation
detects a confidentiality violation when the browser
attempts to leak private information to a remote host
over the network.
1

Introduction

Over the past decade, firewalls and antivirus software have become a necessary addition to the security components of operating systems, including those of mobile phones and embedded devices. More recently, sandboxing and access control
tools such as AppArmor (Novell/SUSE n.d.) and
SELinux (Stephen Smalley 2002) have also emerged,
aiming to protect the operating system from untrusted applications. However, even if such components successfully protect the applications and the
operating system, in practice they do not guarantee
the protection of confidential data or users’ privacy.
The reason for this is that existing solutions either focus on mandatory access control resulting in a lack of
flexibility, or enforce data flow policies at the network
or transport level without any knowledge of the actual content. With the growing number of untrusted
applications installed on portable computing devices
such as smartphones, and the prevalence of untrusted
scripts from remote services executed locally by web
browsers, potential sensitive data leaks are becoming one of the most important threats for end users.
For instance, a malicious script executed by a web
c
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browser may illegally access sensitive information and
send it through the network, while the current user
may legally access it manually with the same application. Current approaches are not sufficient to deal
with such situations as they cannot catch indirect information flows (Stéphane Geller, Christophe Hauser,
Frédéric Tronel, Valérie Viet Triem Tong 2011) (e.g.,
an information flow from the content of a sensitive file
towards a network socket opened by the web browser).
In this work, we present a novel approach to confidentiality violation detection based on dynamic taint
marking. We extended and implemented Blare, a
model of information flow tracking at the operating
system level. Our extension is based on a network policy, stating how information is allowed to leave the
local system through network exchanges and which
applications may do so. This article is organised as
follows: we first present existing work in the literature
related to operating system level security, mandatory
access control, firewalls and deep packet inspection in
Section 3. Then, we present our approach of confidentiality violation detection based on taint marking
and its implementation in the Linux kernel in Section 4. In Section 5.1, we report experimental results
that demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed approach in detecting a leakage of sensitive data through a web browser running untrusted
scripts. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss these results
and possible future improvements.
2

Approach overview

We have developed a framework that allows users to
trace how their private data is used by applications,
and to monitor sensitive information that flows out
over the network. Most of today’s personal computers rely on untrusted third party applications such as
browser plugins or so called ‘apps’. Many of these
are closed source, which makes static analysis impossible (in the case of native code). And even in the
case of opensource applications, there is always a risk
of security flaws or coding errors potentially leaking
sensitive data. Dynamically detecting the leak of sensitive information is challenging given that:
• One application can exchange information with
another using IPC, shared memory, etc.
• It is impractical to modify off-the-shelf applications; instead, we prefer to implement a reference
monitor in the operating system kernel as a more
pragmatic solution.
• The performance overhead must be small to
maintain a responsive system, i.e., not affecting
the user’s experience and causing them to disable
the security mechanisms.
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We use dynamic tracking of information flows between objects of the operating system in order to
monitor sensitive data leaks. A defining aspect of our
approach is that we distinguish data from containers: data is the actual information we track, whereas
containers are storage entities such as files, memory
pages, etc. Sensitive data is first identified and their
containers are labeled with meta-data called tags. As
information flows between containers, tags are dynamically updated to reflect the container’s content.
When it comes to protecting sensitive data against
leakage by untrusted applications or via malware that
exploits security flaws, existing approaches have several limitations. Individuals can use software firewalls on their internet-connected personal/portable
computing devices to filter network connections without changing the security policy of the underlying
operating system. However, while such mechanisms
may successfully protect a host from outside threats,
they typically do not prevent the leak of information
by untrusted or misconfigured applications. Deep
packet inspection firewalls are able to identify data
patterns in network packets, however this approach
is too coarse-grained to efficiently track the presence
of sensitive data in network exchanges and is thus not
an effective solution to protect against sensitive data
leaks.
Mandatory access control tools such as AppArmor (Novell/SUSE n.d.) and Tomoyo (Harada et al.
2003) are similarly not practical when it comes to
protecting confidentiality:
• When used in enforcement mode, information
flows are blocked, which may break some functionalities. This effectively renders the approach
unusable for most end users.
• When used in permissive mode, these tools
are unable to track indirect information flows
(Stéphane Geller, Christophe Hauser, Frédéric
Tronel, Valérie Viet Triem Tong 2011).
Figure 1 presents our approach to taint tracking
for monitoring data leaks. A kernel reference monitor
has been implemented in the Linux Kernel and allows
for efficient dynamic information flow tracking at the
level of system objects (processes, filesystem inodes,
etc.).

Sensitive data is labelled at the filesystem level,
and the level of granularity of our approach is at the
file level (i.e., files are considered as atomic pieces of
information). Our implementation takes advantage of
the Linux Security Modules (LSM) framework available in the Linux kernel, and taint propagation is triggered by access control hooks. Our design goals are to
provide a model that is easy to use, does not lock all
the system by default by labelling only the sensitive
information, and does not miss any information flow
(no false negatives). We consider false positives as
an acceptable fact in most situations where sensitive
data is involved and should leak by no means.
3

This section provides an overview of existing solutions
such as firewalls, deep packet inspection, traditional
operating system security mechanisms, access control
and host-based intrusion detection systems. It also
highlights the deficiencies in these approaches in addressing the data leakage problem examined in this
paper.
3.1
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Firewalls

Firewalls are devices or software that filter network
traffic at different layers of the ISO network model.
They can be set up to restrict access to a personal machine or a company’s network from other untrusted
networks, thus creating trust boundaries (Ingham &
Forrest 2002). Individuals can use software firewalls
on their personal/portable computers to define and
enforce policies concerning both incoming and outgoing network traffic. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
firewalls identify anomalous patterns in traffic volumes by inspecting both the headers and content
of packets. They provide the capability of identifying anomalous network traffic as well as managing normal traffic. They also form the core of many
commercially-available firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS). Tamer et al. (AbuHmed et al.
2008) present a survey of the Deep Packet Inspection
algorithms, implementation techniques, research challenges and their usage in several existing technologies
for intrusion detection systems. Some of the highlighted challenges include the complexity of research
algorithms, the ever-increasing number of attack signatures (which negatively impacts on performance)
and the increasing prevalence of encrypted data which
DPI cannot examine. In terms of the problem this paper seeks to address, a key drawback of DPI is that
the sensitive data must first be exhaustively enumerated in signatures and this may be difficult for nontechnical users.
3.2

Figure 1: Network information flow tracking

Background

Access control

Discretionary access control (DAC) is the most commonly used access control model and is the default on
UNIX based systems. Access is restricted given the
identity and the group of the subject trying to access an object. While traditional discretionary access
control lets subjects transfer certain permissions to
each other at their own discretion and remains widely
used, previous research on mandatory access control
(MAC) has led to implementations in common operating systems, such as Linux, FreeBSD, Mac OS
X and Windows. Linux and FreeBSD have been extended with generic access control frameworks: the
Linux Security Modules (LSM) (Wright et al. 2002)
and TrustedBSD (Watson & Vance 2003). These
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frameworks provide sets of hooks for mediating access
to resources (files, sockets, IPC, etc.). So-called LSM
modules can implement various models and policies
within the Linux kernel by using the LSM Framework.
SELinux (Stephen Smalley 2002) emerged from research led by the National Security Agency. It is the
first security module available in Linux, and it has
been designed to implement a flexible MAC mechanism called domain and type enforcement (DTE).
Other LSM modules include AppArmor (Novell/SUSE n.d.), Smack (Schaufler n.d.) and Tomoyo
(Harada et al. 2003). AppArmor (Novell/SUSE n.d.)
is a MAC implementation available in the Linux kernel which aims to be a simpler alternative to SELinux.
It is used by default by Novell in their products and
comes with a predefined policy, and a set of generic
definitions to ease the difficulty of creating new policies. When in use, LSM modules block illegal accesses
to resources before they can occur. This is sometimes
referred to as enforcement mode. Most of these modules also support a permissive mode, in which illegal
accesses are logged but not blocked. Such behaviour
is comparable to policy-based IDSs (Georges et al.
2009). By using MAC mechanisms, one can finely
control the operations each subject is allowed to perform on the objects of the system. When configured
correctly, those mechanisms can significantly improve
security by rejecting illegal accesses that would have
been allowed otherwise, and the policy is enforced
at the kernel level. However, there are a number of
limitations with these approaches regarding the monitoring of sensitive data leaks. First, access control
mechanisms cannot block indirect information flows
but instead only control the legality of access to resources. The actual content of resources may illegally flow towards other processes through IPC, files
or other objects. Another limitation of access control
mechanisms in this context is that they block illegal accesses and thus modify the system’s behavior,
possibly breaking functionalities. In some situations,
users have to modify the security policy in order to
be able to perform manual actions, which may lead
them to disable the security mechanisms.
3.2.1

Information flow control and taint analysis

In 1973, the Bell-LaPadula model was introduced
(LaPadula & Bell 1973), with the primary goal of
protecting confidentiality. It is also known as Multilevel Security, and systems that implement it are
called Multilevel secure or MLS systems (Anderson
et al. 2001). In this model, subjects and objects are
labeled with a security level, which represents their
sensitivity or clearance. Any information flow from a
high security classification to a lower security classification is illegal (Bell & LaPadula 1976, Department
of Defense 1987, Foley et al. 2006). Implementations
of MLS try to accurately observe data manipulations
in order to prevent illegal information flows. Operating systems with MLS implementations include
SELinux, FreeBSD, Solaris and BAE XTS-400. In
1976, Denning introduced “a lattice model of secure
information flow” (Denning 1976). She defines it as a
mathematical framework suitable for formulating the
requirements of secure information flow among security classes. Most of the lattice-based information
flow models can be represented in Denning’s framework. Models of decentralised information flow control based on lattice models (see Section 3.2.1) in operating systems such as Histar (Zeldovich et al. 2006)
and Asbestos (Efstathopoulos et al. 2005) provide
an alternative to MAC but are still based on access

control mechanisms. Flume (Krohn et al. 2007) is
a Linux implementation of decentralized information
flow control based on Asbestos labels, and contrary
to the previous models, it uses standard OS abstractions.
The protection of sensitive information is becoming a serious concern. Recent works regarding the monitoring of private information include
Panorama (Yin et al. 2007), TaintCheck (Newsome
& Song 2005) and TaintDroid (Enck et al. 2010).
Panorama is a system-wide information flow tracking
model based on dynamic taint analysis. TaintCheck
dynamically taints incoming data from untrusted
sources (e.g. network) and detects when tainted data
is used in any way that could be an attack. Both use
full system emulation at the instruction level to provide very fine-grained approaches. However, the main
limitation of such instruction-level models is a very
high penalty in terms of performances, a slowdown of
20 times in average when using Panorama, and a slowdown of 1.5 to 40 times when using TaintCheck, according to their respective authors. TaintDroid(Enck
et al. 2010) is an information flow tracking system
for realtime privacy monitoring on smartphones. It is
based on taint marking at four different levels of granularity, respectively at the variable, message, method
and file levels. TaintDroid has a performance overhead of 14% on CPU. However, TaintDroid is focused
on the Android platform using the Dalvick interpreter
and therefore it does not apply to native applications,
which represent most of the software present on standard desktop operating systems.
3.2.2

Host-based intrusion detection

Where intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are often
network related and based on network traffic signatures, there also exist host based IDSs, observing operating system events and raising alerts when suspicious behaviours are observed. Network IDSs are not
practical to track sensitive data leaks for the same reason as firewalls and deep packet inspection, as those
do not have any knowledge of application level information. This makes it difficult to define signatures
that can identify sensitive information.
Policy-based IDSs are anomaly detection IDSs following a “default-deny” approach. A number of previous works exist in this domain, using sandboxing
mechanisms at the language level (Inoue & Forrest
2002) or via Kernel based reference monitors such as
BlueBox, REMUS, LIDS and Ko et al.’s system wrappers (Chari & Cheng 2003, Habib 2006, Bernaschi
et al. 2002, Ko et al. 2000). Similar sandboxing mechanisms also exist in user space, namely system introspection (Wagner 1999, Jain & Sekar 1999).
Contrary to access control mechanisms, such approaches are permissive: they do not block information flows and thus do not modify the system behavior. However, they are inadequate for tracking information flows involving sensitive data. These models
of intrusion detection efficiently monitor access to resources when subjects access it but they have a common limitation with access control mechanisms: once
access to a resource has been granted, they do not
monitor any further information flow towards other
processes or system objects.
4

Detection of confidentiality violations

Taint marking techniques along with an information flow policy have been used in previous works
for host-based intrusion detection in Blare (Stéphane
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Geller, Christophe Hauser, Frédéric Tronel, Valérie
Viet Triem Tong 2011). Our current research builds
on this system for the detection of confidentiality violations through untrusted applications over the network. This work is based on a subset of the Blare
model, that we extended with support for network
sockets and a network policy. Blare is able to dynamically observe information propagation. Adding support for networking makes it possible to monitor outgoing information while being aware of the involved
applications and data.
4.1

Summary of the Blare model

Blare labels information with tags. Objects of the operating system which may contain information (such
as files, processes, IPC etc.) are called containers
each of which has a so-called information tag. Every
time an information flow occurs towards a container,
its information tag is updated to reflect a maximal estimation of its possible new content1 . Such tags use
meta-data to describe information, and a distinction
is made between passive stored data and active code
being executed by a process. The set of all passive
data in a system is noted I and the set of all active
code is noted X . This distinction is motivated by
Denning’s assumption that “processes are the active
agents responsible for all information flows” (Denning
1987). Information tags are sets of meta-information
describing the content of containers, namely any combination of X and I, that we denote as ℘(I ∪ X)2 .
Processes are the result of the execution of binary
programs, most likely (but not necessarily) stored on
disk. Recall the distinction between active and passive information. Passive information stored on disk
is labelled with meta-data from I. Every element of
I has an image in X through a function exec() characterizing the execution. Since we do not have any
a-priori means to know if information is executable
or not, all information exists in both sets. When a
binary containing executable information (i ∈ I) is
executed, the Information tag of the new process is
initialized to (x = exec(i)). This indicates which code
is currently being run by the process. After this, its
information tag is updated after every information
flow as described previously.
4.2

Network extension

We have developed an extension of Blare supervising
network interactions. Network sockets are information channels, and we track information flowing towards them. There are different families of sockets,
including UNIX domain sockets and internet sockets. The latter are used to communicate with untrusted remote hosts through the internet, and we focus on their usage by userspace applications. Sockets
by themselves are not labelled, as we consider those
as part of the process memory. Instead, tracking is
performed when processes actually send information
through those information channels.
4.2.1

Pnet ∈ ℘(℘(I ∪ X))
It is a tuple of sets that can contain any combination
of elements from I (passive data) and X (running
code).
The following properties apply to Pnet :
• Elements of I in the sets of Pnet represent mutually exclusive sets of data which can legally flow
out of the system (i.e., only one of the sets is
legal at one time).
• Elements of X in the sets of Pnet represent supervised 3 code which is allowed to communicate
through internet sockets.
• Any combination A ⊆ ℘(I ∪ X) in the sets of
Pnet defines a profile for applications, where elements of I define which data can be sent over the
network, and elements of X define which running
code may send that information.
4.2.2

1
The new information tag is the union of the source’s information tag and the destination’s information tag: a conservative
estimate that is safe but may be an overestimation, reflecting a
‘worst case’ scenario where the complete content of the source is
copied to the destination. This is necessary because it is impractical to observe actual information flows (Zeldovich et al. n.d.).
2
Powerset ℘(A) denotes all the subsets of A.

Legality of network information flows

When a process sends information through a socket,
a legality verification is performed on its current information tag against the global network policy tag.
The information flow is legal if and only if the content of its information tag is contained in one of the
subsets of the network policy tag.
Definition 1. For any information tag containing a
set of data S ⊆ ℘(I∪X), the boolean relation Legalnet
is defined as follows:
Legalnet (S) ⇔ ∃p ∈ Pnet |S ⊆ p
4.3

Practical use cases

Our approach covers the following use cases. In the
following, the term labelling refers to the action of
attaching a unique information tag to a file.
4.3.1

All sensitive data must stay local

In this use case, the user of the system wants all of
the sensitive data to stay local. Any network transfer of those data is a violation of the policy and our
extended version of Blare will report a privacy violation alert. This can be accomplished by only labelling
sensitive data (files) that should never flow out of the
system. By defining an empty network policy tag,
no data can legally flow out through network sockets,
and the user will be notified every time a socket sends
such tainted data over the network.

Network policy tag

The policy for communicating with internet sockets
is defined globally through a unique shared network
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policy tag. The network policy tag is a tuple defining
which combinations of information may legally leave
the local system through internet sockets, and optionally which applications may communicate, as well as
which information each application may communicate
(per-application profiles).
A network policy tag is defined as follows:

Pnet = {{}}
3

tag.

The corresponding binary file is labelled with an information
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4.3.2

Sensitive data may be sent over the network only through trusted applications

In this use case, the system contains both trusted and
untrusted applications, as well as some sensitive data
which may flow over the network only through trusted
applications. This can be accomplished by labelling
all the binary applications on the system along with
all the sensitive data. The network policy tag is set
to match the union of all the information tags of the
binaries and those of sensitive files on the filesystem.
In this case, the network policy tag is a tuple with
only one set.
Pnet =

N
!

(S ∪ C)

i=1

Here S is the set of all the sensitive data and C the
set of all trusted code.
4.3.3

Per-application profiles

In this use case, the system contains both trusted and
untrusted applications, and each trusted application
may send a different set of sensitive data over the
network. This can be accomplished by labelling all
the binary applications on the system along with all
the sensitive data. Then, the network policy tag is a
tuple of several sets such as:

Pnet = {

N
!

(s ∪ c)|s ⊆ S, c ⊆ C, legal(c, s)}

i=1

where legal(a, b) states that the application a is allowed to send information b over the network.
4.4

Dynamic policy changes

Taint marking can sometimes lead to a growing number of false positives due to the fact that tainted data
remains tainted until the system reboots, and information flows keep propagating tainted data between
objects of the operating system. This may lead to
repetitive alerts about the same data leaking. Furthermore, the user or administrator may decide to
declassify some information that he or she previously
considered as private, and allow it to flow over the
network.
For this reason, users can decide to modify the
policy on the fly while the system is running. New
sets can be dynamically added to the network policy
tag at runtime. Several situations may occur:
• Only sensitive data has been labelled, and may
not flow over the network. There are no trusted
applications. In this case, the user can permanently neutralize alerts concerning a set of sensitive data S by adding a new tuple S to the
network policy tag.
• Both sensitive data and trusted application’s
code have been labelled, and the user wants to
neutralize alerts concerning one set of sensitive
data S leaked by processes running code C. This
can be performed by adding a new set to the network policy tag containing (C ∪ S).

4.5

Implementation

The reference monitor for this current model has
been implemented in Linux version 2.6.39, as a Linux
Security Module (LSM). This new implementation
builds on a model described earlier in (Stéphane
Geller, Christophe Hauser, Frédéric Tronel, Valérie
Viet Triem Tong 2011) along with our network extension presented in this paper, and has been written
from scratch using the C programming language. Information tags are implemented as linked lists of 64bit signed integers, where positive values represent
the set of passive data I and negative values represent the set of active data (i.e., code of running processes) X . The Network policy tag is implemented as
a linked list of legal sets, where each set is a red black
tree for fast o(log(n)) lookups. Labels are written
in the security namespace of the extended attributes
of the filesystem. A userspace interface is exported
through securityfs4 to load the network policy tag in
kernelspace. Supervised socket families are AF INET
and AF INET6. A userspace daemon reports alerts to
the user via the libnotify library. Userspace tools allow us to manipulate filesystem extended attributes
to set and edit information tags.
5
5.1

Experiments
Data leaks through a web browser

The following scenario shows how our new model and
implementation can detect confidentiality violations
by untrusted code interpreted by a Web browser. Web
browsers were initially simple applications displaying HTML content to the final user, but those have
evolved into complex applications running JavaScript
and other interpreted languages on the client machine, inevitably exposing user data to a number
of real threats. In this scenario, a client is running a modified Linux kernel with our implementation of Blare with the presented network extension.
The client visits a malicious web page using Mozilla
Firefox 3.5 and the Java runtime environment plugin
(JRE) version 6 update 10. This version is subject
to the “Java calendar deserialization” vulnerability
(CVE 2008-5353) that may lead to the execution of
arbitrary code by an attacker. The client executes
malicious Java code exploiting this issue and embedding a payload that allows the attacker to get a remote shell on the machine.
Assume the folder/home/alice/confidential/
contains 64 confidential files. We labeled these files as
being confidential, and assigned an information tag
containing a unique identifier between 1 and 64 to
each of them. The information tag of these files is a
set containing one unique identifier, e.g., {1}. This
experiment is similar to the use case “all sensitive
data must stay local” introduced in Section 4.3.1. We
defined an empty network policy tag as follows :
Pnet = {{}}.
In this configuration, any application sending
any of the labelled files to any remote host is a
security policy violation and triggers an alert. Now
we visited a crafted web page http://www.malicioushost/malicious-page.html embedding a malicious
Java applet containing an attack against the previously mentioned vulnerability. This malicious page
causes Mozilla Firefox to execute the Java virtual
machine (JVM) in a separated process, which in
4
Securityfs is based on sysfs and is used by the LSM modules,
generally mounted as /sys/kernel/security.
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turn interprets the Java code containing a remote
shell allowing the attacker to connect to the local
machine. As the attacker accesses labelled files of the
local filesystem, the information tag of the process
running Java is updated with information tags of
the files it reads. At the moment when it sends
information through a socket, our kernel reference
monitor considers that the data being sent contains
information from the files it previously read, and
proceeds to a lookup throughout the network policy
tag to ensure this behavior is allowed by the user.
For every illegal attempt to illegally send information
by the Java process, we were warned by the reference
monitor with the following message:
[BLARE POLICY VIOLATION] Illegal information
sent to socket by
process [PID] running java
5.2
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Figure 3: Memory overhead on SSH transfer

The following is an evaluation of our implementation
in terms of performances. We uncompressed a Linux
kernel source tree and used it as a dataset containing
39048 files, that we individually labeled with a unique
information tag. The machine we used is a Pentium
4 3.0 Ghz with 2.5 Gb of RAM. We evaluated the
performances of our kernel following the scenario “all
sensitive data must stay local” as presented in Section
4.2.
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5.2.2

Detection rate

When experimenting with an empty network policy
tag, Blare reports all labelled information that is leaving the operating system with no false negatives. By
design, our conservative approach, as described in
Section 4.1 does not allow false negatives. However, a
variable number of false positives may occur, depending on the presence of indirect flows where Blare over
estimates the actual content. Due to the impractical
aspects of such an evaluation, we have not performed
any comprehensive study of the false positive rate in
this study. This aspect will be further evaluated in
future work.
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Figure 2: CPU overhead on SSH transfer
Figure 2 compares the CPU idle time when using
Linus Torvald’s kernel (that we call Vanilla) and the
Blare kernel. As expected, the Vanilla kernel gives
lower CPU overhead during the transfer (higher CPU
idle value). Our security framework adds 30% to 40%
of extra overhead to the data transfer.
Figure 3 compares the memory overhead of our
kernel and makes a comparison with a Vanilla kernel
executing the same file transfer operation. As Blare
is attaching meta-information to every system object,
the memory consumption remains higher by 30% on
average when using our Kernel.
5.2.1

Overall completion time

The overall completion time was 300% longer with
our kernel than with the Vanilla kernel. This limitation is due to a bottleneck at the filesystem level
in our prototype. Extended attributes of the filesystem are used extensively in our implementation with
no optimization. We believe that the overall performances of our system can be improved by optimizing
the current prototype.
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6.2

Discussion
Advantages

Usability

We consider the presence of false positives in this
model as an acceptable fact in most situations given
that it is meant to protect from situations which
should happen by no means, based on the principle
of non-interference (Ko & Redmond 2002). The false
positives rate can be improved by filtering alerts in
userspace, for instance any sequence of false positives
triggered by the same event can safely be discarded
after the event has been reported. A more comprehensive evaluation of the false positive rates will be
studied in future work.
This model does not replace access control mechanisms, nor enforce any security policy but instead
helps to ensure no unwanted behaviour happens between some defined sets of data and the network. The
situation where a web-browser accesses some personal
information is a good example of our goals: where
access control could have been used to block this particular access in the first place, it does not prevent an
application from indirectly accessing the same information by another channel (shared memory, IPC with
another application etc.). Furthermore, in this example we focus on the fact that this information should
not leave the system through the network, therefore
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no alert would be raised for an application that accesses the information but does not send it over.
7

Conclusion

Most of today’s computer software includes a number
of third party applications and plugins from untrusted
sources. Users have no control over the actions such
software can perform, and no guarantee regarding the
confidentiality of their data. This article presented an
approach of confidentiality violation detection based
on dynamic data tainting to address this issue. We
implemented a reference monitor in the Linux kernel
allowing for system-wide information flow tracking.
We presented a practical example showing how it is
possible to detect confidentiality violations using our
model.
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Abstract
Security of RFID authentication protocols has received considerable interest recently. However, an important aspect of such protocols that has not received
as much attention is the efficiency of their communication. In this paper we investigate the efficiency benefits of pre-computation for time-constrained applications in small to medium RFID networks. We also
outline a protocol utilizing this mechanism in order to
demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks of using this
approach. The proposed protocol shows promising
results as it is able to offer the security of untraceable
protocols whilst only requiring the time comparable
to that of more efficient but traceable protocols.
1

Introduction

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a wireless
identification method that utilizes the reception of
electromagnetic or electrostatic radio waves (Shepard 2005). An RFID system typically consists of
three components: RFID tags, RFID readers and a
back-end database. Although most RFID networks
make use of a backend database, there are some
applications of RFID that do not require, or may
even preclude, a connection with a backend database
(Ahamed et al. 2008); however, in this paper we assume a database to be used. The most common, and
widespread type of RFID networks are low-cost passive RFID networks. Such tags are distinguished by
their dependency on a reader for power as well as their
lack of computational power (Rao S. 2007). Passive
RFID has been gaining popularity due to its relatively
low cost; passive systems are therefore ideal for a wide
range applications including object tracking, supply
chain management to traffic tolling.
As the applications of such RFID networks continue to expand, the need for security and privacy also
becomes more prominent. Many RFID authentication protocols have been proposed that aim to provide
a higher level of security to low-cost RFID networks
(Mikko Lehtonen et al. 2006); however, aside from security issues special attention must also be taken to
consider the feasibility of these protocols. Although a
large amount of work has been previously focussed on
overcoming the computational limitations of both the
tag and the reader/database (Zhang & Baciu 2008),
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(Toiruul et al. 2007), little effort has been concentrated in the time efficiency of RFID authentication
protocols, a very practical constraint.
In this paper we will explore the feasibility of the
current types of protocols in terms of their communications efficiency as well as investigate the use of precomputation as a means to allow protocols to overcome this time barrier. In this paper we show that
pre-computation is not only a viable method for improving the efficiency of RFID protocols, but also a
practical means for achieving higher levels of security
in time-constrained applications. Using this method,
we are able to greatly reduce the time required during authentication while at the same time remain with
very reasonable computational and memory requirements. However, we also note that the use of precomputation is most suited for small to medium RFID
networks.
2

Motivation and Previous Work

Efficiency and privacy are probably the two most important factors when designing RFID authentication
protocols. Protocols have to be efficient in a scalable manner to adapt from small to large networks.
RFID tags should also be untraceable in order to
protect privacy of users. At the same time protocols need to be computationally efficient for both the
database/reader and tag; most research emphasises
efficiency of tags as they are much more computationally limited when compared to readers and databases.
However, little emphasis has been put on protocols for
time constrained applications, a major type of application for RFID.
For instance, consider a scenario where an organization makes use of RFID smart cards for access
control. Everyone inside the premises is required to
use a smart card to open doors and access various
equipment and for the organization to log personnel
movement, for example by placing readers on doors
it is possible to log access. Another possible scenario
might be the tracking of inventory, where tags on
items are read by the reader as they pass though a
gate or door. Evidently such scenarios require authentication to be completed within a limited timeframe, namely the time which the tag takes to pass
though the door/gate. However, under such circumstances it is possible for adversaries to easily track
the flow of equipment or inventory by simply placing
a RFID reader to eavesdrop communication. This can
potentially lead to privacy breaches or financial loss.
Current RFID authentication protocols can be
separated into two main categories, stateful and stateless, as outlined by Alomair et al. (Alomair &
Poovendran 2010). The two types are defined by
their use of states, or more practically the manage-
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ment of their (secret) identifiers. Whereas tags using stateful protocols update their identifiers after every successful authentication session with the help of
the reader/database, stateless protocols make use of
static constant identifiers but utilize other measures,
most commonly pseudorandom number generators, to
provide security.
Stateless protocols such as the Randomized HashLock protocol (Weis 2003), and tree-based protocols
first proposed by Molnar et. al. (Molnar & Wagner 2004), tend to display stronger security properties compared to stateful protocols. Most importantly,
nearly all stateless protocols are untraceable. This is
because they typically make use of a pseudorandom
number generator to randomize their responses, so
that an eavesdropper cannot correlate different tag
responses. However, this additional security property comes at the expense of scalability and efficiency.
As the reader/database now has to perform exhaustive search of all existing identifiers stored in order
to authenticate just one tag, it is simply not feasible
for networks with a large amount of tags to run the
protocol efficiently. Attempts to minimize the computational load on the reader/database using a treebased hierarchy have been proposed by Molnar et al.
(Molnar & Wagner 2004). Although this approach
was able to greatly reduce the computational load on
the reader/database it also introduced some practical
issues as the number of messages that must be exchanged before a tag can be authenticated increases
accordingly to the number of tags in the system.
There is a vast number of proposed stateful protocols, particularly relative to the number of stateless protocols, and their efficiency varies greatly. In
this paper we will be discussing one of the most efficient types of stateful protocols known as indexed
stateful protocols; examples include EMAP (PerisLopez, Hernandez-Castro, Estevez-Tapiador & Ribagorda 2006), LMAP (Peris-lopez, Hern, Tapiador &
Ribagorda 2006), LRMAP (Ha et al. 2007), and a
protocol of Dimitriou (Dimitriou 2005). These protocols are both scalable and efficient. They utilize an
invertible function to encrypt the tag’s identifier and
their security is dependent on the function chosen.
Such an approach does not require exhaustive search
of all existing identifiers at the reader/database, thus
they are typically very efficient when compared to
stateless protocols and consequently scalable. However, because they do not require responses from tags
to be randomized they can therefore be traced by
both passive and active adversaries. Identifiers are
updated only after each successful authentication, in
order to provide partial protection from the tag being traced, but consequently they are susceptible to
de-synchronization. De-synchronization occurs when
the identifier, or state, stored on a tag does not match
the identifier stored on the reader/database, causing
authentication to fail.
As reflected by the protocols, scalability, traceability and efficiency has been the main focus of most
research. Little attention has been given to the communication efficiency, particularly issues such as the
amount of messages required to be exchanged and the
time required for each authentication. As there are
many time-constrained RFID applications, as mentioned earlier, this can greatly affect the feasibility
of protocols. On a side note, it should be recognized
that the problem of communication efficiency is much
more prominent in stateless protocols than indexed
stateful protocols.
Although there are a number of previous works
such as these by Li et al. (Li et al. 2010) and
Poulopoulos et al. (Poulopoulos et al. 2009) which fo-
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cus on offering efficient authentication, they typically
do not offer protection against tracing. In this paper, we show that the use of pre-computation can not
only greatly improve the communication efficiency of
RFID protocols, but also allows tags to be untraceable to a certain extent. More recent work by Alomair et al. (Alomair et al. 2010) proposed a protocol that allowed constant-time identification using
pre-computation. However, as their proposed protocol makes use of an internal counter whose value is
only known by the tag, it requires very large amounts
data to be pre-computed before a system can be initialized. We believe our approach is more flexible as it
does not require the use of very large pre-computed
database and that our approach allows authentication on an on-demand basis ultimately requiring less
overall computation.
In summary, the novel contributions of this paper
are:
• a method of employing pre-computation in the
design of time-efficient RFID protocols;
• analysis of the security properties available using
our methods which shows that untraceability can
be achieved;
• design of a specific protocol utilizing the method
and a comparitive analysis of its efficiency and
security.
3

Phases and Time of Authentication Protocols

Typically an RFID protocol involves the exchange
of three messages between the reader and tag1 . As
shown in Figure 1, in the first message, a is a broadcast query sent from the reader to initiate a session
with the tag. The tag then responds with message
b, typically with information required for authentication. The reader finally replies with the third message
c both as an acknowledgement to the authentication
request as well as other data, such as the new tag
secret, required to finish the session.

Figure 1: Communication of Typical Authentication
Protocols
An authentication session is completed in three
phases, Session Initiation, Session Process and Session Finalization.
1
Most commonly stateless protocols have three message exchanges. Although there are protocols with less than three messages, as well as protocols that require more than three (most notably tree-based protocols) these can be easily adapted into our
notation simply by treating the last message as the third message
and all messages between the first and third combined to be the
second message.
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1. Session initiation is the phase in which the
reader generates any data required for its initiation query, a. This phase commonly involves generating and broadcasting a random nonce. The
first phase ends when a tag receives the query,
thus entering the next phase.
2. The second phase is known as the Session Process phase, during which the tag generates and
replies with b to the point where the reader receives b and has completed all operations for c
to be transmitted. From the tag’s point of view,
this phase typically involves encrypting its secret
identifier using the received (as well as possibly
its own generated) nonce before sending it as b.
On receiving b, the reader does what is required
to decrypt or verify b, commonly by searching
database entries or performing various cryptographic operations. The second phase ends when
the reader finishes verifying the identity of the
tag, and if required perform any computation
necessary for the final message c.

most expensive computational operations that were
originally performed during Session Process phase;
in most cases it would be the hash operations,
or cryptographic operations required for exhaustive
search. Evidently, not all protocols can utilize precomputation, only those where such offloading is possible.

3. The remaining phase, Session Finalization, consists of the final message c from the reader as
well as any remaining computation for both the
reader and tag.
In generalizing protocol sessions into the above
phases we can now discuss time accordingly. As
shown in Figure 1, we consider three different notions
of time, Communication Time, Processing Time, and
Total time.
• Communication Time, as the name suggests, is
the time required for the communication of protocol messages and all processing in-between, i.e.
from the start of the reader transmitting message
a to the time the tag receives message c.
• Processing Time denotes the time from which the
tag replies with b to the point before where the
reader sends c. This is effectively the time during
which the database and reader are to perform
the (typically) most demanding operations, the
Session Process phase.
• Total time is the total amount of time spent on
the protocol session, i.e. the total time of the
three phases combined.
Practically, at a minimum, it is necessary for the tag
to be in the range of the reader for the duration of the
Communication Time. Otherwise the session would
not complete leading to a failed session. Therefore
in this paper our main aim is to minimize Communication Time by offloading time-consuming computations in the Session Process phase.

Figure 2: Communication of Pre-Computed Protocols
After most computation has been completed during the Pre-Computation phase, the resulting Session Process phase requires only minimal computation. In the most extreme examples, such as the protocol example given later in this paper, the reader
is only required to perform a search of the precomputed data, which requires only minimal time.
Using such a method, we are able to reduce the Process Time dramatically and consequently also Communication Time, thus allowing parties to be authenticated within a smaller timeframe.
5

In this section, we present a simple example protocol showing how pre-computation can be implemented. This protocol is based on the idea of Randomized Hash-Lock(Weis 2003), and can be considered the pre-computed implementation of the Randomized Hash-Lock protocol. We will be analyzing
the efficiency and security of this protocol, and at the
same time comparing it to both indexed stateful and
stateless protocols, in later sections.
5.1

4

Phases and Time of Pre-Computed Protocols

The aim of pre-computation is to offload most of the
computation required for the Session Process during
a protocol session in order to decrease the Communication Time of a protocol. Although it is possible for
indexed stateful protocols to utilize pre-computation,
stateless protocols would see the most improvement,
so our example protocol is a stateless protocol.
The phases of pre-computation protocols follow
very similarly to that of non-pre-computation protocols, as shown in figure 2. Pre-computed protocols introduces a Pre-Computation phase that has
to be completed before a session is initiated. During this phase, the reader/database performs the

EP-UAP: Efficient Passively-Untraceable
Authentication Protocol

Notation

The following notation is used to describe the EPUAP protocol:
H a one-way hash function
T RFID Tag
R RFID Reader
|| concatenation operation
ID1T unique tag identification code, stored in T
ID2T unique tag identification code, stored in T
RT a random nonce, generated by T
RR a random nonce, generated by R
ID1R unique tag identification code, stored in R
ID2R unique tag identification code, stored in R
mT R authentication challenge
mRT authentication challenge response
cT authentication challenge check
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5.2

∗ If mRT 6= cT , R is considered to be hostile, consequently T will terminate the
current authentication session be ceasing further communication with R until
it receives a new query.

EP-UAP Pre-Computation Process

Pre-computation of EP-UAP consists of three steps:
1. Numerous random numbers, RR1 , RR4 , RR3 , . . . ,
are generated.

– If there does not exists IDi1R , where
H(IDi1R ||RR ) = mT R , T is considered to be
hostile, consequently R will terminate the
current authentication session, ceasing further communication with T.

2. H(ID1R ||RRn ) are calculated for all existing
ID1R using a generated RRn .
3. Using H(ID1R ||RRn ) as an index for RRn all results are stored in the database, after which we
say that RRn is (pre-)computed.
The above process can be repeated until all possible values of RR are calculated, if resource on the
database allows, or can be repeated until a predetermined number of RR values are pre-computed. For
maximum efficiency this process is repeated until all
possible values of RR , however as this can consume
a large amount of storage it is only recommended for
reasonably small networks.
5.3

5.4

The use of the post-authentication process is dependent on the security and resource requirements of a
database. Three likely scenarios are described below.
• In this scenario resources of the database is limited, and maximum security is not required. Under the given conditions, the number of precomputed RR is most likely capped to a predetermined value in order to restrict the use of
resources on the database. After each successful
authentication between tag and reader/database,
all values of H(ID1R ,RRn ) for the given RR are
deleted from the database to allow for a fresh RR
to be pre-computed.

EP-UAP Authentication Process

• In this scenario, resource is limited but maximum
security is preferred. Under the given conditions,
the number of pre-computed RR is most likely
capped to a predetermined value in order to restrict the use of resources on the database. A
pool of all possible values of RR is also created
and stored in the database. After each successful
authentication between tag and reader/database,
all values of H(ID1R ,RRn ) for the given RR are
deleted from the database to allow for a fresh
RR to be pre-computed, the value of the authenticated RR would be removed from the pool of
available RR values. A fresh RR is randomly selected from the pool. If there are no available
RR , the pool will be recreated with all possible
values of RR and the previous process would be
repeated.

Figure 3: EP-UAP Authentication Process
Authentication between a reader and tag consists
of the following three message exchanges, as shown in
figure 3:
• In the initial step the reader broadcasts an
authenticated RR along with a communication
query.

• In this scenario, resource is not and maximum
security is preferred. Under the given conditions, the number of pre-computed RR is not
capped. A pool of all possible values of RR is
also created and stored in the database. After
each successful authentication between tag and
reader/database, all values of H(ID1R ,RRn ) for
the given RR are deleted from the database to allow for a fresh RR to be pre-computed, the value
of the authenticated RR would be removed from
the pool of available RR values. A fresh RR is
randomly selected from the pool. If there is no
available RR in the pool, the pool will be recreated with all possible values of RR and the process would be repeated. The first time this occurs
this database would have stored all possible values of H(ID1R ,RRn ); thus no additional processing is required for future authentication sessions
until new tags are added in which all possible of
H(ID1R ,RRn ) would be created for that (ID).

• After a query and RR has been received, T generates a fresh random nonce RT which, in turn, is
sent to R along with an authentication challenge
mT R , where mT R = H(ID1T ||RR ). T would continue to compute the challenge check message cT ,
where cT = H(ID2T ||RT ), whilst waiting for R’s
response.
• Once R receives message (mT R ,RT ), it searches
for a IDi1R where H(IDi1R ||RR ) = mT R for the
computed RR .
– If there exists IDi1R , where H(IDi1R ||RR ) =
mT R the tag would be considered to be authentic and the communicating tag would
be identified as IDi1R . Subsequently the associated IDi2R would be used to construct
the challenge response message mRT , where
mRT = H(IDi2R ||RT ). mRT is then sent
back to T as a response to mT R . Once T
receives mRT it verifies whether mRT = cT .
∗ If mRT = cT , R is deemed as authentic
and T would unlock for further communication.
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6

Analysis of Protocols

In this section we compare the EP-UAP with three
other protocols, a indexed stateful protocol, LRMAP
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(Ha et al. 2007), and two stateless protocols, randomized hash-lock (Weis 2003) and a tree-based protocol
proposed by Molnar et al. (Molnar & Wagner 2004).
As most indexed stateful protocols are of similar efficiency and scalability, any indexed stateful protocol
should be able to provide a general guideline regarding their efficiency. Stateless protocols, however, are
very different. We have chosen two of the earliest
protocols of each class of protocols which set very different efficiency standards.
The randomized hash-lock is one of the first stateless protocols proposed and is of linear time, whereas
the tree-based protocol proposed by Molnar et al., one
of the first protocols proposed in order to improve the
efficiency of linear-time stateless protocols, operates
under logarithmic time. The efficiency of both classes
of stateless protocols have remained largely within the
same range since their introduction (Yousuf & Potdar 2008), thus they should be sufficient as a baseline comparison. Overall the three protocols together
should provide a good baseline comparison on the efficiency of common RFID protocols.
6.1

Figure 4: Authentication Time vs Number of Tags

Efficiency Analysis

during de-synchronization. Hence here we focus on
normal usage scenarios where the tag is assumed to
be synchronized. Using LRMAP as an example, we
can safely conclude that in typical situations an indexed stateful protocol can offer constant authentication performance, i.e. the time required for authentication is independent of the number of tags or other
similar factors.
As expected, regardless of the situation only
two messages are required to be exchanged under the LRMAP protocol during Session Process
phase — one as an authentication challenge from
N : The total number of tags
the tag and the other a challenge response from the
H : Time required to perform one cryptographic operareader/database. As with nearly all indexed statetion such as hashing
ful protocols, LRMAP can be used on small to large
T : Time required to transmit one message2
networks assuming that de-synchronization is rare.
b: Branching factor of a M-ary tree-based protocol
6.1.2 Randomized Hash-Lock
The time required to complete the Session Process
phase is given by the sum of the total time of comUnlike indexed stateful protocols, stateless protocol
putations required on the reader/database and tag as
do not require identifiers to be updated, neglecting
well as the time for messages to be exchanged. Most
the possibility of de-synchronization. As such the
messages exchanged are in the form of a challenge
number of hash operations required to be performed
and response which is considered to be two messages,
by the reader/database under the randomized hashone from the challenger (typically a tag), and one
lock protocol remains at a constant N, with only one
from the respondent (typically the reader/database).
hash operation required by the tag. However, since
Although practically there would be other factors inthe load of the reader/database increases relative to
volved, such as communication between reader and
the total number of tags in the network, the time redatabase and the time required to perform searches,
quired can potentially become unrealistically high if
these operations are typically not specified by most
there is a large number of tags, hence this type of
protocols; hence we assume that these times are conprotocol is feasible on networks with a small number
stant for all protocols thus omitted from the comparof tags.
ison. A summary of the comparison is given in table
Under all situations, two messages are required to
1; a graph of the relationships between the number of
be exchanged in the randomized protocol during Sestags and time required is also shown in Figure 4.
sion Process phase — one as an authentication challenge from the tag and the other a challenge response
from the reader/database.
6.1.1 LRMAP
As the randomized hash-lock protocol requires up
In a typical scenario, the LRMAP protocol reto N (average of N2 ) hash operations per authenticaquires a total of 3 hash operations to be pertion, putting a large huge amount of computational
formed by the tag and another 3 to be performed
load on the reader/database, it is feasible for use only
by the reader/database, however in the case of deon small networks.
synchronization the reader/database is required to
perform an exhaustive search on all identifiers stored
6.1.3 Tree-based Protocols
increasing the amount of hash operations required by
N resulting in a total of 3 + N operations. Note that
Tree-based protocols make use of an M-ary tree in
LRMAP could be considered as a ‘hybrid’ protocol,
order to optimize the amount of computation load
where during normal use it is an indexed stateful proon the database. However as we will outline, this
tocol, but functions similarly to stateless protocols
First we discuss the efficiency of pre-computed protocols using EP-UAP as an example. We focus only
on the Session Process phase of the protocols, since
if we assume that all protocols are used for the same
application, the efficiency of the other phases would
mostly remain constant. In this section, we take into
account the worst case scenario of each protocol. The
following notation is used throughout the remainder
of this section.
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Protocol
LRMAP
Randomized H-L
Tree-based
EP-UAP

Time Required
(6 [+ N ])H + 2T
(N )H + 2T
(b logb N)H + (logb N )T
3H + 2T

Network Size
Small - Large
Small
Small - Medium
Small - Medium

Table 1: Efficiency Comparison
approach is not without its drawbacks. Using a typically top-down tree walking approach, there would be
a total of logb N layers in the tree with each branch
having b identifiers. As such, under exhaustive search
the total number of hashes required to be performed
by the reader/database would be b logb N . The number of operations required to be performed by the tag
would consequently be the same.
Unlike the randomized hash-lock protocol, however, the tree-based protocol authenticates by walking
the tree layer by layer, consequently the total number of messages required has also increased to logb N
which is the total number of layers in the tree. This
is a major feasibility concern if a network has a large
number of tags but with a small branching factor, as
it would require a unrealistic number of messages per
authentication. On the other hand, if a network is to
have a large branching factor the protocol would require more computation in exchange for less messages
per session.
Due to their tree walking nature, tree-based protocols can be used on much larger networks compared to linear-time stateless protocols. The decrease
in computational load to b number of hash operations per step is a dramatic decrease when compared to N, keeping the computational load on the
reader/database much more manageable.
6.1.4

EP-UAP

As the hash operations required to be performed have
already been pre-computed, only the verification of
authenticity remains. As such the pre-computed protocol requires only 1 hash operation to be computed
by the reader/database, whereas the tag would only
have to compute 2, one as an authentication challenge
and the other for verification. As expected, Session
Process phase of EP-UAP is completed after two message exchanges.
This is a dramatic decrease in all areas when compared to the other protocols. Most importantly, the
EP-UAP protocol, assuming that the amount of tags
in the system remains constant, offers constant-time
authentication i.e. the amount of time required per
authentication session remains constant regardless of
the number of tags, a feat achievable only by indexed
stateful protocols.
Unlike other protocols, offloading the computational load during authentication by pre-computing
the required operations places a new restriction on
these protocols, namely storage. Since pre-computed
information must be stored in the database, it might
not be feasible if there is a large number of tags on
the network. Thus the deployment of pre-computed
protocols is limited only in small to medium networks. Nevertheless, we believe this is a worthwhile investment given the vast improvement in efficiency. It should also be noted that this pre-computed
‘database’ does not have to be stored or computed
at a central location; in many situations it would be
more beneficial to have multiple independent systems
where needed. For example, in smaller networks it is
very possible for the computation and data storage to
be managed by the reader.
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6.2

Security Comparison

Security properties of protocols are more difficult to
compare due to the vast amount of factors. Indeed,
it should be noted that the EP-UAP, the randomized hash-lock, the tree-based protocol and some indexed stateful protocols such as EMAP and LMAP,
are still relatively immature and have been shown to
be insecure in various aspects (Avoine et al. 2006),
(Wang et al. 2007), (Lu et al. 2009), (Li & Deng 2007).
Therefore it would be of limited interest to perform
in-depth analysis and/or comparisons at this point.
Our purpose is rather to show the basic security limitations of each type of protocol and therefore we have
pinpointed one particular important property: traceability.
For simplicity, we regard traceability as the ability for an adversary to distinguish, or identify, a tag
based only on its responses3 . We consider two levels of security in regard to traceability: passive and
active. Note that it is possible for protocols to be
neither passive nor actively secure.
To clarify each of the levels we first introduce two
types of adversaries, passive adversaries and active
adversaries. Passive adversaries have the ability to
eavesdrop and block communication between a reader
and tag but do not have the power to interact with
sessions in any way. Active adversaries not only have
the ability to eavesdrop sessions but also insert, modify and block messages between the reader and tag.
The level of security of a given protocol is determined
by the type of adversary it is secure against. If it is
secure against passive adversaries then it is passive
secure; similarly if it is secure against active adversaries then it is considered active secure. If a protocol
is active secure it is also passive secure, since an active adversary has all the power that a passive adversary possesses (Ding Zhen-hua 2008, Jung-Chun Kao
2006). A summary of the comparison is shown in
Table 2.
Protocol
Indexed Stateful
Stateless
Pre-Computed

Passive
N
Y
Y

Active
N
Y/N
N

Table 2: Traceability Comparison
As indexed stateful protocols cannot update states
in the absence of an authentic reader and do not have
the ability of randomizing their responses, they are
both active and passively traceable. By eavesdropping more than one consecutive unsuccessful authentication attempt, it is possible for an adversary to
associate the two sessions simply by matching the response sent by the tag as they should be the same.
Stateless protocols, on the other hand, have the
ability to randomize their responses using their embedded pseudorandom number generator, so they
3
Note that there are many different factors that can cause tags
to be traceable but are not considered in this paper; these include
side-channel information (for instance the time required for authentication or whether authentication was successful), or extraction of
secret information.
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have the ability to be either passively untraceable or
both passive and actively untraceable depending on
protocol specification. It is possible for stateless protocols to be actively untraceable if a protocol specifies
that authentication challenge is to be randomized independent of the reader’s query, else if the challenge
is only randomized based on the query from a reader,
it can only be passively untraceable. (Note that the
particular protocol (LRMAP) we used for comparison
is not vulnerable to this as it acts like a stateless protocol after one unsuccessful authentication attempt,
but this is an exception rather than norm.)
Aside from traceability under ideal scenarios, treebased protocols are more susceptible to tracing if
some tags have been compromised. Since tree-based
protocols authenticate tags by walking from the top
of the tree, down through each branch to a specific
leaf, if the identifiers of the higher branches are compromised it is possible to distinguish whether or not
an uncompromised tag belongs to a specific branch.
This attack is studied in further detail by Avoine et
al. (Avoine et al. 2006), who also concluded that the
impact of such compromises on the logarithmic-time
stateless protocol can be minimized by increasing the
branching factor of the tree. Note that this attack
only affects protocols where identifier are arranged in
such manner; other protocols such as stateful protocols and linear-time stateless protocols are not vulnerable to this threat, as all identifiers stored on the
tag are unique among all tags in the network.
Unfortunately since pre-computed protocols depend on the reader/database to randomize their response, it is possible for an adversary to impersonate
a reader and actively query tags using a previously
used nonce. An active adversary can simply reply
a previously used random nonce. Nevertheless, it is
possible for pre-computed protocols to be actively secure by introducing a nonce generated by the tag and
for the database to pre-compute the combination of
both. However this would increase the amount of
computation required beyond the number of tags in
the system, a tradeoff that is difficult to justify.
7

Feasibility of EP-UAP

In this section we discuss the practical feasibility of
pre-computation using the EP-UAP protocol as an
example. The performance of the protocols will be
compared by approximating the time required for one
authentication in a network with the same amount of
tags. The network used in the comparison is a smallto-medium network with 406900 tags. Tag identifiers
are to be 256 bits in length — most implemented tags
today only use around 64-bit to 128-bit identifiers and
it is safe to assume that this number is only going to
increase. It is also assumed that the database can perform around 100 MB of hash operations per second.
This approximation is based on a dual-core processor
operating at 1.83 GHz released in 2007; more modern processors commonly have more than twice the
amount of cores operating at more than twice the frequency and quite possibly utilizing more efficient architectures, hence this estimation should prove useful
only as a baseline. We also estimate the time required
to transmit one message to be approximately 20ms.
The results in this section are computed using the
formulas from Table 1 under the above estimations.
As the efficiency of tree-based protocols depends
on the branching factor of the tree, b, we give three
approximations of tree-based protocols: first with
minimum branching factor, from binary tree where
b = 2, a reasonable branching factor, where b = 25 ,

and finally a large branching factor (relative to the
number of tags), where b = 212 .
The results are given in Table 3. As show in the
table, indexed stateful protocols such as the LRMAP
protocol are expectedly the most efficient requiring
a minimum of only 40 ms, whereas the randomized
hash-lock protocol requires the longest time. The
most interesting of the figures are perhaps for the
tree-based protocols. In order to optimize the treebased protocols, one must find a suitable balance
between the amount of computational load on the
reader/database, by increasing the branching factor
thus increasing the security, and the number of messages required for authentication, a very important
factor into determining the time required to authenticate one tag. The EP-UAP protocol is also one of
the most efficient protocols requiring only a minimum
of 40ms for authentication.
Aside from the authentication, practically we also
have to take into account the total time required for
computation: process time. Whereas with the other
authentication protocols the total time required is
around the same range as their process time, this is
not the case for pre- protocols. The notion of precomputation is to minimize the time required for communication session by reallocating the time required
for authentication into two periods of time, where
most time consuming computations are to be processed before the session begins. Howver, rhe total of
the two times remain unchanged. Another limitation
of pre-computation protocols is the amount of storage
required. Using the data from Table 3 where there are
406900 tags, the database is required to store at least
100 MB of data. This might not be a major problem as most modern systems typically have multiple
gigabytes of RAM, but would nevertheless limit rate
of authentication, i.e. the number of authentications
within a period of time.
One possible issue that limits the feasibility of precomputation protocols are applications where there
could be a continuous high rate of authentication, resulting in the number of required authentications exceeding the number of computations the database is
capable of. This issue can be partially eased by either
increasing the computational power of the database
or increasing the memory, this can be achieved as the
systems can be independent of each other. This increase can also be temporary in applications where
there are predicted periods of high demand, such
as workers coming and leaving work. However, we
emphasize that a large network is required for such
events to occur, ones that we do not recommend for
pre-computation.
8

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper investigates the use of pre-computation as
a means to minimize the time required for authentication. By utilizing pre-computation we were able
to construct the EP-UAP protocol to demonstrate
the benefits as well as outline the drawbacks of precomputation. We were able to show that by using precomputation we are able to provide untraceability at
a comparable level to stateless protocols whilst maintaining within the efficiency range of indexed stateful
protocols, which do not provide any untraceability.
However such protocols are only suited for small to
medium networks due to possible storage constraints
but nevertheless an improvement over some stateless
protocols which are only suited for small networks.
As the EP-UAP protocol is designed as a proofof-concept protocol, and still very immature, further
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Protocol
Protocol
Type
LRMAP
Stateful (Indexed)
Rand. Hash-Lock
Stateless (Linear)
Rand. Hash-Lock (avg)
Stateless (Linear)
Tree-based (b = 21 )
Stateless (Log’mic)
Tree-based (b = 25 )
Stateless (Log’mic)
Tree-based (b = 212 )
Stateless (Log’mic)
EP-UAP
Pre-Computed

Computational
Time (ms)
1.46 ×10−3
1000
500
9.1 ×10−3
2.9 ×10−2
15
4.8 ×10−4

Transmission
Time (ms)
40
40
40
380
80
40
40

Process
Time (ms)
40
1040
540
380
80
45
40

Total
Time (ms)
40
1040
540
380
80
45
1040

Table 3: Comparison of Protocol Running Times
work is required in order to design a provably secure authentication protocol for RFID utilizing precomputation. This would to allow for a more robust
comparison between protocols as well as a more indepth analysis of the possible advantages or drawbacks of pre-computation.
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